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REVIEWED INSIDE...
SIM2 1080p projector
Final 600i panel speaker
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Closer to the Client Name
than to any loudspeaker you
have ever heard...
Zingali Loudspeakers has been my

an upgrade

passion.A crusade since Ifirst heard

from £ 5,000

apair of Overture Twos almost

loudspeakers,

nine years ago. Today the brand's

but the

signature model finally has arrived.

Overture

It is aloudspeaker as beautiful as it

Ores have

is unconventional. It only bears the

also been

name of its creator and its owner.

ref ned over

It is the first loudspeaker model to

the years and

have no name, perhaps reflecting its

employ exactly

neutrality.

the same
technology, wave guiding which avoids

It is the result of 20 years

the limitations of internal volume and

development to achieve the perfect

external chamber ( room acoustics).

loudspeaker; atransducer which adds
no colouration and thickness, and

The secret is Zingali's patented

subtracts no dynamics or harmonics.

Ornniray Horn.The result is alifelike

Coming from the land of Gucci

presence and energy. Inner detail is

and Ferrari, you need not ask if it

reproduced.

is musical. It glues you to your seat;
wherever you are in the room as

Avoiding the need for aconventional

there is no stereo sweet spot.

crossover, tie efficiency and load
suit 8 — 40C watt amplifiers without

Happily, at

compression. In all rooms, small or

I24cms

large.

height it is
neither the

Limited I.ntroductory Offer

size nor the

Anticipating aprice increase in

shape of a

January 31, 2007, we have four pairs

wardrobe.At

Overture Ones to sell at £ 1790

£15,995 per

while stocks last.That's two speakers,

pair it offers

two pedestals, including VAT and UK

very good

shipping. Home approval throughout

value against
much more expensive and inferior

the UK by arrangement as our prices
are direct from the factory.

flagship rivals.
To hear what you've been missing,
The entire range, however, may be

take advantage of this limited

neglected for similar reasons of

introductory offer.

compact size ard prices. Don't allow
your expectations to limit your hopes.

Jack _awson
Specialist Hi Fi Consultant

At £ 1,995 you may not believe it is

Audio Salon

Audio Salon, 4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
t: 0845 4000 400
w : www.audiosalon.co.uk

e: inlo@audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.zingali.it
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The insice guice to the worlc of hi-fi...
'Copland has configured the DRC205
in such away that its USB port need
never be deflowered'
Keit1-1 Howard 1,
52]

•

'It's the first time I've felt inclined to
wear aNorth Face jacket, gloves and
hat in the cinema room'
Paul Miller [p62]

•

•
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'Suddenly Ihad a
hankering for ribs,
beans and beer. And
the trashiest, big-busted
blonde ever to poledance in 'Vegas'
Ken Kessler [p2/1]
FEBRUARY 2007 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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Reflecting the
diversity of all things
audio, we've packed a
rich variety of kit into
this issue. There's the
latest pre/power from
audio guru Nelson
Pass, a heavyweight
turntable design from
Acoustic Signature
and a King's Ransom
in cables from
Transparent.
Six of the best
standmount speakers
are featured in our
Group Test, but if you
have problems getting
any speaker to sound
at its best in your
room, then check out
Copland's corrective
DSP on page 52.
Affordable, topnotch gear from Rega
and Musical Fidelity
gets its first technical
treatise in HFN, wh!le
we preview TerratEc's
budget solution for
archiving vinyl sounds
onto a PC hard drive.
Meanwhile, as the
battle between Blu-ray
and HD-DVD gains
pace, we take a look
at SIM2's fabulous
HT3000 1080p
projector - a likely
partner for either
format in top- end
home cinemas.
And finally, Iam
delighted to welcome
a longstanding
colleague of mine
back in a collaborative
review of Krell's
remarkable 222
pre- amplifier. Iexpect
some of you may
already be familiar
with our guest
reviewer. Turn to page
24 and find out...
PAUL MILLER
Acting Editor
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SHANLING CD500 REFERENCE CD PLAYER
With its massive 16kg alloy chassis,
customised transport and valve- based
analogue output stage, Shanling's highly
stylised top- loading, £ 3600 CD player looks
out of this world.
www.shanling.com
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SONUS FABER
GUARNERI MEMENTO
Created as part of
Sonus faber's Homage
loudspeaker series, this
beautifully appointed
design pays tribute to
the maestro of stringed
instruments, Giuseppe
Guarneri. The gorgeous
red violin version will set
you back some £ 6500.
wwvv.sonusfaber.com
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The pick of the latest and greatest kit
that's about to come your way...

MICRONAUT
IN SPACE
CROFT ADDS HYBRID PRE- AND POWER AMPS
Glenn Croft, long known for his bespoke, low-cost
minimalist tube amps, has launched some spaceysounding new hybrid pre- and power amplifiers. In the
new Micronaut series, the entry-level combination is
the battery- powered Precession pre- amplifier and 25W
Polestar power amp, at an introductory price of £ 1400.
Both the pre- and power amp use tubes and MOSFETs
in acircuit configuration that Croft calls Transvalve and
both are housed in slimline casework, measuring 330 x
220 x 105mm (whd). According to Croft, the Polestar is
capable of driving B&W 801 speakers.
Prices for the Micronaut series start at £ 400-£600
according to user options, with stereo and mono preand power options available '
for ultimate fidelity'. All
Croft units are designed with the maxim ' simplest is
best', rejecting the use of printed circuit boards, and are
built in England using EC-sourced parts where posible,
by Eminent Audio,
Eminent Audio, 01746 716881
www.eminentaudio.com

ORTOFON'S BLACK CUBES
CARTRIDGE LEADER RELIES ON LEHMANN

VALVES IN
THE WOOD
UNISON RESEARCH'S SINGLE ENDED

Lehmann, the Cologne- based maker of specialist phono pre-amplifiers, is
to supply abatch of its Black Cube Statement phono stages to Ortofon, for
use in the Danish company's production quality control system.

Flamboyant wood- and- stainless- steel casework and

The units will be used by Ortofon to check both m- m and m-ccartridges
and are to be customised for this application with aspecial relay control,
allowing the normally jumper-selected options to be addressed by the
Labview software used.

glowing valves are the hallmarks of the bigger valve

Ortofon, with ahistory dating back to 1918, is aworld leader in
turntable cartridges and has about 75 employees in Denmark plus another
10 in Japan and the USA. Leif Johannsen, head of Ortofon's acoustics
& technology department, said: 'The long-term stability and working
reliability which Lehmann Audio is known for were
the crucial factor in our decision to use the
units for this application. The Black Cube
Statement is also areal bars am.'
The UK price of the
Black Cube is £ 250.
Henley Designs Ltd,
01235 511166
vvwvv.

now available in the UK, is the relatively compact
Preludio integrated amplifier.
Pre- amp and driver stages are based on the usual
ECC82 double triodes, while apair of KT88 output
tubes, run in single- ended ultra- linear mode, give a
rated power of 14W channel.
Interestingly, current needed by the ECC82's
heaters is supplied, as in Unison's Sinfonia, by
the cat hode current of the KT88, with voltage
regulation guaranteed by adedicated stabilised
power supply. There are four line inputs plus
one tape input and alow- impedance subwoofer

henleydesigns.

www.hifinews.co.uk

amps from Italian maker Unison Research. New baby
of the series, first seen at the Hi Fi News Show and

output is provided. IR remote control of volume
is provided by asmall handset. UK retail price for
the Preludio is £ 1795.
UKD, 01753 652669

co.uk
www.lehmannaudio.de
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PRELUDIO AMP

www,ukd.co.uk
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EXOTIK APPEA
LINN ADDS DSP TO MULTI- CHANNEL PRE-AMP

PAINT IT PINK
KEF'S SPECIAL EGGS BOOST CANCER CHARITY

As the successor to its Exotik eight-channel analogue
pre- amplifier, Linn has introduced aversatile new
version with digital processing inside.
The new Exotik supports all major DSP modes
for surround-sound music and movies, by using the

KEF helped raise funds for the Breast Cancer Care charity with this strictly
one-of- a- kind special-finish version of its KHT 3005.2 ' eggs'. The system
was sprayed in aunique, never-to- be- repeated pink finish for Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, October 2006. It was auctioned at acharity event with

algorithms to decode the different surround- sound
mode formats, or by up- mixing stereo sources

proceeds going to Breast Cancer Care.
Normally available in black or silver, the 3005.2 is the latest in aseries of

to surround. Its audio performance is said to be

'high- style' satelliteisJb systems, developed from the original, much- imitated

unchanged, but abuilt-in phono stage has been
added. This is set to moving- magnet sensitivity at

KHT 2005 ' egg' design launched more than six years ago.

the factory but can be reset to m- cby aLinn retailer.

vvwvv.kef.com

KEF + 44 (0)1622 672261

Thanks to the digital section, the Exotik can now
deliver ' audiophile performance from all of your
non- audiophile sources,' such as satellite receivers,
DVD players or games consoles, says Linn.
In black or silver, the new Exotik retails at £ 3245,
while the digital upgrade module can be added
to an analogue Exotic for £ 1200. A phono stage
upgrade module is available at £ 295.
Linn + 44 ( 0)500 888909
www.linn.co.uk

ONMIMOUNT'S
BIGGERVVISHBONE
Now bigger, stronger and available in
black, OmniMount's Wishbone cantilever
wall- mount has kept pace with the
demands of today's bigger screens — it
will now suit panels of up to 63in and
support aweight of up to 90kg. The
wall- mount also boasts an improved
tilt mechanism which, the manufacture
claims, provides asmoother and more
fluid tilting of the display. The Wishbone
cantilevers are made from die-cast
aluminium and feature solid steel pins to
provide maximum strength. Prices start
at £ 129.99.
OmniMount has also launched
acomplete new glass-and-steel AV
furniture range, the Studio Series. Four
models are offered, each featuring two
8mm tempered glass cascading shelves
below amount head. The mount heads
can take screens measuring 13in to 63in
with the Studio 4 able to support up to
50Ibs on the top shelf.
www.omnimount.co.uk
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Avalon

ISIS De4ened by Neil Patel
Where

time

and

space

become

One
AVALON

N

N11?e«..se.c,

Exclusive Proprietary Technologies:
Neodymium Drivers
Precious Metal Conductors
Constrained Layer Cabinet Damping
www.avaionacoustics.com

Low Noise Crossover Magnetics

Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

NEWS

STYLISH
PANELS
FINAL 3001
ELECTROSTATIC
Electrostatics don't have
to be big and expensive,
accordng to Final Sound.
The Dutch company has
just launched the 300i, the
smallest floorstanding model
in its ultra-slim Inverter
series. ( See p34 for our
review of the Final 600i).
But at 1220mm high by just
200mm wide, the 3001
(like the company's existing
AV line) can be wall- mounted
too, and it's intended for
use in multi-channel home
cinema applications as
well as two- channel music

cONFIDENTIAL

E‘n.
NEWÇ

JANINE ELLIOT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF HI-FI

11 FEB
Audio Ju
Angel Leisu
Centre,
Tonbridge,
www.audio
jumble.co.uk

Following last month's subwoofer that can blow your stomach apart and an
earlier mention that some drinks can taste better with sine-waves blasting
away in the background, scientists have recently confirmed that listening to
Mozart can seriously improve brain power, claiming that frequent listening can
create more grey matter in the auditory cortex. It probably depends on how
good the hi-fi is. The ' Mozart Effect' has already been associated with enhanced

12-15 APRIL
Festival Son
Image, Sheraton
Centre, Montrea
Canada

foetal brain development and improved maths.
Similarly, in the aquatic world, it is believed that fish also prefer listening
to Mozart ( and probably Kylie Minnow and Cod Stewart). In case all that isn't

25-27 JUNE
31st Internation
AES Conference,
New Directions
in High Resolution Audio, Queen
Mary, University g
l
et
of London

systems.
Final claims that its unique
Inverter technology and
other design innovations
make its electrostatics easy
to drive - a50W amplifier is
adequate - while providing
abroader listening area than
the traditional ' hotspot'.
With aclaimed frequency
response of 95Hz-22kHz,

enough, some professionals claim 14Hz helps you to concentrate, releasing
growth hormone and developing muscles, 10Hz acts as an analgesic, releasing
Serotonin, 90Hz is good if you need to feel good, and 111Hz creates beta
endorphin cell regeneration. Who needs doctors?
NOW ' EAR THIS
New editions to hi-fi nirvana include amassive two-ton 2000W steel
and aluminium horn loudspeaker, ingeniously called Hornmassive (
www.
hornmassive.com). You can only rent this system, which comes complete with
six strapping lads to assemble it. Audible up to akilometre, it is best suited

WI

to larger rooms. At the other extreme, Sony is now working on adevice that
uses the body to transmit wirelessly from an audio source to apair of regular
headphones. It converts the audio signal into an electric field where it passes
through your body ( hopefully painlessly!) to the headphones where it is then
unravelled back into sound. At the moment the device is limited to 48kHz
ATRAC3-plus compression. Just as well Iprefer using cable.
'Bone conduction' technology isn't new; it's been used in hearing aids for a
while, and some connotations include awristwatch radio that you can hear by
putting afinger in your ear.

the £ 1150/pair 3001 really
needs to be partnered by a

A SUPERIOR LENGTH

subwoofer. Final's new 5110

Finally, whilst much of the audio manufacturing base is from the Far East, where

will fit the bill at only £ 350.

labour costs are much lower, only
the UK could we have ahusband and wife
team spending awhole day knitting together asingle 1m interconnect. Call it
love or madness, Nottinghamshire- based The Missing Link put together some

www.ukd.co.uk
+44 ( 0)1753 652669

of the most beautiful looking and extremely musical cables money can buy
(like the Cryo Reference). But now they are even supplying all the bits so that
you can put them all together in the comfort of your own living-room, silver
solder et al. If, however, you get someone else to make your cables, ensure
they at least get the label correct. Witness the run of Black Rhodium ' Rhapsoy'
(Rhapsody) interconnect , or more recently, the [ cosse Best Boy cable that
arrived as ' Big Boy'. The mind boggles as to what they were thinking when they
typed that one up...

FEBRUARY 2007
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SPLENDID
ISOLATION
ECS TO USE NEVER- CONNECTED

111

1

ISOLATING POWER SUPPLY
ECS has taken alicence to use the
Patented Never- Connected Isolating

-

power supply technology in its new High
Performance Pre-Amplifier. Utilising a
simple re- design of the DC power supp
Never- Connected technology aims to
totally isolate the equipment from mainsborne noise and interference.
This allows manufacturers to offer
equipment which is sonically unaffected
by variable or poor quality mains power,
ensuring that their customers obtain both
consistent and optimum sound quality at
all times.
Never- Connected technology has been
successfully used for four years by Trichord

SLINGBOX
ACCOLADE
Sling Media
Inc (www.
slingmedia.com)
has been named
as one of the
World Economic
Forum's 47
Technology
Pioneers for
2007. The US
company's
innovative
Slingbox
redirects, or
'placeshifts', a
single live TV
stream from a
standard cable
connection,
cable box,
satellite
receiver, or
DVR to a PC
anywhere in
the home ( or
anywhere in the
world) via the
Internet.

Research to power its award winning range

performance HR turntable power supply -The latest licensee ECS is using
N- C technology in its new ECSpre preamplifier. Following its successful range of
monoblock and stereo power amplifiers
the ECSpre is designed to achieve the
highest possible sound quality.
Reuben Klein of ECS commented ' To
achieve the highest sound quality we have
always awanted to use an ultra short signal
path topology but all our previous attempts
to use this topology have been sonically
limited by the ability of conventional
power supply designs to provide open
sonically degrading mains noise.
'The use of the Never- Connected
technology has allowed us to provide a
package that is able to meet and exceed
the expectation of end users and simplify
the production process.'
www.never-connected.com
www.ecsamplifiers.co.uk
Never- Connected + 44(0)1684 833446
ECS + 44 ( 0)20 8932 7995

wwvv.hifinews.co.uk

Artcoustic has added a 50in version of its screen-width
DFMulti X2 speaker system. Joining the existing 42in model, the
monitor. The DF-Mult X2 provides left, centre and right speaker

PURE ONE
MILLION
Over one million
Pure Digital
DAB radios
have been
sold in the UK,
the company
announced
recently, with
the millionth
unit being
shipped in
October 2006.
The millionunit milestone
for worldwide
sales had been
reached earlier
in the year.
Since May 2006,
Pure Digital
(www.pure.
corn), adivision
of Imagination
Technologies,
has been the
number one
manufacturer
by value of
portable radios
in the UK.

and clean sound that is not affected by

12

ARTCOUSTIC ILCR SPEAKERS

new version is avisual match for any modern 50in flat screen

of Phono Stages and JA Michell in its high

option ( see ' On Location', p.90).

FULL FRONTAL

FEBRUARY 2007
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channels in asingle unit, but it can also be used as acentre
channel only in a high-end system. Drive units are four 100mm
(4in) woofers plus six rippled-dome tweeters, claimed to extend
response to 40kHz. The DFMulti X2 50in measures 1220 x 150
x74mm (whd) and is priced at £ 1495.
Artcoustic 01245 400904
www. artcoustic.com

MORE CONNECTIVITY..
iSYMPHONY'S SECOND ALL- IN- ONE SYSTEM
iPod fever continues in low-end audio retailing. But while its
low-cost Ml UK micro system with iPod dock sells at £ 129.99 in
Currys and PC World, US- backed brand iSymphony has moved
upmarket with a new version for Comet and John Lewis stores.
The M2UK offers ' unparalleled connectivity' and along with its
14- in-one memory card reader adds DVD playback, iPod video and
photo playback. Memory Stick music playback to the base model's
iPodIUSB capability, and sells at £ 180.
If you can believe iSymphony's blurb, this all- in- package is ' a
music system that rocks and a much better small home theatre
solution than basic 5.1 systems.' The M2UK offers aclaimed 50W
per channel and charges your iPod while it's docked.
www.myisymphony.com

DEFINITIVE
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KSL Kondo Kegon Line Integrated Valve Amplifier £38,500
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Lto R: 1. Kuzma Stabi XL £ 10,000 2. Art Audio Concerto Stereo Amplifier ( GE) £4400 5. Living Voice IBX R2 ( Burr Oak) £4400 4. SME 10 / SME V £4115
5. Living Voice OBX RW ( Santos) £ 7200 6. KSL Kondo Ongaku Integrated Amplifier £49,000 7. Magnum Dynalab 1061 Valve Tuner £3600
8. KSL Kondo Gakuoh 300B Mono Amplifiers £48,500 9. Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD Player £2950 10. KSL Kondo V-z ( 1m) Interconnect £750

T. +44 (0) 115 973 3222 E. shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk www.definitiveaudio.co.uk
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The vast majority of modern power amplifiers utilise acomplementary or push-pull
output stage configuration, but some enthusiasts still prefer the sound of asingleended topology. Jim Lesurf reckons they have it 'out of tune'

T

he easiest way to assess the
non- linearity of an amplifier
is to use asinewave as a

has an amiable disposition. It refers
to awell- established system for
tuning musical instruments. There

test signal and see if the

results showing how THD varies

are many such systems, but even

with signal level. Comparing the

amp adds components at harmonics
(multiples) of the chosen input
frequency. If it does, then the amp is

the most familiar of them can cause
some surprising results...

showing non-linear distortion. Keith

Ichose to model two examples
of amplifier non- linearity, pitching

Howard has already examined the

one triode in a ' single- ended'

implications of non- linearity and the
interpretation of distortion spectra

arrangement ( SE) against two in
acomplementary, ' push-pull' ( PP)
or balanced configuration. Fig 1a

(see HFN, March 2005).
The good news is that most
people aren't interested in listening
to isolated sinewave tones, and
acoustic instruments tend to create
aseries of harmonics. As aresult,
the harmonics generated by some
forms of non- linearity might simply
produce an effect which either
passes unnoticed, or may even be

The term Equal
Temperament" does not
mean that the musician has
an amiable disposition

pleasing. So does it really matter?

HARMONY
Much of the music we enjoy uses
harmony and counterpoint, and we
tend to listen to many notes being
played simultaneously in shifting
patterns. Musicians and instrument
technicians will be aware that tuning
and pitch are quite complex topics.

levels for each of these examples.
This represents the ' classic' test

harmonic distortion behaviours we
can see that the SE arrangement
exhibits much higher levels of THD
(shown by the broken lines) than
the PP arrangement. It can also be
seen that the SE distortion is almost
entirely due to the third-order ( 3f)
distortion component, whereas
the PP distortion is almost entirely
second- order ( 2f).

BENIGN DISTORTION?
Some enthusiasts for SE amplifiers
argue that the nature of SE
distortion is more benign than that
of the PP arrangement. But what
happens when we consider signal

shows the chosen transfer curves on
the left with the red line indicating
the SE example and the blue line
the PP example. The broken line
is straight and can be used to see
how each curve departs from being
perfectly linear.
On the right, Fig 1balso shows

Many of us will be familiar with
terms like ' Equal Temperament'. This

the shapes of the resulting output
waveforms if the input is asinewave.
Fig 2a shows the levels of the
harmonic components and the

does not mean that the musician

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

Fig la. Nonlinearity Curves

patterns more complicated than a
simple sinewave?
For the sake of investigation I
decided to employ atest waveform
that mimics two notes played as
achord. Each note consisted of a
fundamental frequency plus four
overtones ( harmonics). The nominal
pitches of these notes represent
amajor third, consisting of an A
and C# played together. Spectra
of the results are shown in Figs 3a
and 3b. Components present in the

Fig lb. Effects on asinewave
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Fig 2b. SE amplifier

Fig 2a. PP amplifier
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BELOW:
Icon Audio,
in common
with the vast
majority of amp

0.8

1

1E 3

0.2

0.4

0.6

1

0.8

signal amplitude
input signal are shown in blue, with
the ' new' components created by
distortion shown in red.
The precise levels of the

manufacturers,

distortion are — as we might expect
—higher for the SE case than for
the PP one. But the details differ

uses apush-pull
configuration

these more easily if we zoom- in

significantly. We can understand
and only look at the frequency
range up to lkHz as shown in Figs
4a and 4b. For clarity, the vertical
scale has also been extended so
that smaller components become
more easily visible. We can now
see that the distortion spectra
are quite different. Our computer
model shows the SE amp exhibiting

'Enthusiasts for SE
amplifiers argue the
nature of its distortion
is more benign
aseries of ' paired' components that
were not present in the original
signal, and these do not have a
simple harmonic relationship with
the fundamental frequencies of the
input notes. There are two features
of the SE distortion spectrum which
may be particularly interesting.
One is the appearance of aDC
component which indicates how
the asymmetric distortion tends
to generate low-frequency output.
This indicates that as the amplitude
of the musical waveforms vary, the
SE non- linearity tends to create
an accompanying low-frequency
component that may behave like an
additional ' play along' bass line! The
other is the distortion component
that appears very close to the G,
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INSIDE STORY
Fig 3a. PP AMPLIFIER

Fig 3b. SE AMPLIFIER
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fundamental tone of one of the
input notes. Components which
are close together like this can
cause roughness or other
changes to the sound.

NEW SIGNALS

can't assume that distortion
simply alters the relative levels
of the components that were
present in the original input.
As soon as the input waveform

to create ' new' components
that were totally absent
from the input. In this case

SE amps' low
levels of feedback
)
and high output
impedance can
also affect sound
quality

tuned according to Equal
Temperament.
In fact, there are various
tuning systems which musicians
may choose to employ. Equal
Temperament is acommon

\fundamentals of the notes
in amajor third would

will add other
non-linearities to
the mix

method that is adopted to avoid
problems that can arise with pitch
and harmony. In a ' natural' or

FEBRUAR

frequency ( kHz)

harmonic content, and hence the
timbre (sound quality) of the music.'
Alas, as the above results show, this
argument simply doesn't hold water
unless we only listen to one note

be 5:4. Unfortunately, if
we attempt to enforce

at atime and avoid anything but
the simplest chords using perfect

this throughout our

integer ratios!

tuning we end up with

When lower-order components
of the THD dominate ( as in the SE

octave intervals which
are not 2:1! To avoid this,

such tuning systems, and the
presence of harmonics in the
' musical tones, is that the

coupled output of
avalve amplifier

major third with overtones,

to as ' Just Intonation') the
frequency ratio of the

Equal Temperament adopts
afrequency ratio of 21'
3:1 for
amajor third - ie, 1.25992:1 or
5.03968:4. The result of using

The transformer-

the test waveform was a

o

'true' tuning system ( referred

becomes musically complex then
we can expect the non- linearity

www.hifinews.co.uk
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omit

What should be obvious from
the above examples is that we
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DC

intermodulation distortion
products can be at

example) the result when playing a
single tone or note will mainly be
to slightly alter the relative levels of
phases of the harmonics in the note.
In such cases, these alterations may
be ' harmless' in terms of perceiving
the sound of the note, and similar
to having aslight alteration in
frequency response.
However, as the above examples

frequencies that have no

show, this argument breaks down

simple integer relationship

with more complex musical fare.

with the individual notes!

Our model shows the asymmetric SE

HOLDING WATER

Ihave seen arguments to the
effect that SE arrangements,
or those with no overall feedback,

arrangement producing acomplex
set of anharmonic distortion
products, and more at ahigher
level than the corresponding
PP arrangement. The resulting

'may have higher distortion, but this

alteration may sometimes be

does not matter as they preserve the

pleasing, but is it fidelity?... ( 1)

1
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DAMPED NOTE AND OPEN
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Hi- definition audio
Explore your senses with the ultimate in world class Hi Fi
Visit www.naim-audio.com for details of your nearest retailer
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world class sound...
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OUR RATINGS
EXPLAINED
THE HI-FI NEWS
TEST REGIME

HiFi News scores all audio
equipment by four key

parameters:
Hi Fi News has the most
comprehensive and trusted
SPEC/FEATURES
out of 5
tests of any hi-fi magazine
SOUND QUALITY
out of 5
in the world. Each month
BUILD QUALITY
out of 5
we offer aclear evaluation
of all types of audio
VALUE FOR MONEY
out of 5
equipment - two- channel
30 Acoustic Signature deck
audio from turntables to
HiFi News
amplifiers and CD players
OVERALL RATING out of 20
through to multi-channel
DVD-A and SACD players.
HiFi News' lab tests are
conducted using the six-channel QC Suite
testing station developed by Hi Fi News'
SPEC IFEATURES
Technical Director, Paul Miller, and now the
Results are combined to
audio industry standard test equipment.
give atotal HI- Fl NEWS
It gives HiFi News apowerful edge in its
RATING out of 20. Our
testing of all stereo and multi-channel kit so
SOUND QUALITY
OVERALL RATINGS mean
our tests are respected around the world.
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Star speaker delivers
authority, grip and
smoothness in spades.
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In our group tests of equipment - the best
of the equipment reviewed for overall
performance, spec and price will be awarded
a BEST BUY whilst the best sounding product
will receive the ' BEST SOUND' award. When a
product reviewed is absolutely one of the best
in its field, regardless of cost, it will receive a
coveted Hi Fi News ' GOLD AWARD'.
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MUSICAL FIDELITY
X-RAYv8/X-T100 AND
TRIPLE-X PSU (£ 899/£899)

Musical Fidelity has stripped
the power supplies from its
latest X- series separates.
Do the CD player and
amplifier have the
X-factor?

Tested by Ian Harris

A
A

quick trawl through the Musical Fidelity Hall of
gives the distinct impression that, while
the company may well subscribe to the idea
hat the first few watts of an amplifier's output

are the most important, it also feels that acouple of
hundred more rarely go amiss. As such, the Wembley
company's prodigious output of new models now finds
mainstream products, like the current A5 integrated,
offering no fewer than 250W/ch [
HFN Jan ' 05). Of
course, hundreds of high quality watts don't come
cheap and, after launching the `A5 Lite' A3.5 (
HFN Oct
'05), the future direction of its compact X-series was
evidently up for grabs.
Although the original A Series amp and CD player
bore very strong internal similarities to their X-Al OUR
and X- Ray ' lozenge' contemporaries, Antony Michaelson
decided that the latest incarnation of X components
should have aunique identity. In amove that harks back
to MF's iconic Al, the new X-T100 integrated turns the
company's approach to amplifier output smartly on its
head. With an output of 2x6OW, the X-T100 will require
significantly more efficient speakers to match the
dynamic range of its larger amps, but the downsizing
brings advantages beyond cost savings.

TRICKLE TECHNOLOGY
Under Musical Fidelity's trickle- down policy, the X-T100
contains adirect descendent of the kW500's tube preamplifier circuit, along with apower amp section closely
derived from one side of the kW500's bridged output

'From the squeak of finger on string to
strumming of quite incredible intensity,
the MF pairing offered an ' in-room'
musical event of the highest order'

stage. In addition to the circuit similarities, the X-T100
shares the kW amplifier concept of an outboard power
supply. The advantages of removing the transformer

for different sections of individual components, Antony
Michaelson is adamant that the advantages of removing

from the vicinity of delicate, small-scale signals go
without saying, but the cost of an additional case mean

the power supply from the CD player's casework hugely
outweighs any disadvantage caused by sharing the

that this approach is rare at the X-Series price point.
The Triple- X PSU includes outputs for the X-T100,

transformer with the amp.

the X-Rayv 8 CD Player and the planned X-Plorav 8 tuner.
In aunique slant, the CDP and tuner are designed to
operate in ' Siamese twin' mode, sharing the power
supply with the partnering X-T100 amplifier. While MF's
flagship products also boast separate power supplies

M ICL
Tft—L‘-‘,‘
,L‘I
t
Lt., C.,

ABOVE: The
X-T100 offers a
3.5mm ' Portable
Device Input' to
allow connection
of an iPod or
similar device

SOLID -STATE MUSCLE
Musical Fidelity has used hybrid circuits in all its recent
'Super- integrated' amplifiers, and this expertise showed
from the very first bars played. The midrange had a
body and immediacy that was pure valve, while the
units' neutrality and tight, agile bass spoke clearly
of solid-state muscle in the amp's output stage.
Dipping into the beautifully recorded live cuts
from the special edition of Aimee Mann's Lost
In Space, it was immediately apparent that the
X- Series combination's spatial performance
was from the very top drawer, irrespective of
price. Not only did it provide astartlingly solid vocal
presence, but the silent background uncovered
aproliferation of ambient clues to the recording
environment, allowing the soundstage to seemingly
exceed the dimensions of my listening room.

LEFT: Standard
TRIPLE-X

pricing is based
on the X-T100
with Triple-XPSU
(£899) and the
X-Rayvs without
PSU (£ 899): the

4D

Triple- XPSU
costs £ 299 on
its own
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Transparent Cables are created through aunique process combining the best of laboratory
technology and critical listening tests by music lovers. Hand-assembled by Maine craftspeople with
years of specialized training, Transparent Cables are the only in the world to have their networks
optimized for each length of cable. With every increase in performance level, the selection, physical
placement and electrical matching of the cable components becomes more critical. It is these
touches and attention to detail that make Transparent Cables rise above the competition, producing
asound unrivalled by others.
Transparent Audio, providing performance and complete audio and AV solutions since 1979, from
entry level prices, to money- no-object ultimate high- end.
Absolute Sounds, leader of high-end audio imports, have built up knowledge and respect for the
cables they distribute. As with all their imports, extraordinary quality and design are prerequisites of
Transparent Cables. Absolute Sounds invite you to contact them for your nearest Transparent Cable
centre.

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SVV20 01W
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com
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89dB/Wim Spendor S8e, the

Trying some slightly larger
scale material, the Larghetto
from Beethoven's Violin Concerto
demonstrated the units' ability
to combine sufficient delicacy to
highlight the subtlest solo inflections

amplifier had plenty of headroom
on densely scored rock material
to drive my 4.5m x5.5m listening
room. When playing classical
material with extreme dynamic

with the weight necessary to
provide convincing orchestral slam.

shifts, there certainly wasn't
the visceral impact of the kW

So far, so hi-fi. Moving onto
something alittle more rough and
ready, Bruce Springsteen's Born To

monoblocks, but any compression
was dealt with in awholly dignified
manner. If more headroom is

Run again highlighted the system's
broad spread of abilities. This is not

required, the answer is in more
efficient speakers.

the most stunning of recordings, but
the capture of every vocal nuance
meant that emotion flooded

Overall, the X-Rayvs is
rhythmically surefooted,
boasting asweet,
well-balanced
tonality and an

FOR:
exceptionally
Emotion,
quiet
background,
musicality,
allows
performance at which
it to retrieve
an impressive
the price

through the speakers on
poignant tracks such
as 'Thunder Road'
and ' Backstreets'.
By contrast, the
title track was
reproduced
with adriving
rhythmic force.
This more sonically
congested material
retained an impressive

level of detail

AGAINST: Amp benefits
from being used with
sensitive speakers

level of clarity, with each

MUSICAL FIDELITY
X-FtAY118/X-T100/TRIPLE-X
(£899/£899)

--›+......eimolve

without ever
sounding unduly
forward. Bass errs

towards tightness

instrumental theme being readily
distinguishable without detracting

and agility rather than
ultimate weight, but this is ideal

from the overall musical whole.

for the partnering X-T100 amp.
While the CD player offers

HIGHEST ORDER

excellence in terms of both sonics

As afinal test, Ispun up Romance
de Amor by the Chinese guitar
virtuoso Xue Fei Yang. This is a
remarkable CD, combining asublime
performance with wonderful
standards of production. Here the
MF pair was in its element: stunning
instrumental presence, lightning
transients and the sweetest of
tonality combined to create a
listening experience beyond what
could reasonably be expected at the
X-Series price point. From the most
delicate squeak of finger on string

and value, to these ears at least,

SPEC/FEATURES
The X-T100 offers low- power for
aMusical Fidelity product, but
provides an extraordinarily high-end
sound for the price. An absolute
must- audition for those who value
an amplifier's spatial performance.
The X-Rayv 8 CD Player follows in the
footsteps of its forebear, offering a
blend of sweet tonality with forensic

1111
SOUND QUALITY
"I

VALUE FOR MONEY

levels of detail. Together, the pairing
provides abeguiling, tube- like
listening experience with none of the
associated headaches.

Lab report
Getting this combination off to agood start. the X-Ray CD player
combines modest levels of distortion ( 0.0015% at peak output),
low-level linearity good to -100dB and very low - 130psec jitter. The
suppression of digital images is superb at > 126dB and the response
flat to within 0.0/1-0.1dB over the full 20Hz-20kHz range. There's
some evidence of granulation noise with very low level signals, but
the package seems pretty well judged. The partnering amplifier is
not one of MF's powerhouses, however. offering - 2x65W18ohm,
increasing to 2x99W under dynamic conditions but limited to
- 160W into 4ohm (or lower). Distortion from this valve hybrid
is alittle higher at low bass frequencies at - 0.013% (20Hz), but
decreases to 0.0014% through the midrange and 0.006% at the
highest treble. The response rolls gently away to -0.35dB at 20kHz
and -3.35dB at 100kHz. The XT- 100 is well-built, and to abudget.

Hi-fi News lab specifications

the amplifier is the star of the
show. Even in absolute terms the
X-T100 is agifted product, when
you take its sub-£ 1000 price into

Power Output 8I4ohm (<1% THD)

66W/93W

Dynamic Power (814I2ohm)

99W/163W/163W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.002-0.09ohm

account, it is hard to avoid the
conclusion that you are listening to

Frequency Response
(20Hz-100kHz)

0.01dB to -3.35dB

Input Sensitivity
(for OdBINIFull Output)

20mV/145mV

Distortion
(10WI8ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0013-0.013%

A-wtd SIN Ratio
(for OdBW/Full Output)

85dB1103dB

Stereo separation. 20Hz-20kHz

>59dB

something very special.
I'm not going to go down the
road of stating that it out- performs
rivals at several times the price as
that judgment has to be made by
the ears of the individual beholder.
But if you have asuitably obliging

to strumming of quite incredible
intensity, this was an ' in- room'

dealer, an A- Bdemonstration

musical event of the highest order.
In terms of the X-T100's ultimate

components at double the price
is likely to be an illuminating

dynamic capabilities, through my

experience indeed. ch

against valve or solid-state

"

BUILD QUALITY

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Musical Fidelity Limited
TEL +44 ( 0)20 8900 2866 VVEB: www.musicalfidelity.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCE: Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACD
SPEAKERS: Spendor 58e

BELOW: Asingle outboard power
supply has outputs for the X-Series

We listened to

CD player, amp and planned XPlora" tuner

AIMEE MANN
Lost In Space

XUE FEI YANG
Romance de Amor

BEETHOVEN VIOUN
CONCERTO,
Wolfgang Schneiderani
Berlin Philharmonic

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
Born To Run
CRUTION
CAUTION

wwvv.hifinews.co.uk
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KRELL EVOLUTION

222 (£ 8498)

Fresh from the Galapalgos and
sporting an unmatched set of
measurements, Krell's new
pre- amp gets the green light

AMPLIFIER TEST

Tested by Ken Kessler
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truly welcomed the 21st Century with a
radical
rad
ical range dubbed Evolution. The pre/power
Evolution One and Two combination that
eralded the line's arrival stunned everyone

feel was clearly 'tuned' by someone who's wound a

ABOVE: Tiny,

fine watch or two in his day. The 222's bandwidth
and transient response are ' virtually unaffected by
the volume setting.' And despite the reduction in

near-flush
buttons pepper

who saw it at CES in January 2005. New styling, zerocompromise build, spec and pricing - those of us old

real estate, the unit is driven by a 150VA toroidal
transformer, feeding four 6- amp bridge rectifiers and

enough to remember the good old days when Dan D'

19,800 microfarads of filter capacitance. Additionally,

was lean, mean and hungry figured, hey, maybe the
magic is back! ( He's actually afew stone leaner now,

aKrell- designed digital control circuit monitors and
optimises all operating parameters.

but that's another story.)
In the intervening few years, I've heard Evolution all

Don't let the slim- as- Dan casework ( he works out like
ademon, hence the constant, jealous references) fool
you into expecting alack of features. The accessories

over the place, but the defining moment for me was an
all Evo demo in Tokyo. It was the overall coherence, the
sit- up- straight- and- listen command of it that sent the
tingles to all extremities. What was not anticipated was
atrickle- down range that would possess so much of the
big ticket, multi-chassis Evolution One and Two debut
combination. When Iheard the same in Italy at another
show, Iwas convinced: Krell Was Back.
In the meantime, the line has delivered winner after
winner, right up to amulti- channel controller and two
disc spinners. One assumes that the Evolution 222
pre- amp will constitute the entry level, because at

box within reveals a34- button, machined-from- metal
remote control that covers every function, including
phase inversion, the worth of which this pre-amp
demonstrates vividly. I'm not about to open up that can
of worms, but anyone who bought into the need for

the fascia while
alight in the
middle of the
Krell nameplate
glows red or
blue to show
operation mode
BELOW: Blue
display shows
various status
messages and
configuration
selections

'Suddenly, Ihad ahankering for beans
and beer. And the trashiest, big-busted
blonde ever to pole dance in 'Vegas'

£8498, this unit narrows the gap between Evolution
and the company's other two ranges - KAV and the
multi- channel Showcase lines. But the 222 two- channel
pre-amp isn't just entry level. It's almost aleap of faith.

TALKING ABOUT AN EVOLUTION
Krell bills the 222 as bringing 'the advanced
technologies and inspired design of the Evolution 202
to single chassis format,' the 202 being the ' middle'
pre- amp between this and the Evolution Two. Aside
from fitting everything into a439x97x464 ( whd) case,
with the obvious loss of the benefits of aseparate power
supply, it's pure Evolution all the way: 1.5MHz open- loop
bandwidth in azero feedback, balanced, Krell Current
Mode design, terminating in Krell's CAST connection
format. All signal gain paths feed through surface- mount
topology, using Krell's ' proprietary multiple- output
current mirrors with nearly 500 times the open loop
linearity of other designs.' Absolute zero negative
feedback applies to the entire pre- amp, Krell adding,
'nor is it necessary. Open- loop distortion is typically less
than 50 parts per million.'
Your main tactile contact, the volume control,
features a 16- bit balanced resistor ladder, and its
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exquisite audio products
t. +44 (0)1900 813064
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AirTight
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EMT
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Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

Melody Pure Black 101d Valve Preamplifier
In avery short time Australian designed Melody amplifiers have achieved world-wide acclaim. The company's Pure Black
101d valve pre-amplifier, for example, has already won recognition amongst Japan's hi-fi cognoscenti where it is now
considered to be one of the three finest pre-amps in the world - regardless of price. Not surprisingly, this highly specified
pre- amp features superior components throughout its state-of-the-art circuitry by specialists like Aerovox and Jensen.
What is surprising is the price, at just £3,295.
Now Melody amplifiers are available here in Europe and already the French specialist magazine " Revue du Son et Home
Cinema" has awarded the Melody Pure Black 101d its highest accolade, commenting "... this pre-amplifier is worthy of
association with the best in the world ..." Please call for further information.

www.melody-europe.com

© 2006

selectaudio

AMPLIFIER TEST

correct polarity when it was topical will appreciate this
immediately. And the very instant this is demonstrated
to you in the audio salon of your choice, you'll kick
yourself for not having it before.
On the fascia is adisplay that shows various status
messages, choice of source input, volume level, balance
offset and menu selections. These include various
methods of configuring the unit to your specific needs
or preferences, such as naming the inputs, trimming
levels, selecting theatre mode throughput, etc.
Below it are the power- on button, infrared emitters
and sensors for communication to and from remotes,
and menu and enter buttons for navigating the former.
In the middle of the Krell nameplate is an LED that
glows red in standby mode and blue when operational.
Clustered to the right of this are buttons to choose
between three single- ended, two balanced or two
CAST inputs, while the last three buttons operate tape
monitoring, phase selection and mute.
So filled with apertures for ingress and egress is
the back panel that you might mistake the 222 for a
multi- channel controller. All of the aforementioned
inputs are addressed with the necessary RCA, XLR or
CAST connectors as required, while the additional
socketry consists of phono inputs for tape in and tape
out, plus primary outputs in phono ( single- ended), XLR
(balanced) and CAST modes. To the extreme right (as
you look at the back panel) are the mains input and the
necessary connections for powering aKrell phono stage,
integrating the 222 into complex systems with RS- 232
and RC- 5formats, and 12V triggers.

CAST AWAY
Idid not audition the unit in CAST mode, only in
balanced and single- ended forms. Why? Because Ididn't
have aKrell power amp to hand and, besides, the brief
was to assess this solely as apre-amp, and that meant
using it in place of the three or four Iuse as references:
McIntosh C2200, Quad 99 CDP II, Melody 1688 and the
rest. This amounts to atestament to the unit's value
outside of the context of afull Evolution set-up.
Even from ice-cold, after afew hours in transit
in early December, it sounded great after one hour,
magnificent after three, downright salacious after
24. Yes, ' salacious'. And that's coming from aknown
vacuum tube devotee.
Sometimes, Iguess, you need to sample the other
side to appreciate what you have, know or tend to
prefer. ( Idraw the line at drinking white wine, or
anything French.) Every time some gear- head mentions
paddle shifts, the automotive equivalent of audiophile
flat-earthers start whining about the superiority of a
manual gearbox and apedal clutch. Well, try driving a
Lamborghini Gallardo in rush-hour Italian traffic with
the three- pedal version. You'll pray for the paddles. So
there's room for both, just as valves and transistors can
live side- by-side.
Slotted into my review system of long-standing,
the 222 was immediately at home, no mismatches
and no reasons to miss CAST's benefits. After the usual
dancing around with various options, Isettled on the
Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD player, McIntosh C2200 and
Sonus faber Guarneris. And you - or most of you with
narrow tastes and scant regard for American culture
-are gonna hate the first of the tracks that made me
fall in love with the 222. Dwight Yoakum may look
like aredneck dickhead with his 10-gallon cowboy C+>
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AMPLIFIER TEST

KRELL
EVOLUTION 222

(£8498)

SPEC/FEATURES

For those too lazy to read the entire
review, the 222 is one of the most
commanding pre-amps I've ever
used, neutral and transparent to

'Mill
SOUND QUALITY
1111111

alevel only bettered by rivals at
five figures and above, including

BUILD QUALITY

the darTZeel and the other
Evolutions. Musical? You'll wallow
in it. It lacks nothing features-wise,
either; custom- installers and tape
enthusiasts haven't been ignored.

MI
VALUE FOR MONEY

Consider it agenuine win-win
situation for anyone after a
single- box pre-amp below £ 10,000.

Hill r
"
leWS
OVERALL RATING

hat and pointy boots, but the

Keb' Mo's masterpiece, Peace...

boy can sing and twang with the
gloriously oily, nasal finesse of no
less than the great Buck Owens. The

Back by Popular Demand. Both

anniversary reissue of his stunning
debut, Guitars, Cadillacs, Etc., Etc.,
contains alive bonus CD with so
much air and atmosphere that the
set deserved stand-alone release
two decades ago. It was the tacky,
cheesy snare and dry kick
drum, the fluid guitarwork and the edgy

Mr Big and Keb' Mo' confirmed
as well that this pre- amp leaves
voices untainted, every detail and
tic present and accounted for
with such total retention of the
emotional content that you start
doubting your allegiance to tubes,
it only for amoment.

FOR:
Sound as
naked as
Godiva

fiddle underscoring
his Bakersfield- byway-of- Kentucky
vocals that
convinced me of
the 222's merit.
This pre- amp
slid from plucking
to raunch without

AGAINST: Sound as
naked as Godiva

ahitch, atextbook
lesson in the versatility
of the electric guitar. All

the while, that country screech
from the fiddle stood stage right,
Yoakum dead-centre, the guitars
having afield day on the left. When
he reaches ' Ring of Fire', you can
only imagine that Johnny Cash is
up there right now, murmuring,
'Well done, D.Y.' Suddenly, Ihad
ahankering for ribs, beans and
beer. And a ' 59 Eldorado. And the
trashiest, big- busted blonde ever to
pole dance in 'Vegas.
My current standby, Mr Big's
'To Be With You', transported
the performances to the studio.
That huge acoustic guitar sound
retained the same presence as
the stage- bound fingerings of

DEVOLUTION
Even with
the heavilyengineered
sounds of studio
creations like
Art Garfunkel's
Breakaway,
the Krell was
able to balance
the artifice with
the act ual. Unlike

some pre- amps, whose
designers seemed to think
that the role is to dissect rather
than coordinate, the music never
loses its sense of the whole.
Imaging, always aKrell
strength, is truly multi-dimensional,
while the transient attack and bass
extension are as you'd expect:
above and beyond reproach.
Krell made only one mistake
with this series: calling it Evolution.
It should have called it Devolution,
because Krell is back making what
are probably the best- sounding
solid-state components money can
buy. After afew years as merely
another upper- level brand, Krell
has returned to the glory days of

the Yoakum disc. So, too, the

the KMAs and KSAs and KRCs.
And the 222? Ithink we have a

assorted stringed instruments on

modern classic on our hands. O.'
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Lab report
Without doubt, this is the most technically proficient preamplifier
to have been tested on the QC Suite. Distortion is vanishingly low
at - 0.00045% through bass and midrange, rising to just 0.001% at
20kHz. Noise is also banished thanks to the wide 95dB A-wtd S/N
ratio while DC offsets are in the microvolt rather than millivolt range.
Its response redefines the term 'ruler flat' with acip of just threehundredths of adB at 100kHzI
The volume control may have 151 discrete steps, but its effective
range amounts to about 60dB (between 005-151). with 30dB
covered up to 048. followed by 10dB ranges to 070, 104 and
151. Over the top 10dB of its dynamic range, every 10 fine steps
represents achange of just 2.1dB. enabling very subtle changes in
level to be achieved. Channel matching is better than 0.01dB over
this entire 60dB span, I
might add. Spectacular.(see report on
www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech).

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Maximum Output Level

>15Vrms

Maximum Gain

+11.8dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBV Output)

256mV

Distortion (OdBV, 20Hz-20IcHz)

0.00045-0.0011%

Mortd S/N Ratio ( re. OdBV)

95dB

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

0.00dB to -0.03dB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>86dB

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR:Absolute Sounds TEL 020 8971 3909
WEB: www.absolutesounds.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD player
SME Series V arm. ClearAudio Goldfinger m-c/SME 20/12 turntable
AMPS: Audio Research PH5 phonostage, McIntosh C2200, Quad 909
SPEAKERS: Sonus faber Guarneri. Rogers LS3/5A
CABLES: Kimber Select ( balanced), Yter (single-ended)

We listened to
DWIGHT YOKUM
Guitars, Cadillacs,
Etc, Etc
Reprise 8122 74135 5

KEB' MO'
Peace...Back by
Popular Demand
Okeh/ Epic EK92687 CO

MR. BIG
Lean Into It
Atlantic 7567-82209-1 LP

UPHONIA
ELICON
JIEN TOR
IANO
6
IKON I
ON( EPI
UBWOOFER

SUPER NATURAL WINNER
"We've yet to come across arival that can match the IKON 6's
combination of full bodied midrange, treble sparkle and crisp timing.
What Hi Fi
'A loudspeaker of exceptional resolve for the money, the IKON 6
will show what has been recorded in exquisite detail and with
pin-sharp precision."
Hi Fi Choice

vain
HI- Fl?
AND
VISION

AWARDS

2005

SILRLO SPEAKER%

stereoplay

Highlight

BEST BUY

111.11CHOICE

e

IN

DALI UK + 44 (0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

ADMIRATION

OF

MUSIC

DALI Deutschland + 49 (0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 9672 1155

www.dali.dk

Throwing its weight behind the task of vinyl
disc replay, Acoustic Signature delivers its
ultimate implement

TURNTABLE TEST

Tested by David Allcock

W

hen you ask audiophiles to name German
manufacturers, you will hear names such
as MBL, Clearaudio and Brinkmann. Now
there is another name to add to this list,

turntable specialist Acoustic Signature and its £ 2100
Final Tool Mk II. Acoustic Signature specialises in elegant
turntable designs which forgo the complications of a
suspension in favour of high mass and heavily damped
materials. The Final Tool MKII utilises a40mm-thick
chassis, weighing in at 13.4kg and manufactured
from aluminium. This carries the bearing-well and arm
mounting plate and sits on three adjustable spikes,
allowing the turntable to be easily levelled.
The arm mounting board is bolted underneath
the turntable, and will accommodate tonearms up
to 12in in length if required, with Rega and SME
mounting plates also available. This is mated to an
11kg platter, machined to a50mm thickness from
aluminium and coated with adampening material to
prevent bell- like resonances. The main bearing shaft is
manufactured from hardened tool steel, is tipped with
atungsten carbide ball and runs on amaterial called
Tidorfolon. This, apparently, is acomposite of ferrite,
Teflon, vanadium and titanium. This bearing material
is sufficiently hard to withstand the rotating mass of
ABOVE: The
outboard power

sufficiently confident to offer a 10-year warranty on its

incidentally, quickly finds its position on the periphery
of the platter once it's up- and- running. Finally, and while
this turntable is typically shipped with an OEM RB250

maintenance-free bearing.
The AC synchronous motor is enclosed in aseparate,

tonearm, it deserves much better which is why Irapidly
swapped it out for my favoured Roksan Nima.

heavy aluminium case running from a24V AC power
supply unit, called the Alpha. The latter also houses the

THE TOOL SPINS ITS SPELL

with connections
for up to three

speed control ( see boxout). Assembly of this turntable

The impressive feature of the Final Tool is not what you

independent

is quick and easy, with the separate motor section
typically being placed near the back and to the left

hear, but what you don't. In sympathy with its claims,

motors

the platter, but also runs without oil and with very low
claimed levels of rumble and noise. Acoustic Signature is

of the platter/chassis combination. It really does not
take too long to discover the ideal belt tension which,

supply offers
both 33 and
45rpm speeds

the Tool betrays no discernible bearing noise and allows
agreater perceived ( musical) dynamic range to be
realised. A superb pressing like Dave Brubeck Quartet's
Time Out already has adynamic range that puts many
pop recordings to shame, and the MKII Tool makes full
use of this. Low-level details from Joe Morello's cymbals
were drawn against atruly silent, black background
where delicate changes in pressure on the cymbals and
drum skins appeared in stark relief.
This turntable conveys micro and macro dynamics
with equal aplomb. The opening bars to Vicious
Circle from Propaganda's 1234 begins with amuted &>

THE ALPHA POWER SUPPLY
Most turntables use either alow voltage DC power
supply, with speed dictated by voltage, or mains AC
power, with the motor speed being locked to the
mains frequency. The Acoustic Signature takes the
approach of relying on an AC motor, but using alow
voltage, then completely disconnecting the frequency
from the mains supply by generating its own
internally, regenerating the sine wave more precisely,
giving atheoretical ideal of DC's mains isolation
with AC power speed control. The AC is dropped to
36V, then rectified to DC, this DC is used to drive an
amplifier which is controlled by aprecision sine wave
oscillator, with the final output being provided at 24V
with avery precise AC sine wave to drive the motor,
ensuring the output of the power supply is in no way
related to the AC input, theoretically making for a
smoother running drive mechanism.

FEBRUARY 2007

LEFT: The
outboard motor
is positioned
manually to
provide the ideal
tension for the
rubber drive belt
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TURNTABLE TEST

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
FINAL TOOL MKII

(£2100)

synthesiser chord which then builds
to acrescendo before the first drum
note, which this turntable delivers
with more impact and drive than
any other I've heard at or around
this price point. With this great

also very good, my only small
criticism concerning aslight loss
of absolute focus at its outer
edges. Image depth is impressive,
and the layering excellent, with

A superb turntable at any price,
you would need to spend agood
£1000 more on aproduct like the

HIRE,

Basis 2100 Signature to better this

SOUND QUALITY

range and power comes absolute

adiscernable space created
between musicians, despite

control, with very little overhang
on any of the notes. Bass on this

turntable's performance. Superb
build quality, durable construction
and quite the easiest setup of

not quite scaling the levels of
definition and separation offered

any turntable I've encountered

turntable is prodigious, and when

by either the Oracle Delphi V or

partnered with asuitable amplifier
and speaker combination, offers

the Basis 2200 Signature.
This turntable is also capable of

bass you can feel as well as hear.

great delicacy and transparency.
The acoustic guitar on 'The Right

LE TOUR
Kraftwerk's Tour De

the formidable
'Aero Dynamik'
in its stride. Even
with amodest
arm like the

-the Final Tool midloffers an
outstanding and consistent
performance and is very easy to
recommend.

IBUILD QUALITY
MIMI
VALUE FOR MONEY
11 Ina

Thing To Do' from Carly
Simon's Reflections

The 180g pressing of
France made full
use of the Tool's LF
capabilities, taking

FEATURES

album possessed an

air around it that
FOR:
was beguiling.
Maintenance
The Final Tool
MKII is generally
free, excellent excellent on
dynamic range female vocals,

Roksan Nima, the
MKII Tool proved
itself more than able

presenting these

AGAINST: No suspension
-take care where it is
installed

to deliver the full scale,

voices with just
ahint of extra
warmth through
the lower midrange,

giving vocals aslightly
richer and full-bodied sound.

weight and extension of the
bass on this recording, an impressive
feat which turntables such as the
Michell Orbe are, in my experience,

Male vocals, including the likes of
Peter Gabriel on ' Don't Give Up'
from So, are also projected with a

unable to match with such modest
ancillaries. The soundstaging
and imaging of this turntable is

deft touch and without imparting
the singer with an excessive,
baritone heaviness. ()

ABOVE: Generous heat- sinking runs along the sides of the Acoustic
Signature Alpha three- outlet AC power supply
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Contact numbers
DISTRIBUTOR: Select Audio
TEL: 01900 813064
WEB: www.selectaudio.co.uk

Review system breakdown
AMPUFIERS: Krell KRC
Klyne System 7 PX 3.5 phono stage. Bryston
3B- SST power amplifier
SPEAKERS: Martin Logan Vantage. Hyperion HS- 938
CABLES: Atlas Elektra interconnects, Eichor speaker cables; isotek
Premium mains cables

We listened to
PROPAGANDA
1234
Virgin Records
V2625

DAVE BRUBECK
QUARTET
Time Out

KRAFWERK
lour de France
soundtracks

Classic Records CS 8192

EMI 591 708 1

RIME OUTE...3..ffi..l
1111

1111111111110111ET

ABOVE: Adjustable arm- mounting plate on the Final Tool
MKII can accomodate tonearms up to 12in effective length

Ill a rai n tz

®

Taste it before

www.marantz.com

judge it!

Manufacturers of home and visual entertainment for more than
50 years know what counts. Marantz — because music matters.
Visit your nearest dealer for ademonstration.

www.marantz.com IMarantz 01753.680868
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Tested by Steve Harris

M

any still regard the original 1957 Quad
electrostatic as the greatest hi-fi product
ever. But even in its heyday it scored minus
10 for what was then called ' distaff side

appeal', usually being mistaken for aroom- heater. Only
slightly less hideous in ahousewife's eyes, the Quad

THE FINAL DETAILS
All electrostatic panels consist
essentially of apair of fixed plates
with alightweight diaphragm placed
in the air gap between them. This

ESL- 63 of 1981 was still abig, black, room-filling lump.

diaphragm is electrostatically charged

By then America had some highly- regarded full- range
electrostatics too - Dayton-Wright, KLH, Beveridge

by connecting it to avery high DC
voltage. The audio input signal,

-but these were even bigger and more impracticable.
Then along came Martin Logan, with anew kind of

stepped up to high voltage by a

electrostatic, one that normal people might find

transformer, is applied across the fixed
plates, causing the diaphragm to move

acceptable or even stylish in their living rooms.

and reproduce the signal as sound.

Holland has its electrostatic specialists too. While

What makes the Final speakers

Audiostatic has been active since the late 1960s, Final

different is that the audio signal is

entered the arena with its first hybrid design in 1991.
In 2002, Final was granted aUS patent for its modular
panel technology, and soon after attracted the attention

applied to the diaphragm, while the

of agroup of new investors. They were led by the
dynamic Gaston Bastiaens, an engineer who had been a
VP at Philips during the development of CD- I, and later
an executive at Apple.
THE BROADER MARKET
Earlier Final models may have appealed strictly to
audiophiles, but Bastiaens is aiming at amuch broader

DC polarising voltage is applied to
the stator plates on the outside of the
'sandwich'. Final products also use
several other special techniques, some
of them also patented.
Final electrostatic speakers are
modular in structure, with the total
panel area divided into separate
driving elements. The 600i is
electrically atwo-way, but

market. He sees the Final Sound speakers as style
products for home entertainment systems and, with

acoustically afour-way

their see-through diaphragms contained by mesh- like
stator plates, there is an undeniable similarity to the

strip to one side is the treble

Martin Logan line. But underneath the silver and black
skin, the Final approach is very different.
The current range uses the patented Final Inverter
Technology, an inversion of the way other electrostatics
work, applying the audio signal to the moving

loudspeaker. The narrow
unit. The diaphragm for this
section of the panel is isolated
from the rest and is driven
separately by one tapping of
the matching transformer.

'These speakers automatically give
height to the soundstage, an effect
which can be quite impressive'
diaphragm rather than to the stator plates [ see

ABOVE: The thin,

'The Final Details' panel above].
Initially, the driving force behind Final's Inverter

edgemost treble
panel is driven

approach was the need to conform to ever- more

from one tap of
the matching

stringent safety regulations. In the Final Inverter
speaker, there is ahigh static voltage in the stators,
but no current flow. As for the diaphragm, which is 17

transformer
while the other

microns thick, the audio signal is carried by aconductive
centre core while the surfaces of the membrane are

three sections of
the membrane

non-conductive. Power for the panel system comes from

form asingle

asmall low-voltage plug-top transformer.
Launched in 2005, the 600i was the second Final

unit, driven by
the other tap on

product to use the Inverter technology. The first was

the transformer

the smaller 400i, really designed to be used with a
subwoofer, and this series is completed by the bigger
1000i. With the 1550mm-tall 600i, bass extension to
45Hz is claimed and asubwoofer ( or apair of them) is

LEFT: Final offers

regarded as optional. Sensitivity is said to be 86dB for
2.83V at 1m, with aminimum impedance of 4ohm.

three subwoofer

SOUND QUALITY
Anyone used to box speakers of conventional size will
immediately notice abig difference in the way the

5200 - which
can be used
singly or in pairs

tall Final panels present their music. These speakers e>

with the 600i

models - the
590, S-100 and
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

FINAL 600i

(£3395)

FEATU RES

I'll

Final has taken a fresh look at the
electrostatic concept and sought to

'

SOUND QUALITY

overcome the traditional problems,
coming up with a range of speakers

iii

that look great, are fairly versatile in

l

terms of room placement and sound

BUILD QUALITY

nice too. It may not represent the
lull

very best sound you can get for the
money, but the beautifully-finished

VALUE FOR MONEY

600i is an attractive, genuinely
full- range speaker that will fit happily

Mill

into almost any home decor.

Lab report
automatically give height to the

Turning to Kind of Blue and ' So

soundstage, an effect which may
well be welcome and can also be
quite mpressive.

What?', with its atmospheric and

It was immediately clear that
the Final 600i could establish an

weight in the bass, yet the bottom-

yet artfully- produced introduction,
the Final didn't seem short of
end was not really very satisfying,

unequivocal centre image, making

and Paul Chambers' instrument

it effective on recordings where a

just seemed to lose its character. It
was as if the resonant overtones or

centre-stage vocalist is dominant.
On Jennifer Warnes"First We Take
Manhattan' from Famous Blue
Raincoat, the voice was clean and
clear in the front of the mix.
With awhole lot of voices
at once, in the shape
of Ladysmith Black
Mambazo, the sound
was warm and
inviting, with quite
good ambient
effects, but
did not seem
outstandingly
detailed. There

harmonics of the double bass had
gone, replaced by what Ican only

rather than just having

describe as a ' puffy' quality, akind

81dB

of fat envelope rather than any
feeling of punch or clarity. Miles's

Impedance modulus min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

1.34 ohm
@ 15.4kHz

82.6 ohm
@ 82Hz

Impedance phase min/max
(20Hz 20kHz)

-81°
@148Hz

+59°
@36Hz

Frequency response error
(500Hz 20kHz, each review sample)

±3.7dB

±4.3dB

Pair matching (
500Hz-20kHz)

±2.69cB

HF extension (- 6dB ref 10kHz,
third- octave smoothed)

24.0kHz

THD 100Hz/lkHz/10kHz
(for 90dB SPL at lm)

5.4%

trumpet sound was quite well
conveyed, but it sounded
alittle smoothed-off
and didn't really

FOR:
Fit & finish,
big sounding
and forgiving
AGAINST: Not the most
transpa -ent sounding
elect rostatic

it laid before you. Imissed
the immediacy and physicality

'crackle'. Once
again, aforgiving,
easy-going sort
of sound.

FUSS-FREE
Final has certainly
succee de d
in producing

electrostatics that
"4■11.iniumisoOlier are smart, stylish, robust,

of the breathing sounds, which

electrically safe and fuss-free.
The 600i did deliver alikeable

can sometimes really bring this
recording to life in front of you.
Returning to ' Manhattan', the

sound, and one that you may well
be happy to live with, particularly

presentation of the band around the

the tall panels. Yet for me it didn't

vocalist was forgiving rather than

if you like the ' line source' effect of
quite live up to expectations, as it

analytical or notably dynamic. On

couldn't really deliver the effortless

many adynamic-sounding or none-

transparency you could hope for in

too- neutral system, the drummer's

afull- range electrostatic.

prominent and insistent offbeat on
this track can become remorseless

The Final 600i is reasonably
priced considering the technology

and tiring, but here there was a
reasonably realistic drum sound
and an offbeat that stayed, quite

involved and the high standard
of design, build and finish, but in

politely, behind the singer.

36

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Sensitivity
(SPL at lm for 2.83Vrms input)

was in tact plenty
of detail, but you
had to listen for , t

Both left and right samples of the 600i proved to have adeep notch
in their responses at 390Hz and 345Hz, respectively. As these dips
appeared at both 1m and 2m measurement distances, they are
unlikely to be interference notches. Whatever the cause, this is a
worrying aberration in what is otherwise quite aflat frequency
response for an electrostatic. Note that the responses quoted in the
table are from 500Hz to 20kHz rather than our usual 200Hz-20kHz so
as to eliminate the effect of the notch. Pair matching was not as good
as attained by the best moving coil speakers and the cumulative
spectral decay revealed the presence of multiple resonances from
around lkHz up. Although Final specifies the 600i's minimum
impedance to be 4ohm, we measured aminimum of 1.3ohm at high
frequency, with the modulus below 2ohm from 9.5kHz upwards.

sonic terms it faces some pretty
strong competition. ).
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0.31%

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: UKD TEL: +44 ( 0)1753 652669
WEB: www.ukd.co.uk. www.finalsound.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Arcam FM1CD36 CD player
AMPLIFIERS: Arcam FM1A32, GRAAF GM5013. Classe CAP2100 amplifiers
CABLES: The Chord Company interconnects, the Chord Company
speaker cables

We listened to
MENDELSSOHN
Concerto in E
Minor/ Prokofief f,
Concerto in G
Minor, lascha
Heifetz
Boston SO/Munch INC
XRCD IMCXR-0010

LADYSMITH BLACK
MAMBAZO
Long Walk To Freedom
Heads Up HUSA 9109

GEN002

.o
selectaudio
exquisite audio products
e select.audio@tiscali.co.uk

www selectaudio.co uk
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AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimiyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

A. Gerstriman Black Swan

Emillé

Acoustic

f=11F2
TIHT

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm

B. Riemiyo DAP- 777

I. Feastrex Coaxial Drive Unit

C. Riemiyo PAT-777

J. AirTight ATM300B

D. Basis Vector Tonearm

K. Feastrex D6

E. EMT JSD Cartridge

L. Harmonix TU-220MT

E Luxman 509F

M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC

G. Bass PSTT Cables

N. Emillé 300BSE

300BSE

AudioLincs

T. 01476 591090

Grass Dance

T. 01764 650573

Brighton Hifi Ex.

T. 01580 878101

Hazeimere

T. 01494 865398

Retro Reproduction

T. 0131 558 9989

Walrus

T. 0207 7247224

The Sound Surgery T. 01392 662920
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PASS LABS X2.5 /X150.5

(£3495/£3995)
Thirty years of high- end
audio heritage stretch
behind this amplifier
combination, not to
be passed over...

Tested by Andrew Harrison

I

fyou were to judge abook by its cover, you'd be
forgiven for thinking that this Pass Labs pre- and
power amplifier had something of an industrial,
wrought- iron sound. The heavyweight construction,

angular double front panelwork of the power amplifier
and precisely machined details in the pre-amplifier
all suggest asteel-foundry powerhouse; yet these
amplifiers' appearance belie arather special sound quite
far removed from what may be conceived as typical
from transistor amplifiers.
Specified at 150W into 8ohm ( and somewhat
conservatively too - see Lab Report), the Pass Labs
X150.5 power amplifier is the smallest of the standard
X- series power amplifiers, and carries the '. 5' suffix to
denote recent improvements across the range to power
transformers, rectification and EMI filtering. Its physical
presence is dominated by the sci-fi gothic industrial
design, with alarge swing meter sat front panel central,
which points to the amp's relative operating bias
current. Contrast this to the 1970s' fashion to include
VU meter- style ornamentation, to impress visitors
with how many watts were being squeezed out of the
speaker terminals.
With the amplifier biased as a ' classically simple' Class
A circuit, the large finned heatsinks running down each
side - and indeed all the machined casework - does
get very warm to the touch. This is indicative of the low
efficiency of such designs when not even playing music.
In Pass Labs' literature, the power amp is said to idle at
about 200W, although afront panel switch will readily
put the unit into standby, consuming just afew watts,
with the capacitors still charged. Pass Labs suggests it
takes about one hour for the amplifier to warm-up.

'Its physical presence is dominated
by the sci-fi gothic industrial design,
with alarge swing meter sat front panel
central, which points to bias current'
The X2.5 pre- amp represents the entry- point for a
Pass Labs stereo pre-amplifier, although apared- down
version without remote control, display, balance control
and mono switching - the X2.2 - is also available with
otherwise the same specification. Further up the range,

ABOVE: While
designed to
complement
one another in
performance

Pass Labs offers the X0.2 and X1 pre- amps, which

terms, the

occupy three and two boxes respectively, but the X2.5

pre- amp and

is aself-contained one- box design with integral power
supply. There are four principal inputs available, with
the first two also configured for XLR balanced input ->

power amp are
evidently not
designed for
stacking

NELSON PASS: A SHORT BIOGRAPHY
Pass Labs' founder Nelson Pass can trace his time
in the audio industry back to the earliest days of
what we now call high- end audio - highly priced
equipment that is nevertheless supremely built and
with very high standards of fidelity. Born in 1951 in
Massachusetts, he received adegree in Physics from
the University of California Davis while working for
loudspeaker company ESS.
He co-founded the Threshold Corporation in
1974, acompany that made its name with arange of
high-performance amplifiers, including adynamicallybiased Class A circuit in 1974, and arange known
as Stasis, avariant of the error-correcting amplifier
made famous by Quad. Even then, and at atime
when the Krell brand was in the ascendant, the
aim was to reduce the amount of overall negative
feedback. Negative feedback is the designer's
recourse for reducing distortion, reducing output
impedance and generally improving the measured
specification of the amplifier.
Nelson Pass left Threshold in 1991 and went
on to found Pass Laboratories later that year. This
brand made its name with the Aleph series of Class
A amplifiers, and more recently with symmetrical,
balanced designs known as Super- Symmetry. Nelson
Pass holds six patents for amplifier circuits and is
is also involved with the DIY audio community,
publishing over 30 designs for hobbyists.
Incidentally, Nelson also runs asideline company
called First Watt, which specialises in small power
amplifiers for high- sensitivity loudspeakers.
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LEFT: The
solid-feeling
metal remote
duplicates
the simple
four-button
layout of the preamp's fascia
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AMPLIFIER TEST

connections if required. There are also two Tape inputs

RIGHT: The

with associated line outputs for recording devices, and

X150.5 power

both of these tape loops are also doubled- up with XLR
balanced connectors.

amplifier

Blanking U- links are provided for the Neutrik XLR
sockets, to ensure the unused rail is grounded, for

Super- Symmetry
circuit,

improved performance when using only single-ended
phono inputs. For pre-amplifier output, there is a

comprising two

includes asimple

gain stages

single pair of RCA phono and another of XLR balanced
connectors, and these are buffered to allow both to be
used together without loading issues.
Two pairs of metal press switches are found on the
front panel, used to switch inputs and control other

BELOW: The X2.5

features of the X2.5, labelled ' mode' and ' select'.

pre-amplifier

Options available include Mute, Balance, Display

uses aresistor

(brightness), Unity (for AV bypass use) and Gain

chain- based

(switching the unit between *-1-4dB' and '+ 14d13').
The volume knob is arelatively spindly affair,

active attenuator
for its volume

although solid enough, being machined from metal with
abrushed finish. This controls apatented electronic

control

gain stage with 32 levels of volume over a60dB range,
said by Pass Labs to offer distortion and noise at onetenth that of the previous state-of-the-art in active
attenuation. Easily read from afar, the fluorescent
display has blue capital letters proclaiming INPUT ONE,

II

for example, and anominal volume numeral given each
side to denote each channel's volume across a0-32
scale. Volume and balance are thus read from asingle
display and adjusted with asingle control.

POWER IN USE
Pass Labs' choice of cable binding terminals were the
only small obstacle between unpacking the power
amplifier and achieving an impressive performance, as
the plastic-shrouded posts resolutely refused to accept
anything other than spade terminals. Bare wires may
be an option, but caution is advised against accidental
shorting. It's worth bearing this in mind, as you may
need to find adaptors to get wired- up if, like me, you
normally rely on 4mm banana plugs.

'the piano note was felt, the structure
of attack and decay interleaved and
pulled apart in time, like some slowmo bullet-time film effect'

SUPER-SYMMETRY
What is this '
Super- Symmetry' that drives Pass Labs'
X-series like the X150.57 It's based on balancing two
matched output stages, cross-coupled in such away
that distortion and noise is reduced, says Pass Labs,
to give ' as much as a 100:1 reduction in unwanted
signal components'. And all this without the using a
lot of overall feedback to tidy up the figures.
The Su- Sy topology takes advantage of abalanced
audio feed, with only two simple stages in the case
of the X150.5. The first is abalanced single-ended
Class A voltage gain stage, which in turn feeds abank
of high- power MOSFET output devices, operated
as voltage followers. Using carefully matched
components, distortion and noise should be similar
on both halves of the balanced circuit, with acurrent
source connecting the two.
Two negative and two positive outputs are used,
with two matched gain blocks coupled at one central
point where the voltage is ideally zero. This topology
yields apoint where the distortion contributed
by each half appears out of phase with the signal,
reinforce the latter while cancelling the former. The
name 'Super-Symmetry' is areference to particle

rno de
Select
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physics, where every fundamental fermion has a
bosonic superpartner. For Nelson Pass, the SuperSymmetry circuit was awarded aUS patent in 1994.

PASS LABS X2.5/X150.5
Whether used with aturntable

more homogeneous stereo width

or CD player as front-end, the initial

and depth perspective, and as an

and enduring impression was of a
warm, natural sound; not cloyingly

example of how sounds ' sat' better

warm and pampered but smooth,
detailed and assured. With uptempo

together, Kate Bush' vocal from
'And Dream of Sleep' was that

(£3495/£3995)

FEATURES

Despite its architectural appearance,
the sound of the X150.5 is far

SOUND QUALITY

much more breathy, expressive,

removed from the more usual

rock material such as the title track

believable.

American high-end engine blocks

from Norfolk Coast, there was a
compelling drive and energy, even
if it's not quite as taught in the bass

available in bass reproduction,

and scorching highlighted detail,

and incredible, lush textures were
offered. It may have traded the

at the expense of smooth and

There was considerable weight

as my resident Chord SPM 1200C

kick- in-the-guts slam of some
well-specified power amps

power amplifier.
Multi- layered stage depth
was entirely compelling,
inviting the listener
into the acoustic
space of intimate
jazz recordings
such as heard
on Habanera,
and here the
Polish trio could
be heard closely
knit musically, yet

(when used with the
low- impedance 68,W

FOR:
Supremely
smooth, open
and detailed
sound
AGAINST: Awkward
binding posts on
power amp

spatially disparate.
To gauge the
relative impact of the
X2.5 pre-amp, Itried the Music

802D at least),

BUILD QUALITY
-

enjoyable music. You can safely
let the technical story, the space-

VALUE FOR MONEY

age shipyard looks and even the
lavish electric consumption pass

MIMI

you by, and rest assured that these
amplifiers will bring music to life.

the consumate
strengths is
so many areas
of fidelity. It's
tempting to

describe the
power amp as
sedate solid-state,
valve- like in its reach-

Fed modern rock production, like

was abetter overal match with

Depeche Mode's Violator there
were seismic, controlled drums
and rippling bass synth effects that

the X150.5 power amp, giving a

could truly captivate. (5

BELOW: Four line inputs, two tape

BOTTOM: Handles on the X150.5

Lab report
Pass Labs' X2.5 pre-amplifier has two gain settings, one offering
+3.7dB and the other + 14.8dB, the former for use with high-level
line sources or sensitive power amps. The volume control has a
slight 0.1dB channel balance error, but distortion is low at ~ 0.0004%
through bass and lower mid, rising through treble to reach ~ 0.01%
at 20kHz. The response is -0.6dB down at 20kHz, -7.9dB down at
100kHz while the A-wtd SIN ratio is about 'average' at ~85dB. The
partnering X150.5 power amp has aslightly flatter response and
low ~ 0.005% distortion through bass and lower midrange, but rises
quite substantially to ~ 0.8% at 20kHz. Power output is prodigious
and well ahead of its 150W rating, delivering 250W and 380W into
8/4ohm loads, respectively. Under dynamic conditions this increases
to 300W, 525W and 370W into 8,4 and 2ohm loads - acomfortable
degree of headroom for most applications.

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Power Output, 8/4 ohm (<1% THD)

250W/380W

Dynamic Power (81 4/2ohm)

300W/525W/370W

loops and and two sets of outputs are

power amplifier rear panel make

featured on the X2.5 pre-amp. Note

lifing its 70Ib weight easier. Balanced

Output impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.007-0.05 ohm

the shorting links applied to some of

and unbalanced inputs are available,

Freq. Response (20Hz-100kHz)

0.00dB to -2.80dB

the balanced XLR inputs, optimising
the pre-amplifier for single-ended
input mode. By contrast, the
balanced and single-ended outputs
run in parallel

with the option for remote turn- on

Input sensitivity
(for OcillW/full output)

85mV/1050mV

A-wtd 5/N ratio
(for OdBW/full output)

103dB/119dB

Distortion
(10W/8 ohm. 20Hz-20kHz)

0.003-0.81%

Stereo separation. 20Hz-20kHz

>80C

e (e) e
.
• L'.'"•.''

e"

with a 12V trigger on the additional
binding posts seen on the right-hand
side. Main power switch is sited on
the left aove IEC inlet

Ite lb le* e let!

u

uT.
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Mall

missed, given

an iron glove over avelvet fist.

marginally better described edge
detail - in amarkedly similar wellspread soundstage - the X2.5 really

that can boast kilowatts of power

yet this was not

out- and-touch palpability of
imagery, but this was not simply

First Audio Passive Magnetic, in
silver-wired guise, and while finding

huLl

ee, ,

'
1> .

eb:)

Contact numbers
SUPPUER: Musicology
CONTACT: 01273 700759
WEB: www.passlabs.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCE: dCS Verdi/Purcell/Delius. Linn LP12
AMPLIFICATION: Chord SPM 1200C, Music First Passive pre-amp
SPEAKERS: B&W 802D

We listened to
THE STRANGLERS
Norfolk Coast

SIMPLE ACOUSTIC TRIO
Habanera

PINK FlOYD
The VVoiks
KATE BUSH
The Hounds of Love
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Speakers'
corner

Tested by Steve Harris Lab tests by Keith Howard

You're certainly not spoilt for choice when it comes to
sub- E1000 standmount speakers, but with small boxes
come trade-offs in terms of bass response, soundstaging
and quality of sound. So which small boxes do it best?

y

ou're looking for the Holy Grail of hi-fi. Either you haven't got the space, or you
just don't want big boxes in the room. What you do want is atiny speaker that
delivers ahuge, high-quality sound. But is this really possible?
To find out, we gathered together and tested agroup of 'quality miniature'
speakers, including two undoubted classics, two newer but equally tiny models, and
two slightly bigger contenders.
Acoustic Energy started abit of new wave with its original AE1 in the late 1980s.
Hi-fi enthusiasts throughout the land started throwing away their big old boxes and
listening, instead, to apair of impossibly minuscule speakers perched high on massive
plinth-like stands, destroying the floorboards with their spikes.
Originally conceived as anearfield monitor for studio control rooms, the AE1 won
hi-fi converts with its fast, analytical and forward sound. Acoustic Energy has continued
to develop new versions of the AE1, but also caters for those who still hanker after the
iconic original — hence the AE1 Classic, reviewed here.
Coming up to date, ATC, whose massive professional speakers are used by movie,
recording and broadcast studios all over the world, is represented here by the SCM11,
aheavily- built, high-tech two-way mini-monitor.
Also new is the B&W CM1, which packs alot of the company's key technologies into
abox less than afoot high.
By contrast, Dynaudio's Audience 52 has been around for quite awhile. It has even
spawned the 'special edition' 52SE, but we wanted to see how the original model
stood up to more recent competition.
One of these is another truly tiny model, from another company which has been
very successful in the pro sector, PMC's DB1+. Last but of course not least, we've
included anew version of the daddy of all mini-monitors — the Stirling Broadcast L53/5a
V2, launched in 2005, nearly 30 years since the original BBC LS3/5A first went on sale
to the public.
For comparative listening we used the excellent and
dependable Arcam CD36 CD player plus the Classé CAP

GROUP
TEST

2100 amplifier. Connection to the amplifier was via the
Chord Company Odyssey cables, bi-wired where possible,
and the use of asimple sound level meter along with the
amplifier's numeric level display provided fairly accurate,
repeatable level matching for the listening sessions. All
the speakers were mounted on apair of good-quality
625mm-high steel pillar-type stands. G)

ACOUSTIC
ENERGY AE1
CLASSIC
£845/pair

ATC SCM 11
£849/pait

B&W CM1
£499/pair

DYNAUDIO
AUDIENCE 52
£650/pair

PMC DB1+
£675/pair

STIRLING
BROADCAST
LS3/5a V2
£890/pair

LAB REPORT
Fast, analytical

Acoustic Energy's claimed 88dB

and punchy, the

sensitivity for the AE1 Classic is

AE1 woke up

wildly over-optimistic - averaged

the hi-fi world in
the late 1980s

over 200Hz to 20kHz we measured
82.5dB. Specified as an 8 ohm

with a sound

design, the AE1 presents anotably

that was more
revealing than

easy-to- drive amp load with the
highest minimum modulus in the

many a warm-

test group. Overall the frequency

and- woolly
British speaker.

response trend is agently rising one
with increasing frequency, followed

Iwould guess

by alarge peak at the tweeter's

that if anything

27.5kHz dome resonance.
Both speakers of the review pair

the Classic has
a somewhat
tamer balance,
but this is still
a bright, rather
forward sound.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 CLASSIC

J

ust like the original AE1
of 1987, the AE1 Classic
is constructed with an

exceptionally solid capinet,

displayed anarrow, approximately
5dB notch in their response at
4.6kHz which accounts for the large
frequency response error. Without
this notch the response error
would be more like ± 3dB. Although
the pair matching figure isn't the
best either, the major departures
were over narrow frequency

,FEATURES
IFerule!

cone driven by a32mm

[

edge-wound voice coil. The
tweeter is a25mm magnesium

SOUND

[

bands around the aforementioned
response notch and just below
20kHz, so they are unlikely to be of
much audible significance. What are
likely to be audible are the multiple

alloy dome unit, with the
crossover set at 3kHz with

upper midrange/lower treble

internally with aquarter- of- an- inch

symmetrical, 3rd- order slopes.

of ' concrete' - actually afne grade
flooring screed material - providing

Connection is via asingle pair of
sturdy binding posts.

spectral decay, which arise from
the low internal damping of the

made from 18mm MDF lined

afoundaticn for apair of ' metal'
drive units. This makes the speaker
very heavy for its size - it measures
only 295 x 189 x255mm (whd) but
weighs 8kg. It's abass reflex design,
with two symmetrically- placed
ports in the face of the front baffle,
which is finished studio-style in
tough matt black.
As always, the key
element of the design
is the metal-cone bass/
mid drive unit, in this
case a90mm ceramic
sandwich aluminium

resonances visible in the cumulative

impil
VALUE ni

SOUND QUALITY
There's no doubt that even after

aluminium bass- midrange cone.
Where the dome tweeter takes
over, the waterfall plot is cleaner.

ail these years, and perhaps
mellowed in its current Classic
form, the AE1 still has abright
character, seemingly emphasising
the * presence' region. On certain
material this could become
alittle wearing, although

FOR:
much of the time it
Majors on was likely just to give
asomewhat different
presence, perspective on the
sturdy build music. On Rickie Lee
AGA11157: Bright
presemation won't
please all

Jones' Last Chance

0.00
0.56
1.90
2.86
3.81

-24

4.76 WIC

Texaco', it made the
singer sound so nasal

that you could almost see
her nose dripping,

Sensitivity
(SPI at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

82.5dB

specifically on ' Danny's All Star
Joint' from the same album), drum

Impedance modulus min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

7.8ohm
@ 222Hz

26.9ohm
@ 86Hz

sounds could sometimes come
to life really well. Clearly the bass

Impedance phase min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

-38°
@ 108Hz

+36°
@ 24Hz

went deeper than the Stirling

Frequency response error
(200Hz-20kHz, each speaker)

±4.4dES

±5.1c18

On the other hand ( and

LS3/5a, for example, producing
areasonably even effect on the
double bass intro of Rickie Lee's
'Easy Money'. On the Jennifer
Warnes' rocker ' First We Take
Manhattan', the AE sounded fast
and furious, but the bass was
rather inadequate here.
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Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

±2.3dB

LF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

47Hz

HF extension (- 6dB ref 10kHz
third- octave smoothed)

>40kHz

THD 100H41kHz/10kHz
(for 90dB SPL at 1m)

1.1%

0.43%

0.12%

LAB REPORT

ATC has

The ATC SCM 11 pays for its good

continued

bass extension by being one of the

to improve

largest speakers here and having

its in-house

the lowest measured sensitivity. ATC

drive units,

claims 85dB but we couldn't match

to get better

that even at the SCM 11's peak
in output around 1kHz. Averaged

performance
through sheer
engineering
quality rather
than any
special tuning.
This straight-

over 200Hz to 20kHz our figure is
80.5dB, which means you'll need
quite ameaty amplifier — ATC
recommends arated power of 50
to 300 watts — to drive this speaker
to high listening levels without

down- the- line

clipping. Although not the easiest

approach pays

amplifier load in the group, the

off in the

SCM 11 presents apretty benign

SCM 11, which

impedance that no worthy amp
should have any difficulty driving.

emerged here
as the most

Overall the frequency response

truthful design

trend is fairly flat, albeit with a

and, in the long

plateau around lkHz and avery
gentle tail- off thereafter towards

term, most

ATC SCM 11

enjoyable too.

20kHz. Despite the use of asoft-

FEATURES

dome tweeter the high-frequency
response is well maintained to
almost 35kHz, and without the

" IL'

A

susual with ATC, the
SCM 11's model number

prominent ultrasonic peak of an
aluminium dome. Pair matching
wasn't as good as ATC's claimed

tells you its enclosure

volume in litres. In fact, the
SCM 11 is the biggest speaker in the

±0.5dB but at just over ± 1dB is still

test group at 380 x211 x250mm

admirable. The cumulative spectral

(hwd), and also the heaviest, at
8.5kg. It is asea'ed-box design,

decay is fairly clean although some
low-level cone breakup resonances

the 150mm main drive unit using

are visible, and there's asuggestion

ATC's new CLD ( Constrained Layer

of unresolved cabinet resonances.

Damping) cone, with an integral
45mm soft dome. This crosses
over at 2.8kHz to anew 25mm
neodymium magnes tweeter, its soft
dome encircled by ATC's precision
alloy wave guide.
ATC describes the cabinet as a
new monocoque construction,
with adouble front baffle
adding to its rigidity as
well as giving anew
look. Double sets of
4mm terminal/binding
posts are provided lor
bi-wiring once the links
connecting the terminals

FOR:
Convincing
bass, detail,
uncoloured
AGAINS r: Lacks emotior
at times, imaging not

have been removed.

the best here

0.00
0.95

view, you
might criticise the ATC

Taking the speakers alphabetically

tended to find myself admiring
the artist's technical brilliance as
asinger, rather than being swept

that instantly displayed amore
convincing bass performance on any
music you tried. an:: this was the
foundation for aneutral, uncoloured
sound from top to bottom.
On the Jennifer Warnes CD
the sound was well balanced, not

4.76 mac

Giving avery

as being unemotional - with

greater contrast.
Here was aloudspeaker

3.81

-24

subjective

the Warnes CD, for example, I

just happened to follow the AE1,
and there couldn't have been a

2.86

actually presenting a
great deal of detail.

SOUND QUALITY
in the first listening session, the ATC

1.90

overtly analytical but

away by ernot.on.
On some material, like Mel
Tormé's Live At The Maisonette
recording, the ATC didn't create
the most striking imaging effects
of the group, but its believable,
solid bass was nonetheless
outstanding, and in the longer
term, on avariety of material, it
was generally very satisfying.

10300
80.5dB

Sensitivity
(SPI at 1m for 2.83V rms input)
Impedance modulus min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

4.9ohm
@ 4847Hz

61ohm
@ 52Hz

Impedance phase min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

-62.0°
@ 2109Hz

+50.5°
@ 38Hz

Frequency response error
(200Hz-20kHz, each speaker)

±2.3dB

±2.4dB

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

t1.0dB

LF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

46Hz

HF extension (- 6dB ref 10kHz thirdoctave smoothed)

34.7kHz

THD 100Hz/1kHz/10kHz
(for 90dB SPL at 1m)

3.3%

FEBRUARY 2007

0.11%

0.1%
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LAB REPORT
Least expensive

For its size and bass extension,

of the group,

the compact CM1 achieves good

the CM1 has an

sensitivity - we measured 83dB, just

exciting sound,

ldB short of B&W's specified figure.

sometimes

In

giving a good

heightened sensitivity by lowering

feeling of life

the impedance of its speakers,

and freedom.

and the same is true here. With a

Paradoxically,

minimum modulus of 4.75 ohm the

the sound did

CM1 rates as a6ohm rather than

not seem ' all

an 8ohm design but it nevertheless

of a piece', but

presents an easy enough load for

had a subtly

any worthy amplifier. Another

disturbing lack

common feature of some recent

of coherence

B&W designs, such as the 8055

in the

reviewed in last December's HFN, is

presentation

raised treble response as aresult of
uncorrected sensitivity difference

of bass, mid

between the bass- mid unit and
tweeter. The CM1 is very like the

and treble.
Nonetheless,

8055 in this respect, with aclear
shelf in its frequency response trace

quite good
value.

B&W CM1

recent years B8,W has achieved

above the 4kHz crossover, following
a gently declining response from

FEATURES

lower to upper midrange. As a

D

result the frequency response error

emure enough with its
grilles on, the petite
CM1 sheds these readily

is not the best in test at around
±3.6dB for both speakers but the
pair matching is first-class at less

-they're only held
lightly by small magnets - to reveal

than ± 1dB. While the cumulative

asporty- looking drive unit array.

spectral decay is mostly quite clean

The high-tech styling is matched
by what's inside, because B&W

there are some breakup modes just
visible at the upper end of the bass-

has continued to trickle down its
'Nautilus' technology to its more

mid unit's passband.

affordable products. So even the
little CM1, at 280 x 165 x260mm
(hwd), can boast tapered tube
loading behind its aluminium- dome
tweeter, adistinctive yellow Kevlar
fibre bass/mid cone for the 130mm
bass/mid driver, and B&W's
Flowport, in which the
flared port moulding in
the rear of the cabinet
has dimples like the
ones on agolf ball to
reduce air turbulence.
Foam rings are
provided, to moderate

With kind Of
AGAINST: Lacks truewalking
Blue,

low bass; ragged

the bass output from

at times

these ports if desired.

the
bass line clearly
exposed the tiny CM1's

understandable lack of

Crossover frequency is 4kHz, and

real deep bass, while the horns

the speaker is equipped for bi-

sounded rather too forward and

wiring. Finish options are Wenge,
Maple and Rosenut veneers.

brash, even ragged.
On the Jennifer Warnes
'Manhattan' track, the CM1

SOUND QUALITY
In some ways the most interesting

seemed to convey agood beat,
with the music loping along

speaker in this group, the CM1 was
the hardest to sum up. Compared

without stress. Here the bass
was sufficient to give 1he sound

with any of the others reviewed
here, it had alooser, seemingly
more open sound, with arich,

aplausible foundation, but on

almost glamorous midrange

other material it was again found
too insistently resonart, trying

quality, and the ability to throw out

too hard to compensate to'
the inevitable lack of real low-

abig and spacious soundstage.

frequency extension.
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1000

Sensitivity
(SPL at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

83dB

Impedance modulus min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

4.8ohm
@ 188Hz

53.4ohm
@ 32Hz

Impedance phase min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

-57.9°
@ 36Hz

+59.5°
@ 26Hz

Frequency response error
(200Hz-20kHz, each speaker)

±3.7c18

±3.6dB

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

±1.0dB

LF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

49Hz

HF extension (- 6dB ref 10kHz
third-octave smoothed)

>40kHz

THD 100Hz/1kHz/10kHz
(for 90dB SPL at 1m)

1.6%

0.5%

0.08%

LAB REPORT
Clear, detailed

Almost as large as the ATC SCM 11
but reflex loaded, the Dynaudio

and with no
real vices, the

repays its comparative bulk in this
diminutive company by posting

Audience 52
gives general

the highest sensitivity figure of

feeling of

the group at 86.5dB. In ashow of

relaxed,

conservatism that is unusual in the

uncoloured

loudspeaker industry, Dynaudio

sound, well

actually claims slightly less at 86dB.

balanced and

Part of this class- leading sensitivity is

open. It is

bought through lower than average

perhaps lacking

impedance, the Audience 52 having

a little in both

comfortably the lowest minimum

body and bite
compared

modulus of the group at 3.7 ohms.
Most amplifiers of good breeding

with more

will have no trouble driving this

characterful

load but as the minimum occurs
at 190Hz, where signal levels are
generally high, it's afactor to bear

models, but it
is a very wellengineered
speaker and still
very good value
for money.

DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE 52

A

lthough it is the second
biggest box in this group,

just slightly smaller than
the ATC SCM 11, the

Audience 52 has slightly squat
proportions of 330 x204 x256mm
(hwd) which will still allow it to end

Inside, the Dynaudio cabinel
is lined witn bitumen, while the
170mm bass/mid driver uses an

FEATURES

frequency response error figures.
Although the response of the

Mall

soft dome tweeter begins to tail
off just before 20kHz it is still

SOUND

MSP ( Magnesium Silicate Polymer)
cone with a75mm diameter

maintained to over 30kHz at - 6dB.
Pair matching is also impressive at

I

±0.84dB, suggesting that Dynaudio

aluminium-wire voice coil. Also

up on the shelf in many homes,

driven by an alumiiium voice coi!
is the 28mm soft- dome tweeter.

despite its flared rear-facing port.
Needless to say, it probably
deserves more careful placement

There is no provision for
bi-wiring as the Audience 52 has
just asingle pair of 4mm terminal/

than this, preferably on a

binding posts.

in mind. Frequency response is
flat overall albeit slightly dished
through the presence band, which
is reflected in the low measured

"II
VALUE

has top-notch production control
systems. A ridge at 4.2kHz indicates
the presence of some breakup
at the upper end of the bass- mid
unit's passband but otherwise the
cumulative spectral decay is free of
obvious resonances.

good-quality stand.
Placement near awall
may boost the bass
too much, so foam
plugs are provided
to restrict the bass
output from the
ports if desired.

SOUND QUALITY

In contrast with some
FOR:
the smaller models
uick, lively, ofhere,
the Audience 52
immediately produced
accurate
an effortless kind of bass,
bass, musica not
incredibly deep but
AGAINST: Slightly
papery mid, some
sibilance

0.00
0.95

fairly even and unforced.

1.90

This was illustrated on

Miles Davis' So What?' wheie
the Dynaudio speaker seemed
able to de ive ,that walkilg bass
with conviction and swing if not

2.96
-24
76 sec

-30

with great weight, while the ride
cymbal sounds came across as

Sensitivity
(SPL at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

86.5dB

light and detailed.
On the Mel Tormé disc, the
speaker sounded quick and lively,

Impedance modulus min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

3.7ohm
@ 190Hz

12ohm
@ 28Hz

if with aslightly papery quality to

Impedance phase min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

-33.5°
@ 98Hz

+34.7°
@ 20Hz

Frequency response error
(200Hz-20kHz, each speaker)

±2.1dB

±2.6dB

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

±0.8dB

LF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

54Hz

HF extension (- 6dB ref 10kHz
third- octave smoothed)

30.6kHz

THD 100Hzi1kHz/10kHz
(for 90c113 SPL at 1m)

3.1%

the m:d and some emphasis of
sibilants, the bass not heavy but
seemingly accurate. Again, on
Jennifer Warnes"Manhattan', the
bass line was well conveyed.
Turning to Ladysmith Black
Mambazo, the sound was bright
and detailed, good on the higher
harmonies, the overall effect being
quite open and enjoyable.

0.5%

0.2%
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LAB REPORT
The DB1+ does
indeed produce

You have to admire PMC attempting

more bass than

so small acabinet but inevitably a

expected from

1.5m line cannot be fully effective
at absorbing the output of the

its tiny cabinet,
but still with

to squeeze atransmission line into

DB1+'s bass- mid driver at low

rather severe

frequencies, where the speaker

limitations. It

acts more like an oddly aligned

can also sound

reflex design. According to our

somewhat
bright and even

near-field measurement the bass
extension is modest but on the plus

shouty at times

side the baby PMC has what, at

but, with a

86dB - only 1dB lower than PMC's

kind of strong

claimed 87dB - is the second most
sensitive speaker in this test. This

integrity to
the midrange,
the sound is
coherent and,
dare Isay it,
musical.

is all the more creditable because
it is achieved without recourse to
a low

load impedance, the DB1+'s

minimum modulus of 6.3 ohm fully
justifying an 8 ohm nominal rating.
Considering PMC's studio heritage
the measured frequency response

PMC DB1+

W

FEATURES

ith an improbably
tiny frontal aspect,
the DB1+ cabinet is

very deep, measuring
290 x 155 x234rrm ( hwd). PMC

describes it as 'the world's smallest
transmission line speaker': internal

27mm Ferrofluid-cooled silk soft
dome tweeter. Standard finishes
are Cherry, Oak, Black Ash and
veneers to special order. Two pairs
of terminal/binding posts provide
for bi-wiring.

SOUND QUALITY

the back of the 140mm bass/mid

strength is its engaging midband,

unit and ends at tne large vent in
the back of the cabinet.
The secret is said to be in the
specification of the damping

with apleasing dynamic quality
on vocals and on instruments
too, associated with awide and

frequencies while
still allowing the
lowest frequencies
to exit the vent
in phase with the
driver's frontal output.
Treble is handled by a

Undoubtedly the little PMC's great

because - just as with the B&W
CM1 - the tweeter's sensitivity is
significantly higher than that of the
bass- mid unit, resulting in ashelvedup treble. Output of the soft dome
tweeter is well maintained to alittle

BUILD

over 20kHz but drops away rapidly
thereafter. The cumulative spectral
decay reveals acone breakup

VALUE

lull

mode at 4.4kHz and the possibility
of some other resonant modes at
lower frequencies.

spacious stereo image. often
conveying the recorded
acoustic effectively.
On Mel Tormé's

FOR:
Midband,
airy, good
`live' feel
AGAINST: Bass can
sound woolly and
lacks grip

uptempo let Set', the
all-important bass
line which drives the
number seemed too
uncontrolled, even a

0.00
-6

0.95
1.90

-12

2 86

-18

3.81

-24

4 76 mow

little boomy, although
saxes and trumpets and
Tormé's vocal all came over very
well indeed, with areal feeling of
alive event.

1000

Sensitivity
(SPI at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

86dB

Impedance modulus min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

6.3ohm
@ 250Hz

42.2ohm
@ 2001Hz

agood drum sound and afeeling

Impedance phase min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

-48.4°
@ 3352Hz

44.7°
@ 802Hz

of space. On aClassic-remastered
Everest Shostakovich / Prokofiev

Frequency response error
(200Hz-20kHz, each speaker)

±4.0dB

±4.0dB

disc, the sleigh ride ('Troika') from

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

±1.3dB

Prokofiev's Lieutenant Kije Suite,
an overpoweringly bright and

IF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

75Hz

HF extension (- 6dB ref 10kHz
third- octave smoothed)

27.1kHz

THD 100Hz/1kHz/10kHz
(for 90dB SPL at 1m)

4.8%

Similarly, on the Jennifer
Warnes CD, the bass was thought
woolly, although there was afine
projection of the singer's voice,

brash recording, came over fairly
well on the DB1+ with the brass
nicely ' fat' and attractive sleigh
bell effects.

48

SOUND

Professional Black, with other

partitions create afolded line, filled
with damping foam, alabyrinthine
passage 1.5m long which starts at

material, which has to
absorb upper bass

11111111

error is on the high side, principally

I www.hifinews.co.uk IFEBRUARY 2007

2.2%

2.2%

LAB REPORT
Stirling's ' new'

This speaker came without any

LS3/ 5a V2 is a

accompanying literature and I

success in its
own terms. As

could find no specifications for it on
Stirling's web site so its intended

is the case, it

performance is something of a

seems, with

mystery, although it presumably
complies - or is meant to comply -

LS/35A speakers
of any vintage,
instruments

with the original BBC requirements.
A sensitivity of 82dB is fair
considering that this is acompact,

were

closed box design but the bass

convincing,

extension is curtailed relative to

even bass

and that slight

most of the other products in this

chestiness

group. A reduction in impedance

compared

would assist the sensitivity but the

with modern

Stirling LS3/5A instead presents a

speakers

very easy load to the partnering

imparts a

amplifier with aminimum modulus
of 7.3 ohm. Frequency response

gravitas that
belies its

error is on the high side for what
is supposed to be amonitor,
principally due to some large
ripples around the crossover and a
prominent peak in tweeter output

lack of real
bottom end.

STIRLING BROADCAST LS3 / 5a V2

L

ong after other licensees
had given up, Stirling

FEATURES

at 17.5kHz. Pair matching error is
also unimpressive, being easily the
SOUND

worst in test. Moreover, the largest
errors occur between 1.5 and 8kHz,

Broadcast was still

building the BBC LS3/5A
mini- monitor in small numbers, but
had to stop once the necessary
KEF drive units became completely

II

which encompasses the ear's most

BUILD

sensitive frequency range, so they

l lL

cumulative spectral decay contains

are unlikely to go unnoticed. The

U

unobtainable.

much better news, with anotably

VALUE

So Doug Stirling commissioned a
new version, enlisting the help of a

1

distinguished designer who'd spent

fast decay in output over most
of the frequency range, barring a

I r.

well-damped tweeter resonance
associated with the 17.5kHz peak.

alifetime working with BBC-type
monitor speakers. A 110mm SEAS
bass/mid unit was used in place of
the old KEF B110, and aScanSpeak
tweeter replaced the KEF T27. With
careful crossover design, these units
have been made to produce aresult
that is extremely close to
the KEF-based speakers.
Everything else
about the V2 is
pretty much the
same as the 11 ohm
LS3/5A first seen
in 1987, although
it reintroduces the

0.00

FOR:
Tuneful,
cohesive,
great vocals
AGAINST: Low bass
reproduction
limited

screwed-on cabinet
back of the earliest ( 15 ohm)
examples from more than adecade
earlier. Measuring 305 x 187 x
180mm ( hwd) including its bi-wire
terminals, it comes as standard in
Maple, Cherry or Walnut veneer,
with aRosewood Limited Edition
available at extra cost.

0 98

reproduce the lowest
harmonic structure of
conveyed that you
didn't mind.
In spite of, or perhaps

because of this, the whole
track swung along well.
Similarly, on the Mel Tormé CD,

3 81
4.76 aeac

300

X0C0

Sensitivity
(SPL at 1m for 2.83V

rms input)

82cIB

you could really hear the bass as

Impedance modulus min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

7.4ohm
@ 20Hz

32.6ohm
@ 80Hz

an acoustic instrument, although
there was adecidedly one-notey

Impedance phase min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

-38.6'
@ 98Hz

42.4°
@ 62Hz

quality to it.
But the vocal sounded

Frequency response error
(200Hz-20kHz, each speaker)

±5.4dB

±5.8dB

extremely good, with the excess
sibilance of the recording

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

±3.3dB

LF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

64Hz

HF extension (- 6dB ref 10kHz
third- octave smoothed)

29.5kHz

THD 100Hz/1kHz/10kHz
(for 90dB SPL at 1m)

0.9%

seemingly conveyed faithfully so

Although Red Callender's acoustic

that the ear accepted it.

speaker's unsurprising inability to

2 Fe,

the notes was so well

SOUND QUALITY
double- bass intro to Rickie Lee
Jones' Easy Money' revealed the

1 %

fundamentals, the

On the Rautavaara concerto
CD, the solo violin was really well
placed in space G.

FEBRUARY 2007

0.3%

0.54%
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GROUP TEST

A

the smaller models, as its

coustic Energy's AE1
Classic came through

and yet the elements did not
quite gel into an enjoyable,

natural, unfettered bass quality,

with many virtues,

musical whole.

combined with agenerally

PMC's DB1+ has its failings

offering speed, punch

low-coloration, low-distortion

and quite good bass for its

too, notably atendency to

sound, allows the music

size. Yet Istill prefered the

become over- brash in the upper

to breathe and produces

Stirling LS3/5a V2, despite its

mid, yet it manages to put the
music over in amore coherent

consistently enjoyable results.
It's only outdone by the

Overall it offers the classic,
slightly warm, inviting. LS3I5A

way. If Ireally had to have a

even bigger and much more

loudspeaker this small, the PMC

presentation, and is perhaps

expensive ATC SCM11, which
has more weight in the bass

even alittle 'faster' and more

DB1+ would be my choice.
However, there is still no

analytical sounding than

substitute for abigger box.

an almost tangible control in

earlier incarnations.

the sound, which is the more

B&W's reflex- ported CM1

The Dynaudio Audience 52
seems like abreath of fresh

produces an appealing sound,

air after the restrictions of

to rely on it. (!)

very limited bass performance.

and ageneral quality of solidity,

appreciated the more you start

AE1 CLASSIC

ATC SCM 11

82.5dB

80.5dB

83.0dB

7.8 ohm127ohm

4.9ohm/61ohm

4.8ohne3ohm

-38'1+36°

-62 01+51 0

-58°1+60 0

(200Hz-20kHz, each speaker)

±4.4d111±5.1dB

±2.3d131±2.4dB

±3.7d131±3.6dB

Pair matching (200Hz-20kHz)

t2.3dB

±1.0dB

±1.0dB

LF extension (-6dB ref 200Hz)

47Hz

46Hz

49Hz

>40kHz

35kHz

>40kHz

3.33%10.11%10.10%

1.56%/0.50%,(0.08%

LOUDSPEAKER
Sensitivity
(SPI at 1m for 2.83V rms input)
impedance modulus minimax
(20Hz-20kHz)
Impedance phase mm/max
(20Hz-20kHz)
Frequency response error

HF extension
(-6dB ref 10kHz third-octave smoothed)
THD 100Hz11kHz/10kHz
(for 90d8 SPI at 1m)

STIRLING LS3/5a V2

DYNAUDIO 52

LOUDSPEAKER
Sensitivity

82.0dB

86.5d6

(SPI at lm for 2.83V rms input)
impedance modulus mm/max

3.7Mmil2ohm

6.3ohm142ohm

7.4ohmi33ohm

-33 01+25°

-48 01+45 0

-39 01+42°

(200Hz-20kHz, each speaker)

±2.1dB1±2.6dB

±4.0dBi±4.0dB

±5.4dB/±5.8dB

Pair matching (200Hz-20kHz)

±0.8dB

±1.3cIB

±3.3dB

LF extension (-6dB ref 200Hz)

54Hz

75Hz

64Hz

30.6kHz

27.1kHz

29.5kHz

3.08%10.53%10.20%

4.83%12.23%/0.23%

0.87%/0.31%/0.54%

(20Hz-20kHz)
Impedance phase mm/max
(20Hz-20kHz)
Frequency response error

HF extension
(-6dB ref 10kHz third-octave smoothed)
THD 100Hzi1kHz110kHz
(for 90dB SPL at 1m)

OVERALL RATING
19/20

50
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OVERALL RATING

17/20

OVERALL RATING

17/20

"Astonishing at its
modest price point"
Hi Fi World ( December 2006)

Pure Audio Precision
With the lowest noise floor and
'jitter'*

measurements

in

21-elm-

class, the Audiolab 8000 series
CD player and integrated amplifier
represent a superb combination.
Engineered to be absolutely pure
in

their presentation, noting

is

added -- nothing removed —
just pure audio precision.

*jitter measures just 8Picoseconds
— one of the lowest levels ever
recorded

in

a CD

noise floor is

player. The

reduced through

the use of our unique ' Lazy servo'
mechanism, capable of an
dynamic range of III
dB.

To find your local dealer visr

www.audiolab.co.uk

+44(0)1480 447700
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ROOM EQ TEST

Danish
DSP
COPLAND DRC205 (£ 1590)

Add-on room correction
processors can be a
daunting prospect, so
Copland is aiming to
make things easier
with its plug- andplay solution

4,

•

•

eb
(le

(1/

Ço

•

e
•

Tested by Keith Howard

DIG11 AL HOOM CORRECTION DIRC205

o

•

Al

SELECT

•

A,

•

Al

•

•

A4

,

•

•

•

O

I

fyou hadn't noticed, we are living in what will surely
be remembered as audio's digital room correction
(DRC) era. Although this technology was conceived
as long ago as the late 1970s and there have been

DRC products on the market for well over adecade
now, until quite recently they were expensive, specialist
items. Today an increasing number of manufacturers of
domestic audio equipment are offering room correction
of varying degrees of sophistication, either built into
components such as amplifiers or surround sound
processors, or as stand-alone processors like the £ 1590
Copland DRC205.
That the DRC205 should hail from Denmark is

PUTS
LEFT

HIGH PASS
SELECT
MICROPHONE

4 40Hz

COMPUTER

3 ,-- 32Hz
2 = 20Hz
1 .--- 16Hz

appropriate since much of the recent academic work
on digital room correction - which is an issue of
psychoacoustics as much as it is of computing power
and filtering algorithms - has been conducted in that
country. TacT Audio led the way commercially and then
gave birth to Lyngdorf Audio, whose RoomPerfect DRC
technology Iwill be assessing in afuture issue. Copland
uses aDRC engine designed by Danish company
Dynaton ( not Dynatron), which Lyngdorf was also going

Select toggles through six DRC options, most of
which relate to the target frequency response - that
is, the room response trend that the room correction

to employ until development delays persuaded it to
create its own alternative.

tries, within certain important restraints, to achieve.

NO NEED FOR PC CONNECTION

setup procedure are aturn-off for the vast majority of

flat while A2 applies abass boost with amild presence
band depression and tailed off treble, in the manner
of famous BBC monitor- derived speakers like the
Bd. The A3 option imposes auniformly down- sloped

hi-fi consumers. So Copland has sensibly configured
the DRC205 in such away that its USB port need never

to compensate for home cinema speakers that are

Settings Al to A3 call up pre-programmed target
responses that cannot be changed by the user. Al is

As audio retailers know only too well, products that
have to be hooked up to acomputer as part of the

be deflowered, and operationally it could hardly be
simpler. The front panel controls comprise just two
symmetrically disposed buttons, the left one labelled
'Select' and the right labelled ' Setup'.

tossume

CORM° [MC tC6

response from 40Hz upwards which seems intended

ABOVE:
Connections
could not be
simpler - input/
output phonos,
asocket for the
microphone and
aUSB port for
PC access. LF
rolloff may also
be set here

'Copland has sensibly configured the
DRC205 in such away that its USB
port need never be deflowered, and
operationally it couldn't be simpler'

Ca.

•

-

-

voiced for use behind aprojection screen. Setting A4

LEFT: Connecting

is abypass, while P1 and P2 are user- definable via the
DRC205's USB link, using software supplied on CD- R.
Operating system requirements are Windows 98, ME,

the DRC205 to
acomputer is

2000 or XP, and firmware updates can also be delivered
via the USB port. A row of six LEDs on the front panel
•

indicates which target function is selected.
Switching between target functions, including the
bypass mode, can only be achieved sequentially via
the front panel control - there is no remote control
capability. For many buyers, who will use the DRC205

optional but
allows measured
room responses
to be viewed
and bespoke
target filters to
be designed for
presets Pl and P2
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RIGHT:

A second puzzling aspect of the DRC205 is that it

Overlaid in-

doesn't include at least an S/PDIF input or, better, an
SIPDIF output. The Cirrus Logic CS42518 codec chip

room frequency
responses
measured from

used in the Dynaton DRC module includes an SfIDDIF
receiver, so it would surely add very little to the cost to
provide adigital input facility. The advantage of this is
that it would save two unnecessary conversions - D-to-A

one channel
before ( blue
trace) and after

in the source and A-to- D in the DRC205 - when used
with aCD player. If adigital output were also provided

(red trace)
correction in the
author's listening

then the DRC205 could also be better integrated into

room, using the
Al target curve.

1k

Note how the
DRC205 reduces
the response
deviations
without
attempting to
fill the deep dip

systems which have either digital amplifiers or digital
loudspeakers, again eliminating superfluous conversions.
Last in the list of puzzlements, Ican't understand
why the DRC205 should have an insertion loss in bypass
mode of 0.8dB ( in other words, why the output level

as aset-and-forget device, this will not be an omission,

should be 0.8dB lower than the input). This is of no
consequence in normal use but it does complicate the

but in review circumstances it is amild annoyance.

test that every enquiring audiophile will want to make:

The second button on the front panel, when held

around 46Hz

down for three seconds, initiates the entirely automatic
setup procedure whereby the DRC205 measures the

(vertical
divisions 5dB)

room response and designs the filters for the various
target responses. The whole process takes but acouple

comparing the system sound with DRC205 in bypass
mode to that with it removed altogether a>

of minutes and only requires the user to plug in the
supplied measurement microphone and place it at the
FAR RIGHT:
Energy-timefrequency
waterfalls
corresponding
to the same
two in- room
responses (top:
uncorrected,
bottom:
corrected) but
to amaximum
frequency
of 300Hz.
Note how the
DRC205, while
flattening
the response,
appears to have
little or no effect

listening position before starting. Copland's instructions
suggest holding the microphone by hand but those with
access to amic stand will probably prefer to use that.

220.00

Apart from the mic input, the rear panel houses the
aforementioned USB socket, two pairs of gold-plated

330.0D
440.03

phono sockets for input and output, and arecessed
rotary switch that adjusts the high-pass filter applied
during the measurement process. The supplied
user manual gives guidance on which setting to use
according to loudspeaker type.

550.00 mimic
20
Ensgy-Inairecagmee

100
1

Fregancy -

CURIOUS SIMPLICITY
All told, the DRC205 is amodel of elegant simplicity,
albeit with some curious aspects. The first and most
far-reaching of which is that it operates at an internal
sampling rate of 44.1kHz ( see Lab Report), despite
the ADC and DAC being specified as 88.2kHz devices.
Copland tells me that this sampling rate was chosen to
achieve the required filter resolution at low frequencies,
where the DRC205 does most of its work. But this has
ramifications in any system that includes the widest-

on the decay (Q)

bandwidth sources such as DVD-A and SACD which will

of each mode

subsequently be limited to aCD- like 20kHz bandwidth.

Power supply

0.00
110.00

20
Ermagy-Time-ragainzy

lcg Frœgancy -

High-pass filterj..

Analogue input and
output stages

Digital room
correction modules
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Walrus

Exciting New Products
From Around The World.
Available Now At Walrus.
MBL 111 RC

Phone: + 44(0)20 7724 7224
Fax : + 44(0)20 772 4 4347
Shop : 11 New Quebec Street
London VV1H 7RW
Web : www.walrus.co.uk
Email : contactewalrus.co.uk

'Dieses ¡ st nicht emn

We've just taken delivery

Dalek aus Deutschland?!'

of the latest Basis Audio

Of course not! This is

2500 Signature

the MBL 111RC

Turntable, as if there are

loudspeaker.

not enough turntables at

Here at the shop, we

Walrus already! No

have the even more

doubt some of you might

amazing looking full-

think it looks aid sounds

range model, the MBL

just like another brand

111E Radialstrahler-

of fashionable turntable

Hybrid System 1

in acrylic these days!

loudspeakers available

Well, you'll be wrong.

for audition.

For an example, what

Also available for dem

look like 4 ordinary

too is MBL's top of the

aluminium legs turn out

range CD Player, the

to be very sophisticated,

MBL 1531.

user adjustable, oil-

'Wirklich wundervoll,

damped suspension
towers...
Horning Agathon
Ultimate

Remember when you
were taught never to
judge a person or an
object by its look? The
Horning Agathon
Ultimate is aclassic
example. The technology
involved with these
loudspeakers is so
complex that we decided
its best for you to read

Brinkmann La Grange Turntable

modern yet romantic is

out the Emilie KI-240 is

what comes to mind

one of the best sounding

when describing the

valve- powered

sound of this new valve

integrated amplifiers

driven line stage

available in the UK

preamplifier, the Melody

The real Simon Yorke

No doubt you'll also

'Preamplifier has been

Magnetic

come across the

winning awards and

excellent reviews too.

accolades for the last

Wait till you see the

year or so. Walrus was

back of the loudspeaker;

one of the first dealers

looks nothing like the

in the UK to

back of your fridge...

demonstrate its virtues.

Pure Black 101D.

today. We are sure you'll
agree with us...

«
.Passive

Musically satisfying...

Emilie is a new brand
from Korea. As it turns

The Music First Audio

about them on the web.

Emilie KI-240
The new Shanling CD

with his 57 Turntable

Player, CDT- 500, is

and Tonearm system.

visually so striking that'
we thought it best for
you to come and see it '
in the flesh. Meanwhile'
we can show you what
the national flag of •
China looks like!

ROOM EQ TEST

COPLAND DRC205
ei

(£ 1590)

With its analogue input and output, the DRC205 is
compatible with awide range of signal sources but its
lack of digital input and output means that in many
system contexts it will incur one or more additional
and unnecessary AID and/or DIA conversions. This
(and, preferably, switched off as

accompanying graphs. As those

well). Iuse astepped attenuator

measurements confirm, the

passive pre- amp with step sizes of

DRC205 flattens the response

counts against it in hi res systems, as does the 44.1kHz
internal sampling rate. Where the DRC205 is likely
to be most successful is in systems without DVD-A or

(mostly) 2dB, so it wasn't possible

by suppressing the worst peaks

SACD sources and where there are asignificant room

for me to compensate for this level
disparity. Users with continuous

while leaving large dips - which
would consume amplifier power to

ability to flatten frequency response, particularly in the

volume controls will be in abetter

correct - well alone.

position to increase the

As might be expected, though,

system level accurately
once the DRC205
is in-circuit. This
is important,
because the
reduced output
of the DRC205
is likely to
perceived
by anyone

the DRC205 proves to
be not completely

transparent,
FOR:
particularly on high
Simple to use; sampling rate
source material
PC connection where it removes
aslice of the air
optional
and precision that

unaware of the
level change as
aless dynamic and

distinguishes such
AGAINST: Runs at
44.1kHz;
no digital I/O

open sound.
A word about my listening

recordings from
CD. Comparing the
DRC205 in bypass mode
to the Al or A2 corrections,

Ipreferred the corrected mode

room since it is of obvious relevance
to the results Iobtained. It has an

every time - usually the Al setting
but sometimes A2 - for its more

internal volume of about 64m 3,

uniform and tuneful bass, and its

is 5.6m long into abay window,
4.2m wide and has almost 3m high
ceilings. At aglance it would appear
to have alot of acoustical treatment
in the form of foam panels on
all walls, but these are quite
deliberately placed above seated

Gain ( Input-to- Output Loss)

-0.8dB

Input Sensitivity ( for OdBV)

1100mV

Stopband Rejection

>92dB

hi res source material, and also
CD, Ipreferred the sound with
the DRC205 out of the system

Stereo Separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>85dB

A-wtd Noise Ratio ( re. OdBV)

89dB

entirely because that restored the

Distortion ( 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0003-0.02%

in practice is the fact that the

commit it to any processor

room is used solely for listening, so
speaker and seating positions can

you have ahigh- resolution CD

running at 44.1kHz. Likewise, if
system and use it in aroom that
doesn't have major acoustic
anomalies, you may well lose more
in the two additional conversions
and extra cabling than you gain
from the room correction. The
DRC205 is no panacea, then.
But in the right system and room

PEAK PRACTICE

circumstances Ican well imagine
it offering aworthwhile and

Ilistened to the DRC205 using

value-for- money improvement.

both CD source material and hi res
programme from DVD-A and SACD.

Hi-fi News lab specifications

more stable stereo image. It just

source material from DVD-A and
SACD, you are unlikely to want to

principal acoustic problem of
low-frequency room modes remains.

Lab report
Arguably the most impressive feature of the DRC205 is that its
'technical transparency' remains consistent whether used in
bypass or corrected modes. Either way, distortion stays below
0.005% from 20Hz-10kHz, only rising to 0.02% at 20kHz where its
harmonics are not audible anyway. The response is ruler flat to
20kHz but falls very steeply thereafter confirming that, somewhere
along the input/output chain, the sample rate is reduced to CD's
44.1kHz. The > 92dB rejection of stopband (digital) images ensures
that ultrasonic noise and spuriae is very low indeed. Do watch out
for the - 0.8dB insertion loss of the DRC205, however, which might
skew aless-than-stringent listening test. Otherwise, with correction
engaged, the basic gain, SIN and distortion performance remains
unchanged. Only the correction applied to its frequency response
betrays evidence of DSP at work... ( see before and after plots at
www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech)

sounded more controlled, more
self- consistent. But particularly on

offer negligible absorption at low
frequencies. Of more significance

room, it is arguably not the best
candidate for DRC, although the

promises improved overall sound quality.

+0.2dB to - 0.1dB

freshness and vitality.
If you cherish wide bandwidth

be chosen for best sound rather

room's modal region (typically below about 200Hz),

Frequency Response
(20Hz-20kHz)

ear level so as not to interfere
with early reflections, and they

than being circumscribed by other
requirements. As this represents an
inherently well-balanced system and

acoustics problems. In these circumstances the unit's

The essential message is clear:

Ialso compared the system sound

this is not aproduct you should
buy on the basis of adealer

with the DRC205 in bypass mode

demonstration, or as aresult of

against the sound with it removed
from circuit, bearing in mind the

hearing it, say, at afriend's
house. You have to assess the

aforementioned level difference.
Ialso measured its effect on the
in- room response using MLSSA,
with the results shown in the

Copland DRC205 in the context
of your own system and your own
listening room before making a
purchasing decision. ( 1
)
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Review system breakdown
SOURCE: Townshend TA565 universal player
CABLES: Townshend DCT and Chord Company Chameleon Silver Plus
interconnects, Townshend lsolda speaker cable
AMPS: DACT stepped attenuator passive pre -amp, 4x Exposure XVIII
Mono power amplifiers
SPEAKERS:B&W 805S

Contact Numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Absolute Sounds
TEL: 020 8971 3909 WEB: www.absolutesounds.com

We listened to
.Schothert

ALVAREZ QUARTET
Schubert: The Trout
Tacet IND 106 (DVO A)

DAVE BRUBECK
QUARTET
Time Out
Columbia/Legacy CS 65122
(SACO)

TIME OUTILAIlf!

THE DAVE 811111ECK

MISCHA MAISKY AND
DARIA HOVORA
Schubert: Songs
Without Words
Deutsche Crammophon
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"the 938 is incredibly musical

"With the Hyperion Icouldn't

and effortless, making the best

find any compromise. "

of any music it is asked to play,
whilst astounding transparency

"...deliver astonishing sound

tells you the result of every

for avery modest price."

modification made to your
system and its set-up."
-David Allcock, Hi- Fi News
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CD PLAYER TEST

Tested by Steve Harris

R

ega is not acompany to rush into things. Its first
CD player, the Planet, was launched in 1996,

putting on aCD reminds them of the vinyl record ritual,

ABOVE: The

but Ihave to say I'm not one of them. However, Rega's

Apollo's lid lifts

and stayed in production for seven years - until

cleverly- designed lid has aparallelogram action, so
that it lifts clear easily at the touch of the finger. In the
Apollo, the magnetic puck of the Planet has gone, and
instead the disc locates firmly by clicking on to athreepoint ball chuck, like the one in most computer drives.

clear of the
player in asingle
action allowing
the disc to be

AND NOW FOR A SHORT PAUSE...

pushed onto the
three-point ball

the Sony ' kit' of components on which it was
based ceased to be available. For its replacement, the
Apollo, Rega had to pull together anew set of solutions.
Founder Roy Gandy credits Rega's chief engineer
Terry Bateman with the discovery that made the £ 500
Apollo happen: 'We were lucky enough - and this
was down to Terry, he found the company - to find a

Once you've closed the lid, you have to wait for the disc

British chip manufacturer who had seen aniche in the

to initialise, which can take up to 12 seconds. Not as

marketplace. They had seen that the big players had

bad as the original Sony SACD player, the SCD-1, which

stopped developing CD processor chips but foresaw that

made you wait nearly half aminute before any sound

there would still be amarket for CD player manufacture,

came out, but an appreciable delay nonetheless. During

particularly in China, albeit in the boom- box area. So
they got venture capital, and got 20 or so software

this interval. as well as checking the contents of the disc
(whether normal CD audio, MP3, WMA or WAV files), the

engineers together, and designed anew CD processor
chip, from scratch. They started from the CD operating
code as it existed in the Red Book.'
Rega embarked on atwo-year development
programme and designed aCD player using this
microprocessor, along with Wolfson DACs anc its own
analogue electronics. The Apollo was launched.
Externally, it is practically identical to the Planet, with
the same top- loading access hatch. Some audiophiles
are supposed to like top- loading CD players because

upwards and

chuck ( below)
with ease

player carries out acalibration process, said to allow
optimum performance [ see ' Rega's Special Brew' panel].
Having got this far, you find that most of the player's
facilities are fairly standard, and well thought-out. The

'The Heifetz violin sound was intense.
but never too fierce or keening, while
the orchestral playing had verve'

REGA'S SPECIAL BREW
The key to Rega's Apollo lies with its disc
management regime and anew microprocessor.
When adisc is loaded, the Apollo reads the basic
TOC information, then scans and assesses the disc,
in order to calibrate the servos and amps 'to the
point where the player can get the most out it,'
says Rega's Terry Bateman. The error correction
doesn't increase or decrease, but this calibration
gives the error correction an easier life. The
transport mechanism is an industry-standard
Sanyo type. Data being read from the disc goes
into aFIFO ( First In, First Out) buffer, a ' bit bucket'
that gives areserve of roughly 10 seconds of
audio, and allows the data to be clocked out
independently of the transport mechanism. This is
achieved within the processor chip solution, with
the use of multiple phase- locked loops. Buffering
is astandard technique for `jog- proofing' portable
CD players, but it has been used, in conjunction
with re- clocking, as ajitter-elimination measure by
other hi-fi specialists, for example Meridian.
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REGA APOLLO
CD PLAYER

- .1

(£ 500)

Rega's Apollo player does have a fine,
m en
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appealing sound. In terms of image
/11611,1
CE

•

or ambience, it is just a little on the
dry side - it doesn't have the rich
quality of Arcam's CD36, for example,
despite giving the impression of

SOUND QUALITY
111 II Ill
BUILD QUALITY

greater detail. Yet it's a player

ensemble, What is more, the

that really engages the listener's

Mall

attention, one that manages to

VALUE FOR MONEY

also provides for discs full of MP3

Apollo seemed to me to get the
best out of that vintage Heifetz

files, with 'Album Up' and 'Album
Down' keys and a > 100 button,

recording, the Mendelssohn violin

and subjective ' presence' without

concerto with the Boston SO. It

being too harsh or unrelenting.

which allows for direct selection

seemed to lay bare the ' period'

even when the number of tracks

sound quality of the recording,
but with aclarity that revealed the

remote handset has the usual CD
controls and numeric keypad but it

runs into three figures.

sound exciting, offering lots of detail

greatness of the performance in

UPBEAT 'N' PACEY

athoroughly enjoyable way. The

From the start, the Apollo

Heifetz violin sound was intense,

demonstrates an upbeat, pacey
sound, which is very listenable on

but never too fierce or keening,
while the orchestral playing came

rock and pop. It retains the ability
to resolve complex instrumental

over with verve.

textures, while letting the listener
'hear into' the performance.

WORTH THE WAIT

Turning to acoustic jazz with
Kind Of Blue, the Apollo put up an
arresting argument with agreat

The ergonomic idiosyncracies of
the Apollo probably won't trouble
the majority of audiophiles too
much. But this isn't the player for

feeling of musical coherence

those who want to get to their

and detail. It really brought the

music in ahurry.

music to life, particularly at the
moment in ' So What?' when the
theme statement gives way to

Back in the early 1990s, when
CD players were still big business,

Chambers' walking bass line, and

players easy and convenient to

the immediacy of the bass and

use, competing to offer the fastest

drums was engaging throughout.
Solo instruments shone too, with
anatural, lively quality that never
became edgy.

access to any track on adisc. As
Irecall, Technics finally trumped
its rival Sony by coming up with a
mechanism that could reach track

companies worked hard to make

Moving on to the voices
of Ladysmith Black
Mambazo (
Long
Walk To Freedom),
the Apollo made
it easy to hear
the different
vocal parts in
this close-knit

15 on aCD in less than
one second. Yet after

FOR:
all these years, the
Rega Apollo takes
Pacey,
15 seconds to
access Track 1.
insightful,
Is it worth the
great sound
wait? Yes, Ithink
for the money it is. ()
AGAINST: Manual
loading, initialisation
delay

Lab report
Although Rega specifies aWolfson WM8740 24bit/192kHz-capable
DAC. the performance of the Apollo seems to be influenced more
by the power supply, clock and analogue output stage. Distortion,
for example, is not ' high' but still some 10x higher than expected
at 0.0065% at its 2.1V peak output thanks to adominant 2nd
harmonic. At lower signal levels there's evidence of acorrelated
granulation noise in the floor of the distortion spectra ( see graphs
on the web) while the moderate 835psec of jitter is composed
almost entirely of 100Hz patterns, possibly from PSU rectifier noise.
The last time Isaw something like this, it encouraged aslightly
warm if not disagreeable sound quality. Otherwise, the 103dB SIN
ratio is comfortably beyond CD's 16- bit specification, as is the lowlevel linearity. The mildly rolled- off HF response will not be directly
audible. For full and exclusive QC Suite reports on the Rega Apollo's
CD performance, please log onto
www.milleraudioresearch.comiaytech

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Maximum Output Level

2.14V

A-wtd S/N Ratio

103dB

Distortion, IkHz @ OdBFsi-30dBFs

0.0065%10.0045%

Distortion, 20kHz ® OdBFs

0.005%

Frequency Response 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0 to -0.4dB

Digital Jitter

835psec

Resolution ® -90dBFs

+0.01-0.2dB

Stereo separation 20Hz-20kHz

>9 7d Fi

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBuToR: Rega Research Ltd TEL +44 ( 0)1702 333071
WEB: www.rega.co.uk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Arcam FM/ A32
SPEAKERS Dali Ikon 6
CABLES Cambridge Audio interconnects, The Chord Company
speaker cables

We listened to
MILES DAVIS
Kind Of Blue
Columbia 480410 2

LADYSMITH BLACK
MAMBAZO
Long Walk To Freedom
Heads Up HUSA 9109

MENDELSSOHN,
CONCERTO IN E
MINOR/PROKOFIEFF,
CONCERTO IN
G MINOR
lascha Heifetz/Boston
IKXRCD.IMCXR-0010
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* 2004" Most Wanted Component"

Stereo Times

* 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"
* 2002 CES" Most Recommended Flagship"

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai-fong Street Sec. 1Taipei 100 Taiwan

Te1:886-2-2381 6299

Fax:8

The Aud

Stereo Sound

SIM2 HT3000 (£9999)

Gearing up for the launch of Blu-ray and HD-DVD,
SIM2 is first to market with asub-£ 10k 1080p
projector. Is this another winner for SIM2?

Tested by Paul Miller

F

il ull-HD video is now stuttering into commercial
reality with the launch of both Blu-ray and

HD-DVD hardware into the UK, while most new
top- end DVD players are already equipped
with 1080p scalers. Nevertheless, true 1080p-capable
displays are very thin on the ground and limited to
plasmas like the PDP-5000EX from Pioneer and semiprofessional projection systems like the Action! model
three 1080 from ProjectionDesign, both of which were
reviewed in our HD Guide (
HFN Dec ' 06). To really
appreciate the extra resolution offered by 1080p digital
video, a50in display is insufficient and so aprojector
of some description is the only route to the highest of
home theatre.
Typically, perhaps, it is SIM2 that leads the vanguard
of the more accessible 1080p options, closely followed
by Marantz with a 1080 version of its popular VP12
series. At £ 9999, the HT3000 is hardly an entry-level
product but it remains far cheaper than any of the
monster 1080p plasma displays demonstrated by the
likes of Samsung and Panasonic. The projector utilises
the same 250W UHP lamp assembly and Alpha Path
light engine as SIM2's fabulous C3X model, albeit in
aform suitable for asingle- chip DLP application with
seven-segment colour wheel. The DLP chip itself is the
same 0.95in 1080p DMD ( Digital Micromirror Device)
we described for ProjectionDesign's Action! model
three, provided by Texas Instruments.
SIM2's favoured Fujinon optics are available in 1.5:2
and 2:3 throw ratios while the familiar setup menu

ABOVE: The HT3000's folded light path allows
SIM2 to squeeze alot of technology into a
deceptively sleek package. The vertical lens shift
control is just visible behind the lens assembly

'It's the first time I've felt inclined to
wear aNorth Face jacket, gloves and
hat in the cinema room'

offers standard brightness, contrast and sharpness and
aspect controls alongside SIM2's sophisticated ' Live
Color Management' regime. This offers both adjustment

gamut and contrast on offer from HD-DVD. This, quite
frankly, is the fundamental difference between scaled

and amemory manager for user- defined colour

DVD and native HD-DVD/Blu-ray, for while both may be

temperature and gamma profiles. A range of composite,
component, S-video, PC and two HDMI inputs completes

delivered at the same pixel resolution, the latter benefits
from ~ 4x the video bitrate encoded using asuperior and

this luxurious, Italian- built package.

more efficient MPEG4/VC1 compression regime.

LIGHTS OUT

In this case, it's not just about the dense 1920x1080
resolution but how those millions of pixels best reflect

Those visitors to the Hi Fi News Show last September will
have agood idea of what's coming next, as the HT3000

the smoother greyscale and more deeply saturated
colours available from the blue- laser formats. The

was pivotal in our demonstration of native 1080 video
from HD-DVD versus upscaled 1080p delivered from

HT3000 certainly steps up anotch when fed from
HD-DVD, as greens and blues are painted with an added

plain vanilla DVD. Even with one of the very best DVD
players available — Denon's DVD-A1XVA — the HT3000

and palpable richness and depth over the equivalent
scenes from scaled DVD. And, because the incoming

was more than capable of realising the superior colour

1080p video is displayed natively, there's no additional G>
LEFT: Analogue
video inputs are
provided for
connection to
legacy source
components while
your Sky HD box,
scaled DVD and Bluray/HD-DVD players
are accommodated
through two
HDMI inputs. USB,
graphics card and
RS232 connections
enhance its
compatibility. The
setup menu may
also be navigated
from the rear panel
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PROJECTOR TEST

k -

SIM2 HT3000
1080P PROJECTOR

e „
el (£ 9000)

FEATURES
Unlike the Blu-ray and HD-DVD
hardware that's on offer, SIM2's
1080p projector demonstrates that
first-generation products can deliver

I'l l
PICTURE QUALITY

the goods without requiring endless

'lull

firmware updates. Early adopters

BUILD QUALITY

can buy the HT3000 content in the
knowledge that they'll be getting
the very best from either blue- laser
format, but be equally aware that
this technology will fall in price with

111111
VALUE FOR MONEY
111111

predictable regularity. Ironically, its
fiercest competitor is the 720p C3X,
from SIM2s own stable.

Lab report

processing within the HT3000 to

glare of lamps and torches about

compromise the far finer detailing

the ship, adding to the gloom of

and dramatic reduction in

shadows without masking any of
the subtlest details. This

motion artefacts enjoyed
with HD-DVD.

is clear enough from

With DVD as
the source, and

the rough textures
of the rocks and

despite the

spine of Skull

faster rate of
the colourwheel
in this 1080p
application,
there is still a
residual ' rainbow
flicker' effect, visible
as amomentary

Island that rises
menacingly out
of the churning
sea to assault
the iron hull of
AGAINST: Lacks the
colour range of SIM2's
three- chip C3X

flashes of colour
across starkly contrasting
black/white edges. The scenes
in K-Pax shot in the planetarium

the ship.
At the other
end of the greyscale
spectrum, brightly- lit

movies like the docu-drama
Touching the Void burst into life
as amyriad shades of white are

serve up several examples of the

revealed in the snow and ice,

phenomenon, although the effect is
far less noticeable with 60Hz rather

shades tinted by bright greys
and blues that contrast with the

than 50Hz source material. Chalk
one up to NTSC in this instance!
DVD material typically looks at its

abrasive composition of the rocks.
Whites are revealed with a

best delivered as 1080i rather than
1080p, suggesting that the motionadaptive de- interlacing developed

adjacent objects, colours and

for the projector is best suited for

Despite using asimilar light engine to the three-chip C3X
projector, the colour wheel and single- chip implementation of
s_
the HT3000 takes its toll on the maximum brightness that may be
--"*. achieved - just 9.0f Lfrom a 10ft white screen. The OIRE black level
is similarly diminished so the overall contrast is useful enough at
- 1400:1 while the 10-bit PixelWorks processing ensures that false
contouring and other greyscale artefacts are almost eliminated.
The colour gamut is largely determined by the colour wheel, so
reds are not so deeply saturated as they are in the C3X although
the colour temperature may still be accurately tuned - we found
that - 7000K gave the best balance ( see Recommended Settings at
www.milleraudioresearch.comiavtech).

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: SIM2 UK TEL +44 ( 0)1825 750850
WEB: www.sim2.co.uk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Arcam DV137, Denon DVD-A1XVA, Toshiba HD-XA1
CABLES Cambridge and QED HDMI interconnects

We watched
KING KONG
HD DVD

THE LAST SAMURAI

TOUCHING THE VOID

HO-DVD

END

Daz brilliance without obscuring
contrasts. Even the powdered
snow looks to boil off the

this one, specific application.

mountain ridges and be carried
by the wind into the cold, blue

MONKEY BUSINESS

mountain air. It's the first time
I've felt inclined to wear aNorth

So, as the SS Venture plunges
through the mist that surrounds

Face jacket, gloves and hat in the
cinema room.

limited light output of the
projector. Indeed, I've used
lesser 720p projectors
with asimilar output that
have looked subjectively
far dimmer. The key comes
in the 1080's ability to

Skull Island in King Kong, the
projector seems capable of

HT3000's punchy- looking image

resolving individual particles of
fog that drift around the intense

resolve very low black
levels with agreyscale that

and wide perceived dynamic
range might seem contrary to the

extends linearly to just a
few IRE. Against this pit

64

These examples of the
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of black, flashes of white
appear fa - brighter and
cleaner than you might
expect. Drive the HT3000
from afull- HD source and
the recipe is complete
-solid blacks, bright
whites and highlights help
deliver aremarkably sharp
and punchy image that's
packed with vibrant detail.

LEND US YOUR EARS!
(and we'll blow your mind)

Bryston

Marantz
IMIson Benesch

usical Fidelity

Spendor

Chord

If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take a trip to New
Malden in Surrey

searching
LOOK at our website
LISTEK in our demo rooms

For 30 years or more we've
been stocking, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.

www.unilet.net

35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 8942 9567

Fax: 020 8336 0820

PHONOSTAGE TEST

Terra
b es
TERItATEC iVINYL

(
E99)

Want to squeeze 12in of vinyl
onto your PC's hard drive?
TerraTec's novel solution has teeth

Tested by Andrew Harrison

G

01

audio signal, while ablue light
notifies overload. In practice, Ionly
saw ablue light at work, even with

iven the choice, many
music lovers would

rather play their music
from vinyl records but

TERRATEC WINYL
(£ 9)
SPEC/FEATURES

low signal levels.
Inside the iVinyl is a24/96

At its sub-£ 100 price point, this neat
and compact unit is amarvel. Bus

time per side, there's the portability

analogue-to- digital converter,
which is good news for audiophiles

powered, it allows alaptop to be
taken to an installed record deck

aspect, with records having to
be carried around in their 12in

wanting to capture an analogue
signal at better than CD resolution,

without fuss for the recording of
vinyl, and aline- in option means

cardboard sleeves.
Archiving to CD or, heresy, MP3 is
an increasingly tempting option, but

even if this does make things
trickier if all you want to do is

other legacy analogue formats
are equally easily captured. The

create aCD or MP3 file of an
analogue recording. In this case
you'l need to truncate and

supplied software is simple enough
to use, and results can be startling

it's not always that convenient.
Quite apart from the limited playing

mitigating against this is the relative
complexity of digitising
vinyl. Then there's the
issue of quality. But
what about about
archiving your
LPs in something
more transparent
than 16- bit/
44.1kHz quality?
TerraTec is a
German company
whose iVinyl
RIM USB interface

sample- rate convert to
16/44.1 - astage
which can add

FOR:
Easy to use,
impressive
results, value
for money
users

if done with
default 'fast'
conversion
software. Iused
the supplied

to record the digital
feed from the unit to an

removing scratches and pops to

Apple PowerBook G4, and also
tried the open-source program

boot, using SoundRescue for the PC
or CD Spin Doctor for Mac.

Audacity. With CD Spin Doctor it
was not possible to tweak record

SPEEDY INSTALL

levels manLally, and the absence
of vertical scaling on the waveform

The iVinyl is easy and fast to install.

Compost 030-1

STRAVINSKY
The Rites of Spring
Berliner Phil/
Karajan

levels and subsequent file editing,

with Apple Macintosh OS Xthe unit

although its playback of 24/96
audio on the Apple notebook did

works without any extra installation.

prove less predictable.

A turntable can be connected
directly through apair of RCA phono

SOUNDS INVITING

sockets on the unit's rear, where
aground screw can also be found

Irecorded aselection of music as
24/96 PCM, and used QuickTime

for earthing the deck to reduce
hum pickup. The iVinyl is designed
to amplify and equalise the signal

Pro ( at ' Best' quality) to convert
down to 16/44.1. These files were

TerraTec Edition 24/96

ClItàtS

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

+0.0 dB

net IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

+0.0 d9

left

Recording device: PhonoPreAmp Mrsyl

00:25 min

435:07 min

rec hme

drskspace

character of the vinyl sound, if
alittle more ' shut in' than the

'Max' and ' Min', along with ' Line',

these would send apeak through

alower- gain unequalised input

the OdBFs ceiling, with adigital
glitch as the result. But best results
were had keeping the 24/96

the instructions, ared light glows
between the buttons to show alive

AlgoRec

impressive, showing the inviting

original feed from the deck. Large
transient clicks were aproblem, as

and 430pF, and TerraTec's advice is
to select 250pF if in doubt of your
pickup's requirements. According to

OG 2862 001

then burnt to CD-RW for playback
from aCD player. The result was

available from the front of the unit,

one of three capacitative loadings.
The options here comprise 100, 250

111111

We listened to

levels were being recorded to

that makes possible the use of, for
example, acassette deck.
Also on the front is abutton
marked ' capacity', used to select

rVALUE FOR MONEY

SOURCE Linn LP12. The Cartridge Man MusicMaker 3, Cambridge
Audio Azur 540D DVD-A player
AMPURCATION: Chord Electronics CPA 3200 pre-amp
and SPM 1200C power amp
SPEAKERS: B&W 8020

file. Audacity, meanwhile, allows
the manual selection of record

step-up transformer or active gain
stage. Two preset levels of gain are

BUILD QUALITY

fluir

Review system breakdown

supplied USB cable (which also

or ahigh- output m- c. For most
m- ctypes, though, you'll need a

I

Contact numbers

plot left me uncertain of what

straight from am- m cartridge,

11

UK SUPPUER:SCV London WEB:www.scvlondon.co.uk
CONTACT: 020 8418 0778

After connecting to aPC by the

Microsoft Windows users need to
allow new drivers to be installed:

SOUND QUALITY

simple ' Max' and ' Min' switches.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
The Future Sound
of Jazz Vol 3

provides DC power to the unit),

I

often digital
distortion

AGAINST: Software too ,/ Roxio CD Spin
limited for advanced J Doctor software

promises to make the
task of recording vinyl
to aPC easy, with the offer of

good, providing some care is made
to optimise record levels with the

11 I

capture intact, and burning to
DVD-R using Roxio Toast.
Now the vinyl captures could be
heard in all their glory, from aDVD
player feeding astereo system. If
not as good as the original vinyl,
the sound had the fine, grain-free,

TOP: SoundRescue level meters on Windows and (ABOVE)

resolut.on you'd expect from an

the rear of

analogue source.

sockets, an earthing post and aUSB computer connection

the iVinyl, which sports apair of RCA phono
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Has Transparent created acable that can
serve as auniversal choice whatever system
you care to hook up with it? Well it has
certainly come close, though it' Icost you...

REFERENCE XL
SPEAKER CABLE
INTERCONNECT

(£ 9602) 8ft pair
(£ 696C) lm pair

REFERENCE MM
SPEAKER CABLE
INTERCONNECT

(£ 15,660) 8ft pair
£5665) lm pair

Tested by Martin Colloms

T

ransparent has set enviable
standards in recent years

for audiophile cables and,
after some activity in its

flagship Opus MM range, the new
technology has now been applied
to some of the company's more well
known cable series.
One of these is the XL range,
which has now been replaced by a
new version based on Opus ' MM'
technology. Experience has shown
that change does not necessarily
produce improvement, so would the
these revamped cables produce a
better sound?

REFERENCE XL
INTERCONNECT/
SPEAKER CABLE
Ineedn't have worried since on
wiring up the new XL cable much
was immediately familiar. That
unrivalled top-to- bottom tonal
balance, the quality of inner silence
working with aperceived calm and
control, plus the firm grip on the
musical pulse and the still mightily
impressive sharpness for stereo
focus were all present and correct.
It was undoubtedly core ' XL'
sound, but tighter, still better

expression, purity of timbre, clarity,
sparkle, focus, air, spatiality, image
depth - all were heard to benefit. In

adding at-ace of extra attack and

other words, the lot!

life, detail and speed to the Krell-

dynamics. So while not favoured
with the Edolon-cj pairing , it added
Wilson system.

'classic' Reference XL it sounded as

REFERENCE MM
INTERCONNECT/
SPEAKER CABLE

To be fair, the differences were
not very great in the context of
the high standard already set by

if layers of sepia varnish had been

There is another set of cables

stripped away.
With no change to the essential
tonal balance or to the essentially

positioned above Reference XL

new Reference XL cable and while I
preferred the latter, Reference MM

and below Opus. Many listening
tests were made, leading to the

was clearly an alternative cable of
particularly high quality.

conclusion that if you want to hear
the Reference MM at its best,
the right step to take is

With understandable system

focused and still more transparent
and spacious. Compared with the

musical structure, new XL provided
cleaner, deeper bass with an
obviously more neutral
upper bass. It was
both more delicately
resolved yet more
open, natural
and dynamically
expressive through
the midrange.
That slightly
boxy and wiry tinge

to use the speaker
FOR:
cables with the
Open, natura, interconnects.
Ifound
neutral, free
some greater
of grain, atrue dependency
between these
cables and
benchmark

had almost vanished,
while the treble now
sparkled by comparison

variations in the

AGAINST:
Price, some system
dependency

audio system,
in context, more

so than with the
new Reference XL. For
with the old, sounding
'""lonioralle "
example, aWilson 7/Krell FPB
pure, grainless, and also imbued
700 pairing felt more at home with
with asubtle sense of zest and air.
Reference MM while an Eidolon
The whole effect was more upbeat,
Diamond/Conrad-Johnson Premier
faster and more involving.
350 combo used for the test
Reference XL interconnect
proved significantly better than
the original, arguably addressing
failings which though minor, could
nevertheless be exposed by using a
raft of competitors valued
en-masse. Bass speed and attack,
bass tune playing and articulation
plus midrange transparency, musical

ABOVE:
Interconnects
carry either
balanced
or phono
terminations
LEFT: The cables
are configured
for either valve
(V) or solid state
(SS) components

CONCLUSIONS
dependency for the final sound,
no particular cable is going to be
auniversal choice given the sheer
range of high-end audio systems
that abound. Nevertheless, the new
Transparent Reference XL series

'The treble now sparkled
by comparison with the old,
sounding pure, grainless,
and imbued with air'
has, in my opinion, come close to
defining that possibility.
The more costly Reference MM
set was found to be better in some

actually sounded better balanced
to my ears when used with the less

areas but not quite so well balanced

expensive new XL.
In the latter arrangement, new XL

but with some caution, bearing in
mind the significant price uplift. c!)

in others. Irecommend these cables

managed to sound more spacious
and transparent, more in keeping
with the Eidolon. Reference MM
brought the soundstage forward,

UK DISTRIBUTOR: Absolute Sounds
TEL +44 ( 0)20 8971 3909
WEB: wwvv absolutesounds.com
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www.audioacoustics.co.uk

(N.

If you are considering any hign-end product, irrelevant of what
you are using at present, you owe it to yourself to discover the

Modél 10

needle in the haystack - the " nirvana" you search await. Come
and be amazed at our absolute works uf art! We guarantee
no disappointment and at worst an cal ghtening experience
to reference all your future playback ancillaries to. Let us he
you off the pretentious merry go round once and for all and
you rediscover that same firstcontact moment of pure bliss
more. Let us introduce you to some le -yspecial exce
all budgets.
Audio Acoustics has appointed 4centres to carry the Audio
AcousticeWavac brands. Thefirst two opened, offer the finest
audio products combined with aprofessional and complete
service. If that wasn't enougn, check out the unrepeatable

,

centre's opening offers. For once we give you genuine savings

«It»

on the finest audio products YU WANT instead of clearance
Bargains! What are you waif ng for? Gire you're nearest centre
acall, today.

/10

London & Home counties:

The' South 8i Home coLnties:

Audio Acoustics

Sounds Of Music

Tel +44 ( C)1753 842 173

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1435 865 212
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Mob: +44(3)7968388'18

1

11;a0

Fundamental K-2
E-1-3'9.93
Centre Open price
£11999.

• aw

Sapphire n-c
£a+5399

Weiss the Worlds Finest Swiss engineered
Jason Transport and ILegendry Medea 24/192
Digital to Analogue converbb - Come and be
amazed! Digital does not get better ban this
today! Introduction Combination
£-21490
MD 805
Mono Blocks With Passive Pots
55W Single Ended! £-4.ssee
Awesome Value!
Guaranteed Jaw dropping !!
HE 805
45W SET!
Sensational Perfection!
Absolute Joy! £42,590.
C.entre Opening Price £ 38°C-00.
Resonance. cable system
1m interconnect £-1-1-99.
1.2m Silver Mains £2999.
2.5m Bi wired set £-2.999. £2399.

Askfor details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email sales@slei.ltd.uk or visit our website vvvvvv.sme.ltd.uk

HE- 833 1.3'S
MONO BLOCKS
150W Singe Ended!
£64950

PR-T1
3Box Reference
Line Pre- Amp
£28'300

Wow
Resonance Cable

Heralded and awarded as the finest pre-amp ( PR-T1) today " nothingness and brilliance"
absolute sophistication 8. pure over indulgence-love it!! Buy the PR-T1 and HE-833 together and
receive an 0.85m "Wow Resonance Cable" absolutely FREE (worth astaggering moue).

Help needed to achieve better
sound in an L-shaped room
Weekly music paper NME- likes its Cambridge set-up but
needs new speakers to cope with the office layout

This month the Hi Fi
Doctor pays ahousecall,
not to agolden-eared
HFN reader but to the
magazine offices of the
UK's long- running music
weekly, the NME.
•••••

[HE SYSIEIVI

'MUM

Technics SL-BD22D turntable
Cambridge Audio 640A CD player
Cambridge Audio 640T tuner
Cambridge Audio 640C integrated amplifier
Cambridge Audio 640P phono stage
B&W 601 loudspeakers

IACNOSIS

nor

As aspeciAliqt music magazine, it's
hardly surprising that the NME office should
feature ahi-fi system. The set-up, based
around Cambridge Audio separates and B&W
bookshelf speakers, was basically working
to the satisfaction of the office staff, although
an L-shaped office meant that coverage
was not even across the floor, which is split
into halves. BADA dealer Richard Conroy
of Harrow Audio inspected the
system and suggested that a
second set of speakers could
provide asuitable fix to the main
issue of coverage in the office.
Harrow Audio is aMonitor Audio
dealer, and Richard had brought
along apair of RS1 bookshelf
speakers to try in the place of the
resident B&W 601 speakers. The
640A integrated amplifier already

[Doctorl
NAME:
Richard Conroy
Harrow
Audio

[Patient]
NAME:
Malik Meer,
NME magazine
AILMENT: Asystem
that doesn't fill the
office with sound

had provision for switching a
second set of speakers.
Richard moved the B&Ws
around the comer of the office, and
connected them to the second set
of terminals, while siting the RS ls in
the main speaker position, on existing
small shelves 2m over the floor. Wiring
was also changed, from generic 79 strand

to Atlas Biwire cable. ' Is it lacking abit of
bass?' wondered Malik Meer, associate
editor, after the change.
'That's agreater clarity of bass you're
hearing now from the RS1,' countered
Richard, 'the bass is less woolly and you
now have more detail.' With noisy guitar
rock on the CD player, the Monitor Audio's
sound meant that the overall effect was a
bit too thin for some music joumos' ears,
leading to the old chestnut discussion
about whether it's better to judge music
on asystem more representative of the
masses you're writing for, or to use amore
technically accurate system that gives more
insight, even if that's more than most readers
of the magazine might experience.
An interesting debate, for sure, but
importantly the brief to fill more of the office
with better sound had been met, leaving the
doctor and award of patients happy. (,)

Hi-FDoctor & BADA
•Special thanks go to Richard from Harrow Audio - for more
information go to www.harrowaudiohifi.co.uk or call: 0870 8004434
ADVICE, S(EVIC & ASSARANCE
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JAZZ

Music
WILLEM VAN OTTERLOO

CLASSICAL

Orchestral recordings 1950-1960
Challenge Records CC 72142

13 discs

Remastered largely from Philips
tapes, with some Haydn from DG,

BENJAMIN HERMAN

this set focuses on the Hague's
characterful orchestra and its

The London Session

musicanly conductor there from

Roach Records Dox032

1949-73. (Albeit he was passed
over in favour of Haitink when
the Concertgebouw wanted
areplacement, since he could
be rude to players!) His famous
Beethoven Ninth and Symphonie
fantastique remake are here,
plus arange of standard
repertory works, Haydn to Ravel

This is what happened when
New Cool Collective altoist
Herman and trombone
virtuoso Bart van Lier flew
into London to spend a
few hours in astudio with
Stan Tracey. The Dutchmen
are great players, and the
performances here are

and Mahler - an excellent Fourth

never less than exciting,

Symphony - and contemporary

with Tracey's trio ( son Clark

Dutch composers. Predominantly
mono but well transferred. CB

on drums, Andy Cleyndert,
bass) on amazing form. SH
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[CLASSICAL

béle
CHRISTIANNE STOTIJN

Songs by Berg, Schubert and Wolf
Christianne Stogy,. Joseph Biel«
Onyx ONYX 4009

Wonderful vocal control
and perfectly attuned
accompaniments: an
outstanding debut by
the Dutch mezzo, whose
programme relates songs
about dreams and fantasies.
The real discoveries for
me were Berg's Op.2 and
Wolf's 'At Midnight' (worth

THE BEATLES

BILLY COBHAM

BEETHOVEN

Love

The Art of Four

ENINApoke 0946 3 79808 2

In+Out Records IOR CD 77085-2

'As you've never heard them

Spectacular live playing
in Montreux, from jazz

before' trumpets the cover
sticker. Well, no, they still
sound like The Beatles;
there are no new songs
and, despite the undeniable

Symphonies 5and 7

standards to the funk finale
based on the Meters' ' Cissy
Strut', though with arather

and Giles Martin to these

glassy recorded sound.
Like Cobham's 'Art of Five'
quintet, this four- piece
featured the pyrotechnic

ultra-fresh sounding source

alto sax of Donald Harrison,

sonic wizardry applied
by co-producers George

comparing with Mahler's).
Fine Potton Hall sound. CB

takes, Love is essentially a
divertIng set of medleys for
Beatles anoraks. JB

James Williams on piano. SH
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and you hear Ron Carter
on bass and the late, great,
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Simon Bolivar Youth Orchestra/
Gustavo Dudamel. DG 477 6228

Venezuela's youth
orchestras were founded as
away of diverting children
from crime and drugs.
Dudamel, now 25 and this
year breathing new life into
the Gothenburg Orchestra,
conducts alarge body of
highly capable players. He
already has his own ideas of
where to take the music: not
all of them persuasive. CB
[I] RECORDING
PERFORMANCE

MUSIC REVIEW

EMPAWFVR

MAHLER

GOLDENHORSE

DKIBOMEKA

Des Knaben Wunderhorn

GoldenHorse

Love Songs

Traffic

In+Cut IOR 77083-2

7Hz

Chesky multichannel SACO 322

Blending older styles of

Arguably, this follow-up
betters the power trio's

jazz-tinged soul and R'n'B,
smooth-voiced ye: gutsy

New Zealand. It's not just
for making epic fantasy
films in, you know. Auckland

first Chesky album, Electric,

singer lbomeka might

from 2005. This time, as
well as raw, turn- it- up- loud
numbers like Hendrix's

have called this ' seduction
songs', but as we!: as his
own compositions in that
vein there are covers of

'Manic Depression',
you also get acouple of
unplugged tunes with
melodic playing from bass
virtuoso Bailey and gentle
chords from Coryell. SH
•
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7Hz006

quartet Goldenhorse have
been riding high over there
since 1999 with their sparky
pop- rock instant classics.
Vocalist-songwriter Kirsten

Lennon/McCartney's
'Oh! Darling' and Nina

Morell combines an almost
countryish sexuality with

Simone's ' Sugar in My Bowl'.
It's arecipe that's certainly

ahint of punky spirit and
guitarist Geoff Maddock is
world class. is

sweet enough. SH
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LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM

SEAN JONES

, Orchestre des Champs Élysées/Philippe
Herreweghe, Harmonía Mundi HMC 901920

Mahler from anon- specialist
interpreter. The 14 settings
are allocated to one or
other voice ( no duets).
Both singers are excellent
but English mezzo Sarah
Connoly maintains a
certain distancina, Dietrich
Henschel showing greater
dramatic involvement. The
Dijon acoustic is pst right
for these orchestrations. CB
IMMURE RECORDING

MMIMULI

PERFORMANCE

LIONEL LOU EKE

Roots

Under The Skin

Virgin Forest

West of 5th

Mack Avenue MAC 103

Repose 9362443592

Obliq Sound 05104

Chesky 54CO3 73 62m 19s multichannel SACO

The Roots are Gospel,

The great pianist Hank Jones
was an astonishing 88 years

and this time the gifted
trumpeter (with Tia Fuller,

Lindsey Buckingham, the
heart and soul of Fleetwood

He's worked with Terence
Blanchard, Herbie Hancock

old when this was made, but

Mac's ' 70's reincarnation,
remains probably the most

and his own fusion band
GILFEMA, but here guitarist

his playing still sparkles and
flows beautifully, allusive, full

alto, Orrin Evans, p.ano,
Luaues Curtis, bass. Obed
Calvaire, drums) sustains

adifferent conception.

of interest. You sometimes

apeaceful vibe, from the

vital songwriter/performer
of that era. In 25 years, this
is only his fourth solo album,

get the feeling that he no

opening unaccompanied
'Children's Hymn' to afine
exposition on Ellington's

but the wait is always worth
it. Songs like ' It Was You' and
'Cast Away Dreams' easily

'Come Sunday'. If you've
found some of Jones's work

rival his peak years with
Mac. One for old and new

longer hammers home
each musical thought to
its conclusion, but then he
doesn't really need to. His
stories still come across. SH
BUBB. RECORDING
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too frenetic, just try tus. SH
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Buckingham fans alike. ./8
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Loueke puts together
African musicians provide
an intro for each piece
played by his jazz group. For
Loueke, crossover doesn't
mean compromise, and this
is an album of translucent
beauty, amust- hear. SH

Bunion
U. UUU
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THELONIOUS MONK
Monk 'Round The world

These Four Walls

Piano Sonatas and other works

Sergey Khachatryan, Orchestre National
de France/Kurt Masur, Naive V5025

Thelomous Monk Records/
Hyena TMF 9323 OVO

Nonesuch 79937

Leon McCawley, Avie AV2105

As ever, the triple Grammy

Indifferent cycles reinforce

Beautiful, if slightly
self-conscious, playing by the

Live recordings of 1961 to
'64, when Monk's quartet

winner's working closely

the notion that Mozart's

with producer/songwriter

piano sonatas make poor

young Armenian violinist puts

featured Charlie Rouse on

John Leventhal. He supplies

listening; good ones, like

these studio performances

tenor, one from Monterey

well ahead of Daniel Hope's

but most from Europe, plus

much of the beautifully apt
and tastefully understated

recent Warner coupling. Ilike
the orchestral sound here

aDVD video of numbers

instrumentation.

from the Marquee in

Intriguingly, though,

too, although Masur doesn't

London, 1965. If you prefer

Colvin's most heart-

D-minor Fantasy.) McCawley

bring quite the requisite

one complete concert,
there's Hyena's Monk In

stopping performance is
probably the closing track,

at times suggests an
'orchestration' of the music,

Paris [
Hyena 9316] with a

her one-take cover of The
Bee Gees' classic ' Words'..IB

elsewhere ascaling- down to
fortepiano sonorities. CB

Violin Concertos 1and 2

emotional commitment to
Concerto 2. One to hear,
nonetheless. CB
....El RECORDING
PERFORMANCE

bonus video from Oslo! SH
III U

U
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Uchida's or this new fivedisc set from McCawley,
scotch it. ( Incidentally, his
fillers don't include the

Ma Ma
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MENY

APoseriori

Silver

Saturday Night Wrist

EMI 369994 2

ACT 5715 2

Mavenck 9362432392

New York Tme

Old ambient warhorses

ACT re-released this 2004

Three years in the making,

Chesky SACD314 multichannel SACO

never die, they simply fade

album to tie in with the

venerable nu- metal

Another of Chesky's ' New

in and out. Enigma's sixth

Slow Motion Quintet's tour

pioneers Deftones' fifth

York Sessions', aiming to

album is, like the previous

(and it was amusing to hear

capture jazz musicians in

five, aglorious wash of

the erudite Norwegian

album almost broke them
up and sounds like it.

an unfettered recording
environment. It works pretty

spacey synths and faintly
religious-sounding vocal

songstress deal with inane
interview questions on

well here, with tenor saxist
Jackson delivering akind of
post-Coltrane swing sparking

refrains. It makes cornflakes
taste like dust but, come
the witching hour, light the

well with Walton, and Cobb

candles, add your favoured
intoxicant and get ready to

and McBride laying down
finger- snapping rhythms. SH
in U

D
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surf the cosmos. .18
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DEFTONES

Passion, regret and rage

Radio 3). Material ranges

ooze relentlessly out of this
intensely dark and sonically

from Solveig's own take on
Dorothy Parker to tunes
like 'The 12th of Never'. It's

dense meisterwerk. Low on
big tunes, but maxed out
on emotionally overdriven

definitely time you caught
up with her. 5F1

riffarama, this is one for the
big boys. ./B
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"Come on in anc meet the family."
Product:
WATT puppy 8 ( NEW)

Destination:
Oxford Audio Consultants

Available Brands
Anthony Gallo
Artcoustic
Atacama
Audio Aero
Audio Analogue
Audio Research
Avid
Beyer
Blok
Bose
Canton
Chord Company
Copland
Crestron
darTZeel
Denon
Diapason
Dreamvision
Eclipse-ID
Fujitsu
GM Audio
Graaf

Graham Slee
Harman Kordon
Hitachi plasma/LCD
Humax
l
scan
Isoblue
Isotek
Jadis
Jamo
Kef
Koetsu
Krell
Lyra
M & K
Marantz
Martin Logan
Michell
Mission
Mordaunt Short
Musical Fidelity
MusicCast
NAD

Naim
Nevo
NuForce
Opera
Crtofon
Parasound
Pathos
Pioneer
Prima Luna
Project
Pure
Guadraspire
Rpkc Lighting Controls
REL
Sennheiser
Sharp Aquos LCD
SME
Sonos
Spnus Faber
Speakercraft
Spectral Tables
Sands Unique

VISIT WWW.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK FOR THE LATEST
INFORMATION ON NEW/USED EQUIPMENT.
OXi/HFN oa/o7

Stax
Stewart Screens
T & A
Tannoy
Teac
Theta
Tivoli
Topfield
Transparent Cables
Triangle
Unison Research
Usher
Vantage Point
Vogel
Whest Audio
Wilson Audio
Wireworld
CANTAY HOUSE, PARK END STREET
Yamaha
Yter cables
OXFORD OXI IJD
and many more...
TEL : 01865 790879
FAX :
WEB :
EMAIL :

01865

791665

WWW.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK
INFO@OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK

ongelsounc
specialists in two- channel hi-fi

Cain & Cain

Modwright

What's special:

What's special:

Beautiful furniture
that reproduces
music as well as
the finest speakers
available.

Atruly exemplary
performer for all type
of music. Designed for
the music lover who
does not believe in
compromise.

Channel
Islands

Almarro
What's special:

Affordable valve
amplifiers and
speakers that are
simply breathtaking!

What's special:

Small footprint huge performance.
Ingenious design
and performance to
match!

Pure Power

Acousic Zen

What's special:

Reference Grade AC
Regeneration with
Battery Backup.
Exceptionally good!

Vyger - New!
What's special:

Visually stunning
turntable designs
that sound even
better than they look.
Using magnetic and
air bearing systems,
listening to aVyger is
adefinite must!

tke

What's special:

Small footprint - huge
performance. Ingenious
design and performance
to match!

4 4 Such is the acoustical and aesthetic
splendor of Acoustic Zen audio designer
Robert Lee's finest achievement - a
loudspeaker design for the rest of us. His
Acoustic Zen Adagios, by any measuring
stick you care to reference, rank among
the finest price/performance offerings in
contemporary high end audio. Period. /
Chip Stern
6 moons August 2006

Angelsound offer a bespoke personal service
that is individually tailored to your living space

01923 352 479

and just as importantly - to you.

info©angelsoundaudio.co.uk

To find out more contact us.

www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk

BARRY FOX

o
Holding the bag
Life as areviewer is not all about press jaunts and
listening to cutting- edge kit. Sometimes the two
conflict or the realities of life means you end up
achieving nothing at all, explains Michael Fremer

[Michael
Fremer
Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

H

ave you ever been left ' holding
the bag?' Is that even an
expression known in the UK? It

sounds like getting caught in a
drug deal but since Ibegan using it when
Iwas akid, clearly it refers to something
else, but I'm not sure what. However. I'm
sure you get the drift.
Ihad acolumn due today and apress
event to go to yesterday that Ifigured
you'd find interesting, so Ithought Ihad it

Blu-ray copy
rotection: a
<ey question

Blu-ray and HD-DVD make
hi-def content apossibility,
but could the high cost
of the mandatory copy
protection system take abig
slice of disc manufacturers'
profits, wonders Barry Fox

But no. As Bill Haley used to sing ' 9, 10,
11 o'clock 12 o'clock rock...,' ( etc), I
was left rocking around the clock.

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

At 3:30 they called to tell me I
wouldn't get the delivery that day
after all. Ican't repeat my response in
afamily magazine, or in this one but
it went something like ' if you knew I
wasn't at the front of the line, why tell
me delivery might be at 8am? And if
you knew you weren't delivering it at all,
surely you knew before 3:30' - sprinkled
in with abunch of ' F' bombs.
Making matters worse, Icouldn't
do any reviewing because loud music
might mask the door bell and they'd
turn around and drive off, leaving me?
Everyone? Right! ' Holding the bag.'
Iended up holding two. That one,
and the one Igot for not being able to
attend the press event and having this

III

he Blu-ray yHD-DVD war has
drummed up huge consumer
interest in the idea of blue laser
discs for HD movies and music.

But consumer interest is worthless
unless it translates into hard profit
from disc sales. There is no incentive
for consumers to buy anything and the
cost and hassle involved in producing
the discs is far greater than expected
-it can take six times more work to
author ablue disc than aOVO. Only the

covered. Then Igot acall about adelivery
of review gear ( or ' kit' as Iguess you call

column to turn in.

it) that had to happen the same day as the
press event. The shipper narrowed' the

'playing with gear', don't kid yourself.

majors dare risk such high investment in
formats that may fail.

It's also wasted days like yesterday,
and chasing static- charged styrofoam

NO LICENCE AGREEMENT

delivery time to between 8am and 3pm.

If you think being areviewer is all

peanuts around the house, and lifting

Making HDTV Business Happen was

WASTED DAYS

heavy boxes and stretching into pretzel

Since the press event was literally 10

shapes to insert cables into barely

strongly supported by the Blu-ray camp,
and Sony in particular. The official

minutes from where Ilive in Northern
New Jersey and the presentation began at

reachable holes and worse.
The press event? A pre CES affair

conference of the DVD Forum always
pretends that Blu-ray does not exist.

1:45pm Ithought Ihad the conflict beat.

hosted by D&M Holding at its US
headquarters in Mahwah, NJ.
Who are they? And what are they

Mark Knox of the HD-DVD Promotion -->

holding? They're not holding
'the bag' Iassure you of that!
What they are holding is Denon,
Marantz, McIntosh, Boston
Acoustics, Snell Acoustics, Replay
TV and Escient. Who are they? A
publicly held company trading on
the Tokyo Stock Exchange formed
in 2002 resulting from the
merger of Denon and Marantz.
Iheard they showed some
cool stuff and Iwish Icould
tell you about it, but Iwas left
'holding the bag.' 0)
LEFT: Michael relaxing at home,
having amix on the ones ' n' twos
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JON THOMPSON

The price is
not ri ght

Group had to confirm that there is still
no final licence agreement on the AACS
copy protection, which all Blu-ray and
HD-DVD manufacturers must use. This
means that existing players are made
under interim licence.
The final licence will include
compulsory use of aVerance
watermark to stop aplayer playing any
unauthorised disc, for instance made

10 days or more. We want it to be

by pointing acamcorder at atheatre

cheaper.' Said Masato Otsuka, of
Memory-Tech: ' It used to be by Fedex

screen or a ' screener' disc not intended
for home use.
There is also no agreement yet on
the Managed Copy system which is vital
to the Digital Home proudly outlined by
Kosaku Hatanaka of Intel.
'Managed Copy will allow aPC in
the living room to connect to aTV in
the bedroom, or transfer content to
aportable device or provide secure
streaming. Secure copying to aserver
will create anew business model.
Electronic sell through, with content
burned to disc on aPC will create a
new momentum'.
LICENSING
PAINS
For the last session of
the DVD Forum Bill
Foster of U&S chaired
adiscussion panel
on disc authoring
and replication. He
remarked that some disc
producers found dealing
with the AACS Licensing
Authority ' apain in
the neck'. Laurent
Villaume, President

and take 10 days but now it can be

passionate support. He reminded all
assembled that the studios had
chosen AACS as the mandated copy
protection system for both formats,
Blu-ray and HD-DVD.
`Whereas Macrovision was voluntary
for DVD, and we did not have to pay to
use it, we have no choice over ACCS. It
is universal. Every HD disc must use it.
We have no choice and we have to pay
alot of money.
'The licence is very expensive. We
have to pay $ 25,000 and then we have
to buy the keys for the discs. These have
to be delivered by Fedex and it can take

[Jon Thompson

done by e-mail and we can get keys
in 24 or 48 hours. But it's still too
expensive. We must pay $ 25,000 to

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company The Hat
Factory'. He brings you
the inside view on AV

become alicensee, then buy an MKB
group of keys for around $ 400. And
then we have to pay $ 1500 each for
the Content Certificate keys needed
to code adisc. That's $ 1500 for each
disc. And if we need to re- make adisc,
even if we only make asmall change
in the graphics, we have to buy anew
CC for another $ 1500. It's too much.

'If we need to
re-make adisc,
even if we only
make asmall
change, we
have to buy a
new CC for
another $ 1500'

of French replicator QOL ( Quantum
Optical Laboratories), jumped in with

Blue- disc so tware is now
out there, but does the high
cost of the hardware signal
another case of ` rip-off
Britain, asks Jon Thompson

We need to see a
reduction.'
The AACS-LA web
site is still, after
more than two
years, only under
construction with
the key information
areas News and FAQ
still 'coming soon'.
AACS-LA's appointed
spokesman cannot
say when the site will
contain the promised
information.

SELLING AND SERVICING
Warner is involved with AACS-LA on
two levels, as developer and partner,
and as customer. So Iasked Steve
Nickerson of Warner about AACS.
He acknowledges that there is a

B

lu ray and HD-DVD are out there,
provided you are prepared to do
alittle searching. After wandering

round both HMV and Virgin. I
found them in acorner. Virgin had them
in the games department. HD-DVD had
the better titles but Blu-ray has potentially
bigger problems over its hardware pricing.
Panasonic's player ( reviewed last month)
costs both S1300 in the US and £ 1300 in
the UK. Quite why the Americans get the
same player for £ 680 is beyond me - do
we look stupid in this country, or is there a
big sign saying please rip us off?
TWICE THE PRICE
The same goes for the Samsung player at
£1000 in the UK and 51000 in the US.
The best price Icould find for the Samsung
in the US was £ 470, but the best price I
could find in the UK was £ 870. You can fly
to the US for less than the difference, have
abreak in New York for aday and catch a

need for AACS-LA to become more
communicative and flexible.
'It's astartup. And like all startups
they are having growing pains, from
developing the technology and now
selling and servicing it.
'They probably haven't done the
best job in the world of making that
transition. They've gone from 0-60
mph pretty quickly. We'll work with
them to help fulfill on that'.

THE

DAVINCI
CODE
10
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PAUL MILLER

Measure for measure

If measurements tell us which components perform the
best then shouldn't we all base our buying decisions on
measurements alone? Not quite yet, explains Paul Miller
Fortunately, it sounds rather more

[Paul Miller]
Technician, and writer on
all things audio for over
20 years, Paul Miller is
inventor of the QC Suite
Testing Station, used by
hi-fi and AV manufacturers
worldwide

show on Broadway before picking- up a
Blu-ray player and afilm or two.
Either way, its Blu-ray's regional
coding that really gets my goat.
Typically described Region A Bor C.
Ihave also seen it as 1, 2and 3and
with some research, discovered the

compelling than one of my computers.
Then there's the Pass Labs power
amplifier on p38, which delivers aset
of results that perfectly correlates with
Andrew Harrison's description of its
sound as ' sedate solid-state - achain
mail fist in avelvet glove'.
Attempting to predict the sound of
aproduct in any real detail depends

I

entirely on what measurements are

Russia and other countries.
So the UK would appear to be both

viability of measurements in reviews.
HiFi News, in particular, has along
history of publishing reviews that are

impact of another. And that comes
down to experience. It's rather like
trying to construct ajigsaw puzzle with

Region Band 2. Otherwise, this means
that American gamers should be able

underpinned in one form or another by
objective measurement. So why employ

no picture to work from and no real
idea of how many pieces are missing...

to import Japanese PS3 Blu-ray games,
and will definitely be able to import
Japanese Blu-ray Anime/Movie titles. We

measurements at all?

following: Regionl / A to include North
America, South America, East Asia
except for China ( India, Japan, Korea,
Thailand, Malaysia etc): Region 2/13:
Europe and Africa: Region 3/C: China,

tdoesn't take too long trawling
through the various audio web
forums before you encounter a
derisory message concerning the

outcome of any one measurement is
either exposed or ameliorated by the

undertaken and, importantly, how the

BETTER SOUND

in Europe will be sharing aregion code

The reasons are various, but at
the least it demonstrates alevel of
technical competence and diligence

with Africa, so there's not likely to be
much opportunity for cross- gaming.

on the part of the tester. After all,
apurely subjective review cannot

of T&M goes hand- in- hand with the

Blu-ray does have some tricks up

provide the necessary checks and
balances against any performance

Nevertheless, history provides us with
many illustrations of how the evolution
development of better sounding
products. A little over 10 years ago,

Vinci Code that can't be seen in any

the manufacturer, for example. This

my reviews of CD players would be
accompanied by measurements of their
frequency response ( at different levels),

other format. Bond's producers spent

is the core reason why we attempt to
partner as many reviews as possible in

distortion ( at different frequencies and
levels), signal-to-noise ratio, low-level

HiFi News with as comprehensive alab

resolution, crosstalk, output level,

report as possible.
Readers may also download fully
inclusive reports from my site at vvvvvv.

output impedance, stopband rejection
and so forth. This was acomprehensive

its sleeve, however, including special
editions of Casino Royale, and The Da

weeks mixing the sound that will be on
both DVD and Blu-ray versions, which
means the quality of the mix will be far
superior to the version heard in cinemas.
Sony Pictures argues that the DVD
version will be seen for many years to
come whereas the theatrical version will
be gone after just eight to 12 weeks. O
D

claims or specifications published by

milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.

list of parameters and represented
pretty much everything that could
be measured at the time. Some

HI -FT'S HOLY GRAIL

correlation was achieved with players

Correlation between these
hosts of measurements
and the perceived sound
of the equipment remains
something of aHoly Grail
among those of us who
straddle both Test &
Measurement (T&M) and
domestic audio industries.
'Surely'. Iwas asked recently,
'if you discover aproduct
that measures perfectly,
then it will sound perfect'.
That being the case, we

'There are
pieces of the
jigsaw still
"out there"
under the
sofa cushion
of science'

that, for example, had
acompressive linearity
trend ( boosting low-level
detail) or high levels of
aliasing distortion. But
two players that had
ostensibly identicallooking measurements
would not necessarily
sound the same.
Evidently, there were
one or more large pieces
of our jigsaw missing.
The publication of
Julian Dunn's papers in
the AES journal and the

could all pack up, go home
and consign the quest for
fabulous sound to the dusty tomes

development of my jitter measurement

of ' The Boy's own Book of Amplifier
Design'. In practice, things are never so

software provided us with one of those,
hitherto, hidden pieces. In anutshell,

simple. The Krell Evolution 222 preamplifier reviewed on p24 measures so

jitter is avariation in the timing of

transparently that it might be mistaken

of distortion once it's converted back
into an analogue waveform ( music).

for apiece of test gear in its own right.

digital data that is realised as sidebands
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ANDREW HARRISON

Is it the music
that matters?

If you could store all your vinyl on
an iPod in the highest resolution
would your music still appeal, or is
it the ritual of record playing that
grabs, asks Andrew Harrison

Different types and levels of jitter
will infiltrate the sound of adigital
product in avariety of ways. Looking
back on previous reviews, those two

[Andrew
Harrison

'identical' CD players might well
have been distinguished by large
differences in their respective jitter
levels. Initially, big differences in jitter
between all types of digital product
were discovered and subjective
disparities readily explained. But

fIL

within aseason or three, high jitter
was reduced to arare phenomenon
in any quality CD player. Similarly, the
first rash of DVD players, that typically
derived their audio clock from the
27MHz MPEG video clock, suffered
crushing levels of jitter.

Andrew Harrison or
'Harry', as he's known,
joined HFN in 1998.
Now Deputy Editor, he
loves all audio from
iPods to classic vinyl

p

laying arecord is something of
aritual, requiring afair level of
committment from the music
lover. There's the whole set-up

procedure, optimising the deck, tonearm
and cartridge to best read the groove.

MORE TO DISCOVER

Then there's the actual routine of spinning
the disc - the careful removal from the

These ' oversights' were exposed
by reviews that included the

necessary evil, ameans to an end: the end
being the enjoyment of music in away
that CD just cannot match.
So consequently, the prospect of
accessing alifetime's collecton of vinyl
from ahigh- resolution digital archive
-something that's quite possible today - is
one Iwould welcome. But what would it
take to satisfy this particular perfectionist?
The answer is to capture the LP's analogue
content and transfer to digital in the
highest quality, yet practicable, manner.
A readily accessible way to do this is to
use acomputer and an audio capture box,
then store the digital music on an array of
hard- drives.

iPOD TO HOLD IT ALL

sleeve, placement on the platter, cueing of

appropriate measurements and,

In November, ahigh-ranking executive at

the cartridge, the walk back to the sofa...

within another short period, the

Google suggested that by 2016, an iPod

and the essential return to the shrine after

quality of DVD sound witnessed a

20 minutes, to lift the needle and start the
process over for side two.

could hold any video ever produced. With
the accelerating rate of storage capacity
on hard drives, this is quite feasible - but

useful improvement. Ironically, we are
at asimilar stage now with crippling
levels of jitter being measured across

Some people seem to enjoy the ritual
for its own sake, an affirmation of their
internal vinyl faith system, almost like

the soon-to- be- ubiquitous HDMI
connection. So much for HD audio,
but without measurements in reviews
we'd still be alot further back down
the subjective track.
Nevertheless, and even with jitter
measurement added to our armoury,
we still cannot fully explain or predict

sticking up two fingers to the white- coated
experts who asserted that digital audio
reproduction is the sole pinnacle of sound

records on one portable player? Let's
assume you want adigital file format that's
close to transparent to the vinyl quality,
for which Iwould suggest 24-bit/96kHz

perfection. For me, the sub- millimetre
tweaking of arm pillars and the ensuing
dance between sofa and deck is more a

PCM. ( See p66, for areal-world example
of vinyl ripped at 24/96). So this kind of
high- rate PCM takes up around 34MB per

how CD, DVD or universal players will
sound. There are pieces of the jigsaw
still ' out there' under the sofa cushion
of science, but this shouldn't diminish
our quest for their discovery. '

minute. Assuming acollection of 2000
LPs, each of 40 minutes length, then

Plarino.
Dori California
Stadium
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you'd need around 2.7TB (terrabyte)
to store all this music in linear PCM. Of
course, lossless compression should
comfortably bring this down to around
1.5TB. Now compare this to the largest
capacity iPod on the market today, with
80GB storage, and we'd need about
20 times the current state-of-the-art.
But Google VP of European Operations
Nikesh Arora is also quoted as saying
that in the future an iPod could hold all

-03
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how much space would an iPod-wielding
vinyl listener require today to put all their
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music ever recorded. At low bit- rate MC
this would be an acconplishment alone,
though not inconceivable given gains
in miniatuarised storage technology.
But then I'm guessing
he wasn't talking
aboLt audiophile

10-

quality, when storing
mankind's entire
(FRACT1CNAL) OCTAVE BAND »

musical history on a
player the iPod's size.
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Digital entertainment holds out the promise of
sound and vision magic. But the real trick is
purchasing equipment with care. Now imagine
you had over 50 independent experts, from the
leading independent magazines in 18 European
countries, to help you choose the right product.
That's the magic of EISA. Every year, we deliver
the ultimate buying advice by awarding the ' Best
of the Best' products in Europe. These winners
prove their excellence beyond question, first by
prevailing in our member magazines' own tests,
then as the elected preferences of the majority of
each panel membership. Only EISA winners are
entitled to bear our official logo,
so seek it out. It is your guarantee
of atruly captivating performance.

EISA
D:

Best
Product
2006-2007

VINTAGE KIT

JOHN

HOWE •

HI-FI

MUSEUM

Sounds from
a golden age
If you were avisitor to our hi-fi show last September you will have enjoyed our
'hi-fi museum', put together by vintage gear fanatic and organiser of the UK's biggest
audio 'jumble' sale, John Howe. Ken Kessler has the low-down on what was ahuge hit

I

t's only fitting that John Howe, organiser of the UK's
biggest and best audio 'jumble' sale, has one of the

country's finest collections of vintage gear. Rumour
has it that the entire collection fills abarn! Valves and
horns are John's speciality, and his surplus ends up for sale

BELOW RIGHT:
The classic Voigt
Domestic Corner

in the audio jumble event he holds in February.
With much coaxing. HFN convinced John to provide
the correct ambience for an event that capped the
magazine's 50th Anniversary year. He treated visitors to
our hi-fi show at Heathrow in September to aselection of

Horn - for some

his best pieces, including more rare Lowther electronics

enthusiasts still
the one to beat

and elderly horn speakers than have been seen in the

BELOW: A
near-complete
collection
of Lowther
electronics,
many in the
signature cream
colour; check
out the huge
black Bakelite
tuning knob on
the tuner,
one shelf up
from the bottom

same room in ahalf- century! John was on hand for the
entire weekend, to tell the story of each piece. Best of all,
he decorated the display with blow-up posters of period
ads, so it was like an interactive version of the 1956 Hi Fi
Yearbook. To make it truly ' multi- media', John ensured
that the equipment was in use for all to hear!

MONO MAGIC
Most remarkable was listening to mono as it was meant
to be heard, more than one visitor shaking his ( or her!)
head in amazement, frequently observing that we
haven't travelled all that far from the golden age of
hi-fi. Most impressive of all was the realisation that the
display was almost entirely British. There were treasures
everywhere you looked, including obscure tonearms and
aQuad microphone so rare that Quad itself lacks one

ABOVE LEFT: Ultra- rare valve amps from Sound Sales,
including the A-ZSenior Mk II and the A-ZMk III; note the
Tri Channel amplifier on the bottom shelf, designed for
original stereo, which included acentre channel
ABOVE RIGHT: Sound Sales' Tri Channel Mk IV speaker
console, with all three channels in one box
for its collection. Other surprises included three- channel
amplifiers and even three- channel speakers, but the most
coveted pieces of all were the pristine Lowther electronics
and the various massive horn loudspeakers. If this display
ever toured Japan, there would be riots...
Also on display were several Voigt items, including a
Voigt moving- coil pick-up dating from 1941, apre-war
mains energised drive unit and apermanent magnet
driver. The price of this permanent magnet driver in 1949
was £ 40, aserious amount in those days!
John's next event takes place in Tonbridge on 11
February. If you adore vintage audio equipment, you will
find it to be probably the premier event on the planet.
Miss it at your peril.

Most remarkable was
listening to mono as it was
meant to be heard, more
than one visitor observing
that we haven't travelled that
far from hi-fi's golden age'
84 I www.hifinews.co.uk IFEBRUARY 2007

LEFT: Ultrarare Decca
corner speaker
dwarfed by
full-sized Vitavox
Klipschorn; note
how closely the
latter resembles
the current
Klipschorn over a
half- century later

RIGHT: Lowther
means horns to
most people,
but this early
'console'
contains
Lowther's
pre-amp, power
amp and AM
tuner, along
with the earliest
of Connoisseur
Transcription
units
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ABOVE: John Howe brought the hi-fi museum to life with
blow-up posters of period adverts from companies such
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as Soundcraft, Ampex, Belden, Stromberg and Garrard;
above the Decca and Vitavox speakers ( pictured top)
can also be see vintage ads from Langevin promoting its
amps, Tannoy advertising its ' improved dual concentric
loudspeaker system' and the Cinema Engineering
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Company with atone control to ' de-ess' your system'
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Send in your views on al things hi-fi to: Letters, Hi Fi
News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydor CR9
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-'tern seeking edwicc w ,
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QtA pages. bug due to time ,
ecnstraints we regret were
arable to answer guestin,
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SPHERE AND LOATHING
SPEAKER REVIEW SPLITS OPINION

the key to getting the best out of
most amplifiers is to leave them
on all the time. But will doing this
shorten the life of components?
G Han les, Doncaster; via e-mail
HFN replies: It's true valve amps
should not be left on as avalve's
lifespan is finite. As for solid-state
components, while leaving them
on may shorten their life alittle,

In December's issue of HiFi News you
introduce anew twist to your journalistic
standards, that of offering aproduct for
review to areviewer with adislike for it.
OK, in reality this probably is not anew

resigned to the trash can because of a
poor review in the hi-fi press.
Hey, Iknow you tell us to believe our
cwn ears, but sadly few rarely do! Just ask

twist at all and is one that has happened
many times in the past, but in this case at

the dealers out there.
Derek Cottrell, Reading, Berkshire

least the reviewer confesses to it. Iam, of

Iwas overjoyed to see somebody at last

course, referring to Keith Howard's review
of the Eclipse TD510 speakers.

coming out and saying how coloured the
Eclipse loudspeakers are. Every speaker,

In the review Keith Howard clearly

these days it's more the desire to
go green' that has audiophiles
switching kit off between listening
sessions. A half-hour warm up
should be sufficient.

Double
Bubble

INSIDE STORY HITS THE MARK

states he has tried other models from this

like every music maker, human and
mechanical, has cf course its own colour.

Great to see the lid- off

manufacturer's range and had not really

However, when it distorts those colours,

photographs of the Panasonic

taken to any of them. Ithink it is abit unfair
to conduct your reviews in this manner.

in the way the Eclipse does, big ana small

Blu-ray player and Musical

models alike... Ireally do wonder how so
many reviewers have underplayed that

Fidelity amp in last month's issue.
It's not just how the kit looks

fundamental flaw.

on the rack that counts but also
what's under the lid. More of

Does this mean in future issues you will
be giving Naim reviews to reviewers other
than those known to be Naim friendly, or
Electrostatics to reviewers who find them
too bright? Idoubt it.
As for the Eclipse speakers themselves,
he claims that all Eclipse models suffer

Imaging and timing are also of crucial
importance when playing back music. But
please,, if achoir ceases to sound like a
choir, or an orchestra is lacking its natural
overtones etc, who cares: that its phase

from the same problem, being small
sounding and distinctly coloured'. Hmm...

coherence is wonderful.
Iknow that it's all just pretend. I've

Iac -ually own apair of TD712Zs and I
find the soundstage to be by far the best I

spent alifeline in classical performance

have ever heard. For positioning Iuse the

problems involved in making it moderately
convincing at home. Again, well done

Paul Miller replies: While I'm a
believer in the power of inside

Keith for having the balls, and well done
HiFi News for publishing the review.

cartoon crania. You can get your fix

Cardas placement rules - this has always
worked for me.
Ialso find the Eclipse to be void of any

these please!
All Iwant now is the return of
Ken Kessler, preferably with a
diagram of the inside of his head,
complete with similar explanatory
bubbles and arrows.
H. Whiston, Cardiff, via e-mail

spaces to have areasonable idea of the

adverse colouration. They are indeed

John Galcrnan, via e-mail

shots, Imust draw the line at
of Ken starting p24. ,

very natural sounding, very accurate and
whclly engaging. Given their accuracy,

Kein Howard replies: Pictured below is a

This Silicon Image Si 90
is a second-generation

one wonders if something other than the
speakers is at fault in Keith's system? As

frequency response of the two review sample
of the TD51C.. Accuracy in sound reprodLciion

that includes the HDCP

for lacking treble, you mean they are not

is acorr.plex st bject, but arrwne who can
describe speakers with such an uneven

as overly bright as some speakers by
leading manufacturers.

Panellink transmitter
encryption required to drive
an HDMI output This chip
supports up to 7.1 channels

response as very accurate', as Mr Cottrell.

So well done, another innovative design
that can claim to challenge the norm

does, clearly has different standards of
acictiracy to mine.

-9

Sigma Designe SMP8634 secure
HD video decoder will unpack
MPEC2, MPEC4. H.264, VC I
and WMV9 viden datastreams
with full DRM ( Digital Rights
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www.audioconsultants.co.uk
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FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

Amplifiers that break the size/performance barrier.
Small boxes - ultra wide band width, ultra fast dynamics,
huge soundstages, stunningly real sound.

aAyre MX- R bGoldmund SR

2'56-e'
Sibéétrat tile •155

Smooth, 3-dimensional sound
from standard CDs that compare favourably
with the best analogue sources.

Mani

r

dAccuphase DP- 67 eEsoteric X- o3 SE
For further information about any of our products
please visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

ACCUPHASE

AESTHETIX • ASTINTREW

COINCIDENT
NORDOST

DA VINCI

AUDIO

PHYSIC

AYRE

ACOUSTICS

ECLIPSE- TD • ESOTERIC • FUTUREGLASS • GAMUT

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE

OPERA

SPECTRAL » STAX • STEREOVOX • SYSTEM

PAGODE

AUDIO I" THIEL

PASS LABS

BENZ- MICRO I> BRINKMANN
GOLDMUND

PATHOS

CARDAS

CLEARAUDIO

GRAND PRIX AUDIO » LEBEN

LYRA

NAGRA

PEAK CONSULT • QUADRASPIRE • SILTECH • SME

TRANSFIGURATION • VELODYNE • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS

WHEST AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

from either

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

MOUBCFIOB 12

or M3/Junction 6

with free and easy parking outside
the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Aldermaston
Reading
Berkshire RG7 13JA

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audloconsultants.co.uk
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EXCLUSIVE

subscription
offer...

ATLAS QUESTOR
YOUR FREE GIFT

•
•

• 1metre pair interconnects
• Asymmetrical / unbalanced
• Double shielded with close lapped 99.9997%
pure OFC copper multi-stranded screen
providing 100% coverage for the avoidance of RFI
• Low loss foamed polyethylene dielectric
• Concentric stranded 99.9997% pure OCC copper
multi- stranded conductor
• 8.5mm diameter with asoft PVC jacket
• 75.5 Ohm impedance (@ 10 MHz)
• Direct gold plated RCA plugs
71141111
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HURRY!
OFFER CLOSES
17TH FEBRUARY 2007

!

PLUS! SAVE
UP TO 25%

YES
IWOULD
LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO
HI-FI NEWS AND RECEIVE
MY FREE GIFT
Iwould like to pay for my 13 issues by:

D
D

UK Quarterly Direct Debit: £ 9.63 Saving 25%
UK 1year by cheque/credit card: £ 41.08 Saving 20%

Complete this coupon and send with your payment to: UK:
Hi Fi News Subscriptions, FREEPOST CY1061, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex, RH1 6 3BR ( no stamp needed)

GREAT REASONS
TO SUBSCRIBE:
FREE Atlas Questor Cable worth £ 59.99

VI

25% DISCOUNT off the cover price —
subscribe for just £ 9.63 by quarterly direct
debit
FREE delivery by priority mail direct to your
door every month, anywhere in the world

VI

No price increases during your initial
subscription period
All the latest news, products and technical
features every month
Never miss an issue, stay up to date with all
the latest hi-fi news and reviews

Save 25% on overseas subscriptions and receive your copies of
Hi Fi News delivered by priority mail direct to your door.
Call + 44 845 6767778 and quote code 3W for Overseas

YOUR DETAILS:
Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss:

Forename:

Surname:
Address:

Postcode:
Home let:
If you would like to receive emails from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news. special offers
and product and service information and take part in our magazine research via email, please
include your email address below

e-mail

Date of Birth:En

I

I

Choose from three easy ways to pay:
1. PAY BY CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER:
I
enclose acheque/international money circler made payable to pc media ltd.
for the amount of :

2. PAY BY CREDIT/DEBIT CARD:

3 EASY WAYS TO PAY

0

Send your order form
by FREEPOST

(N
.
)

Subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uktihfu

(i

Call the Order Hotline on 0845 676 7778
(Please quote code 30H, 30.I for Overseas)

44-

Please debit my: Ill Visa D Mastercard D Amex L1 Switch/Maestro

Il 1H

Card No:
Expiry date

Card issue no/Start date:

3. QUARTERLY DIRECT DEBIT
For office use only. Originator's reference - 764221

eciA111131111»331111
Name of Bank:
Address:
Postcode:
Account name:
Sort code:

Account no.

Please pay IPC Media Ltd. Direct Debits from the account detailed on this instruction subject to the
safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I
understand that th sinstruction may remain with
I
PC Media Ltd. and if so, details will be passed electronically to my Bank or Building Society.

Date

Signature:

II am over 181

HURRY! OFFER CLOSES 17TH FEBRUARY 2007

CALL:

0845 6767778
Open 7days aweek, 9am-9pm Uk time. Please quote
code 30H or subscribe online at

www.hifinews.co.ukjihfu

All Subscriptions wit( begin votli tite lost avariabie issue Slim only dVditele 10 new subaricers and the 3monthly offers
only available in UK by Direct Debit For enquiries please call . 64101845 676 777B. Fax ,
r4d 1011444 dd 5599 of e-mail
ipcsubsfdqss-uk com
News, published by 1PC Media, will collect your personal information to process your order
News and IPC would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines
and services Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from IPC
IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully
selected organisations so that they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted E

THE DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE

this guarantee is offered by all banks and budding societies that take part in the Direct Debit scheme. The efficiency and security
of the Scheme is monitored and protected by your own bank or building society. If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates
change, IPC Media will notify you at least 10 days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed. If an error is
made by IPC Media Ltd or your bank or building society, you are guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your branch of the
amount paid fou can cancel aDirect Debit at any time by writing to your bank or building society. Please also send acopy of the
letter to us Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through abank or building society Your Diree. Debit price will stay the same for one
year from the start date.
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MICHELL

ENGINEERING •

HERTS

Michell
Engineering
Precision engineering in metal and Perspex is the hallmark of
Michell Engineering, aturntable specialist for over 35 years that
has built aloyal following of users. Andrew Harrison met them

S

oself-effacing is the operation of the engineering
works of Michell Engineering in north London that
there is not asingle sign around the premises to
announce the presence of what is Britain's

longest- running turntable manufacturer.
While the modest company would not proclaim that
fact itself, it nevertheless has been continuously in the
game of building turntables since the 1960s. beginning
with the Hydraulic Reference deck from Transcriptors.
This deck was designed and built by David Gammon's
Transcriptors company, with JA Michell Engineering
contracted to manufacture parts. Later, the Transcriptors
operation moved on to the same site still used by Michell
Engineering, in Theobold Street, Borehamwood.
The building was originally apub, one of the oldest
buildings in atown that still has athriving film and TV
industry presence, harking back to the days of The Dam
Busters, Hammer Horror, Kubrick's
2001 and the original Star Wars films.
LEFT: Steve Rowland, son-in-law of
founder John Michell, has worked at
the company since 2003
BELOW: Normally no signage marks the
presence of Michell Engineering, but
this was put in place for HFN's visit!
ABOVE: Finishing touches are put to an Orbe SE with SME
arm, serviced by long-standing Michell man Bill Cheney
And it's awidely reported fact that Michell Engineering
was involved in model work for 2001, while Kubrick's
A Clockwork Orange featured aTranscriptors Hydraulic
Reference. Less well known is that George Lucas used the
services of JA Michell Engineering to create C3PO's eyes,
made out of turntable parts.
The Transcriptors company relocated to Northern
Ireland in 1973, tempted away by the offer of alarge
purpose-built factory, leaving John Michell to continue to
build aversion of the Hydraulic Reference, badged as ' By
J.A. Michell Eng. Ltd'.

ENTER THE GYRODEC
After the companies parted, new designs followed
from the workshops of Michell Engineering, such as the
Reference Electronic (which substituted electronics for
speed control, from the Hydraulic's fluid bath retardation
system), and in the following years, models like the
Prisma, and the entry-level Focus One and Focus S
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Ute1960s
IA Michell
Enginering
founded by John
Michell

1973
Tr,anscriptors
moves to
Northern Ireland:
JA Michell
Engineering
becomes limited
company

1
1970s Prisma,
appeared. But it was the GyroDec that really made people
sit up and take notice - amechanically- balanced sprung
sub-chassis design with six gold-plated brass weights
hanging below the platter. Even more so than the early
Reference designs, the visual effect can be mesrreris ng,
an exercise in merry-go-round audio engineering that also
won accolades for its outstanding sound quality.

TOP: The very last deck in the limited edition run of 100
Michell Odysseys, commemorating John Michel's work
for the film 2001: ASpace Odyssey ABOVE: TecnoDec in
foreground, Gyros SEs behind

Today, the company concentrates on three key models:
the GyroDec, the flagship Orbe and the new entry-level

if required. And for new customers, there is still the
bestseller GyroDec in full ac -ylic dress, or the pared down

TecnoDec. Electronic assemblies, si.ch as the power

-in price but not performance - Gyro SE.

supplies, are supplied by Trichord Research, with whom
Michell Engineering has worked before on projects such
as Michell- branded phono stages.

'We've tried to keep the Gyro SE, which is our breadand-butter, below the magic £ 1000.' said Steve Holloway,
'We've always wanted to give extremely good value for

an upmarket
version of the
Reference,
and entry-level
Prisma models
introduced

1981/2
Micnell launches
the GyroDec

1
1980s
Syncro and
Mycro models

ago, the company has been run by Steve and Julie

money for what we manufacture.'
Selling over 650 decks per year. with about 60% going

Rowland (
née Michell), with John's other daughter
Beverley also helping part-time. So it's stil very much

overseas, Michell Engineering counts its strong export
markets as Italy, the US and lapan. And within Europe,

afamily business. Bill Cheney, the company's longestserving employee, is also John Michell's brother-in-law
and can trace his experience back to the days when he

its distributor base stretches to the continent's corners,
including Turkey. Ukraine, Croatia, and Estonia.

of electronics

worked at Transcriptor's original factory in Holloway Road.
It's this kind of experience that means that the oldest

WHAT'S NEXT?

introduced,
including Is°

of turntables, whethe-Transcriptors or Michell, can still
be serviced today and brought back to factory condition

So what of the future - can we expect to see any
commemoration of the c'assic design?
'There will be something, along the lines of the

Since founder John Michell passed away three years

RIGHT: Mike is
responsible for
assembling power
supplies and
turntable wiring,
in this case a
'Never Connected'
HR Orbe supply

Next year sees the 25th anniversary of the CyroDec.

Odyssey, alimited-edition version' was all Steve was
prepared to give away, alluding to alimited run of 100
GyroDec's that include nickel silver weights in place of
the brass, although he did volunteer the possibility of
something more upscale in the future.
'There's adefin.te market for Michell, above the Orbe,
and we've looked at various ideas, but whatever we do
we have to make sure it's absolutely right, because it
would be so easy to get it w-ong and in one fell swoop
take the name that's so well respected and damage it.
And in the near future ,
'There's atiny little mod that we'll have in the new
year that Ithink makes ahuge, huge difference. It may

introduced

1989 Range

phono stage and
Argo/Alecto pre/
power amplifiers

1993

Michell

launches Orbe

1997 A
prototype
CD player is
developed but
never put into
production

2000

not look very much on its own, but it's an isolator for the

Orbe
Millennium

arm platform. It's going to give alot more detail, all the

Edition

instruments become alot sharper, and vocars become
clearer. And anyone will be able to fit it.'
Another project is scheduled to see tne light of day in
the first quarter of 2007: not aturntable but something
that every turntable needs... keep watching this brand for
another addition to the line which aims to balance high
performance with excellent value.
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2004
Commemorative
Odyssey model,
plus TecnoArm
tonearm

shadow audio
20

The finest selection of HiFi Products
in the UK, - all under one roof:
ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus,
Audio Zone, Audio Physic, Audionet, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black
Rhodium, Blue Note, Bryston, CEC, Custom Design, Croft, DK
Design, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf,
Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Lumley,
Manley Labs, Marantz, McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First,
Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC,
Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan, Shanling,
Soundstyle, Stello, TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord, Townshend
Audio, Unison Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson Benesch, Vertex
AQ VPI and many more.

22 Cadham Centre

Glenrothes KY7 6RU, Scotland
email: inforwshadowaudio.co.uk
web: www.shadowaudio.co.uk

sales line 1: 0844 800 0073
sales line 2: 0844 800 0074
after sales: 0844 800 0075
'
subject to conditions

CO

free next day UK
delivery. Mon - Fri"

30-clay money
back guarantee*

0

free mains
cord'

free intercnt
(;) cable*

0

Iadifferent
kind of
4111111111111b•

dr .

free speaker
cable*

® free pair of
speaker stands>

Make a
Be sure to make
anote of our new
replacement numbers!

sales 1:
0844 800
sales 2:
0844 80
after sales
0844 80

73
74
75
"BUM

Shadow's
extremely
helpful
New Year
Resolutions
List...
1. Visit Shadow Audio Web Site
METER
WATTS
I IGH,

1101.0

Mtlnlosh
MC602

POW

r,

7,
A/E R

at least once every day.

‘1,101E

AMPLIFIER

2. Subscribe to the Shadow
Audio Web Newsletter.
3. If you are aShadow Audio
customer, post acomment about
Shadow on their web site.

Complete McIntosh Range Available
clntfamous across the
odd for producing some of the
nest Hi Fi Products available
oday.
wning apiece of McIntosh is
Ike owning the finest car, the
nest watch, the finest painting
he eye can admire. Of course the
ifference is that McIntosh will
elight your ears with music in
I
.
way that you inescapably just
nnot put avalue on - because it
priceless.

The McIntosh
caters fo
every possible client requirement
from asimple two- channel system
to an extreme multi- channel, multi room system.

Interested, curious?
First ste • contact Shadow Audio.

4. If you are not aShadow Audio
Customer - become one.
5. Find the stunning new 4- page
adverts in all the major hi-fi
magazines.
6. Call Shadow Audio for free
advice, tips or just anice chat.
7. Call Shadow for the best partexchange and trade-in deals.
8. Take advantage of the 30- day
money back guarantee*, expert
service, and long-term customer
care, which Shadow Audio are
renowned for.
9. Enjoy your purchases!

ISM SA/02/07

1I

Shadow Audio would like to thank all its customers and wish them avery Happy New Year

Best Part- Exchange
Prices anywhere
Call or visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk for more
information.

(FREE) Shadow Audio
Newsletter
To receive the Newsletter visit
www.shadowaudio.co.uk and sign
up today. Remember its free!

Qe•til

Have You?
Have you visited the new Shadow Audio Web Site?
Using the latest technology our web site makes
browsing fun and finding the right information you
require - easy.

o

Can't go the distance?
(30- day money back*)

Look out for these special red symbols next to some of our used/pre-owned items. You will only
find these special symbols by visiting the used section on the Shadow Audio Web Site.

Following in the footsteps of the incredible awardwinning Hyperion 938. corne three smaller, more
affordable models. Same technology, same incredible
performance, all in asmaller package! Ideal for two
channel or multi-channel!
All Models Available - Now.

The Reference CD500 ZD
Player and Reference A530
Amplifier from Shanling
,are finally here. Shanling
.anted to make atrue
statement with these
flagship products, notjust
sonically but visually as well.
We think they have and
even more impressive is
the sheer value-for-money.
Musically they challeffle
products at twice the cake'
Available - now.

Hyperion HWS-585
£250 pair
This model nakes up for its size
with sheer speed and wonderful
detail retrieval.
Hyperion HWS-586
£500 pair
Takes the 585 one step further and
adds real dynamic slam.

•
•

e

Many customers would like to come aid see us
but they are just to far away... the solution: 30- day
Money Back Scheme*
*subject to conditions

Hyperion FIWS-733
£2800 pair
When you have asmall room and want
the performance of the bigger 938 - the
733 delivers it to you What you cannot
see is the bass unit housed
in the bottom of the
speaker

ordost Range

Hyperion HP5-938 / HPS-938W
£3750 pair/ £4500 pair
This speaker has it all and tares on the
best £ 10k speakers with ease. Buy this
speaker before Hyperion
realise it should be twice
the price.

DK Design ( NEW to Shadow)
JAW DROPPING Integrated Amplifiers from DK
Design!! Reference and Signature models on
demonstration. Visit our web site for flore details

‘‘ The beauty of this MF system is that
the whole really is greater than the sum
of the parts, and these parts are pretty
damn good to start with. You could spend
hundreds more and get less. /
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi Choice Dec 06
Musical Fidelity products definitely have that X-Factor
and none more so than the brand new X- Series.
New styling - beautiful, advanced design and suiteof-the-art circuitry give aperformance comparable
to products costing many times more. Should t
-ie
competition be worried - definitely!
Available - now.

DOST VALHALLA el)
DEALER
Full Range available:
2Flat, 4Flat, Flatline, Super Flatline,
lue Heaven, Red Dawn, Baldur,
eirndall, Frey, TYR, VALHALLA

HFN-5A/02/07

New Years Resolution - join : hadow Audio Mailino List if you have not already done so!

2

1

\ I

shadow audio

sales: 0844 800 00 / 0844 800 00
aftel sales: 0844 800 00
'subject to conditions

O

30-day money
back guarantee*

free next day UK

free mains

delivery. Mon - Fri*

cord

free intercnt
cable*

free speaker

free pair of

cable'

speaker stands*

111,
" With heavyvveigh
construction and fabut
veneer, this is aclassic,
studio-friendly ATC desig
for the home. If you want
to hear the nus and bolts
of favourite discs and are
prepared to cope with their
shortcomings, its
nigh on unbeatable. 11

IIMICELMW
HI-FICHOICE

• ;

Perhaps there are still some
undiscovered secrets to mains filtration,
but as things stied the benefits are
considerable and the value of this unit is
not hard to corfirm. 55
IsoTek Sigmas
HiFi Choice, October 2006

On the following IsoTek/Nordost mains filtration
systems:
IsoTek Nova

£ 1695

IsoTek Titan

£ 1495

IsoTek Sigmus (NEW)

£995

TekGII Minisub

£545

Tek Gil Solus
,

Thor

£325
£ 1599

EE delivery, FREE IsoTek mains cable worth £49 and a
30 day money back guarantee.
,

3rd st Thor

ordostThor is an upgradeable solution to AC
mes power distribution. By systematically improving
the quality of the input and output power cords the
performance of the unit increases dramatically. The
THOR is astunning achievement.

SCM19

ATC SCM19
Hi Fi C-ioice, October 2006
New Speaker series from A
We love the new look. A new
soft dome tweeter is used and its
all change on the inside as well.
Stylish monitor loudspeakers
with apedigree sound to match!
(SCM 7,11, 19 and 40)

NEW! Don't be fooled by the
price - kW550 will take on the
very best!

ee
Audiophile Powerhouse
No matter what the music material,
absolutely nothing phases the kW750.
It really is that amazing. Don't need
that much power? Think again!

kW 250S (All-in-one System)

kW DM25 System ( Transport / DAC)

The kW550 is really gratifying to use. It has beautiful
visuais and great build quality. Most important the sound
is riveting. Huge soundstage vistas spread out between
the loudspeake ,s, limitless dynamic range rid sweet
mutual tonal balarce complete the picture. The tW550
can stand comparison with anything at any price from
anywhere. It's that good.
Don't be fooled by the kW550's competitive price. lf you
want value for your hard earned cash as aopposed to a
very expensive brand name trophy then the kW550 is
worthy of very close examination.

A5 Series ( Integrated Amp / CD Player)

HIN SA/02 ,0/

3

Products from £ 100 - £ 50,000 • Systems from £ 2,000 - £ 250,000 • Expert Consultation

e

Best Part-Exchange
Prices anywhere

0

0

Have You?

*

Call or visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk for more
information.

Have you visited the new Shadow Audio Web Site?
Using the latest technology our web site makes
browsing fun and finding the right information you
require - easy.

(FREE) Shadow Audio
Newsletter

Can't go the distance?
(30- day money back*)

To receive the Newsletter visit
www.shadowaudio.co.uk and sign
up today. Remember its free!

Many customers would like to come and see us
but they are just to far away... the solution: 30- day
Money Back Scheme*
*subject to conditions

u

15 °

Look out for these special red symbols next to some of our used/pre-owned items. You will only
find these special symbols by visiting the used section on the Shadow Audio Web Site.

ribbon magic
"Astonishing transparency
coupled to beautiful and
individual presentation makes
for apotent package. Now
look at the price. You might
not recognise it, but this is the
shape of things to come. "

JAS Audic Orsa - £ 1,399 ( pair)

"Impressive sophistication
considering the £ 1,399 per
pair asking price, but ne build
quality and finish are, "veil
bananas."

shade,

free., Ir. eelle.,0,00nent ay, morn

David Vivian
HiFi Choice March 2006
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2005 Awards Annual
Hi>Fi+ Issue 43

* vinyl joy
The Lumley Stratosphere isole of
thcse products riat has areal
presence - aven when it's
no'. spinnir.gre:ords.
All that hear :he Stratosphe te
fall in love with the incredibW
-ease and naturalness in which it
plays music. All -those that see it
fall in love immediately with it's
beautiful loos.
Weyer aorpout' could be described
as agift tomuscians, agift to music
-te Stratosphee would be that
product. Arefe ,ence turntable in every
re pea ti ebye it! Available - now.

best seller
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BLU/DAC64: £ 6,190
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RUNNER UP:
EASTERN ELECTRIC
MINIMAX CD: £ 879
Something of an unexpected surprise, Eastern
Electric has launched awelter of very impressive
tL be- based separates over the past year.
From the decent Phillips CD1 2mech :
o
bJild and tube output stage, this player
been engineered properly - and it so
15
ittoc.
HFi World January 2007
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Iscover
what's hot

*

"Soto the priœ; i
would have thought between £2000
arid £3000 to be about rignt, so at just £ 1295, then, this
is one exceptional value amplifier, in material terms. "
"The balance between anu..,earthy sound and
refinement eextremely wed! judged, and there can be
few that couldta il to warn, othe Qinpu's emotional
and powerful response."

avg.,t•
o.n.o. moo

WINNER:

sonic bargain

Domnic.

have you

save
OSTAGE WINNER:
EASTERN ELECTRIC

find
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used bargains

MIN MAX PHONO £ 1,099 ( MM/MO

F1,-F1 Wald, April 2,1“6

Sonically it is almost beyond criticism at this price.
SJperbly engineered, it offers beautiful esults from LP.
The Minimax Phono has awonderful texturality
and an expansive palette of tonal colours, which
Qin? allied to aseductive rhythmic spirit and
wonderful air and space. The result is big, bouncy
and oeguiling in equal measure. £ 1,099 is alot of
money for aphonostage, but the Eastern Electric is

At Shadow Audio we think good web sites
allow you to access information with relative
ease. Good is ok but we wanted more than that
and we wanted asite that was fun to visit.
We have worked very hard to make our web
site that little bit extra special and visitor
feedback has been excellent.
In the coming
many new add'

v,orth every penny. "

HFN SA 02 0,

New Years Resolution - join Shadow Audio Mailing List if you have not already done so!

4

•
8 Demonstration Suites

Tel: 01435 865 212
Fax: 01435 865 213
www.sounds-of - music . co.uk
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road
Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield,
East Sussex, TN21
By oppo:nenent only please

Acoustic Zen

Loudspeakers

When aCable
Manufacturer makes a
speaker this wonderful •
yoc cannot helping wishing
other :able manufacturers
wou'd do the same.

•One of the best product selections in the uk
•Free all- day parking to the door
•Over 50 years of experience
•75% upgrading buy back scheme, if
upgrading within 2years'
•One- month home trial scheme'
•Extended Guarantees for free
'subject to conditions

E
OTHER SUPERB oRODUCTS BY: AUDIO ACOUS

II

Visit our exciting

brand new web site:

ART. HANSEN, JAS. JMLAB, LUMLEY, KHARMA. MARTIN LOGAN. MR. NOLA, SONUS FABER. SPENOCR. WILSON ]

D
o

Experts in time
alignment. the Ascendo
range of loudspeakers
excel at timing and
deliver every note in
exemplary fashion...

Amplifiers

-IC.

music

sounds

Slimline loudspeakers that
will grace any room both
in looks and sound. Clever
design touches ensure a
performance that never
fails to impress...

The Hyperion- 938 came
from out of nowhere,
took performance at
this price level and
turned it on its head!
Exceptional...

New models push
the Electrostatic
performance envelope
further than anyone
ever could have ever
imagined...

Rockport take
louespeaker desgn te
the ultimate extremes
and the results are
notring short o' ] awdropping!

[OTHER SUPERB PRODJCTS BY: AESTHETIX, AVI, BAT. CAT, DYNAKIC PRECISION, GAMUT. H LAND. MASTERSOUND. MUSIC FIRST. PRIMA LUNA, VTL ]

'MM. "W.-
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o
o

Boulder products brit
really belong in any crowd.
They make adefinitive
statement and the sound...
simply breathtaking,
astonishing in fact..

E
OTHER SUPERB PRODUCTS BY

Audio Research like to do
things their own way. The
result? AReference CD
makes the whole world
sit up and really take
notice....

Turntable

o

o
o

Cs

Add DK to your shortlist.
Rarely have we seen
an amplifier of this
calibre, offer so much
performance for a
relatively small cost...

High current delivery,
extremely powerful and
at the same time very
agile. Beauty and the
beast...

AChinese Designs Team
that clearly has astrong
passion for wonderful
Hi Fi. Every product is
special in its own right
and great value for money.

The best valve amplifiers
in the world? Qure
possibly... no other valve
amplifier is built quite
like or SOUJAS lie a
Wavac. Truly Exceptional!

State- or- the-art
engineering paves ;he
way for explosive sulk
fi•eworks of dramatic
proportions. Its that
gocd... really...

This Valve Disc spinner
brings anaturalness that
is so often lacking in
digital replay. Its like a
turntable disguised 35 a
CD Player!

If you want the ultimate
and money is no object
One word • Ypsilon

ACOUSTIC ARTS. BEL CANTO. EDGAR ]

•

Audio Research

Source

Asimple facia hides
aheart ol the finest
electronics and some
very clever thinking
indeed... Each model is a
sonic gem...

.1.11111
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.
11111
.
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Bermeste.• products
promise much and in
reality deliver even
more! Sit with Bermester
and get to know your
music prooerly...

DCS are true masters of
the digital domain. Each
product is legendary and
so is the performance.
Not cheap but worth
every penny!

E
OTHER SUPERB PRODUCTS BY: AQUAVOX. AESTHETIX. AUDIO RESEARCH. GRAHAM, IKEDA. KOETSU, ORTFON. SME. TRICHORD ]
•
o

You are right to expect

stà

something so beautiful

to sound truly wonderful.
Basis won't disappoint
-trust us!

Whichever Clearaudio
product you choose to
listen to or purchase,
you can besure of a
performance that really
excels...

Essential Accessories

o

ox

o

o
The Stratosphere is
atrue compliment to
music because it lets you
hear the performance as
the artist intended! No
small achievement...

From the affordable
TecnoDec to the
exceptional Orbe. Each
hlichell Turntable is very

Fantastic turntables and
exceptional tonearms
that win rave reviews
everywhere! Affordable
to...

One of our favourite
cartridges and ap•oduct
that we think offers
exceptional value for
money.

OTHER SUPERB PRODUCTS BY: ANALYSIS PLUJS. BASE, HRS, MAGIC PADS MANTRA. SHAKTI. SHUN MOOK. SRA STANDS UNIQUE, TRANSPARENT ]

.2
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Audience is one of our
best selling cables and a
highly recommended way
of upgrading your existing
system to that next level...

These are some of the
most beautiful supports/
tables we Faye seen. As
well as your eyes. your
ears are in for atreat
as well...

Just like their amplifiers.
the Hovland Cables
represent something of
abenchmark. Audition
is amust!

We use alot of Music
Tools isolation and
supports in our 8
demonstration rooms.
Need we say more?

PAD's research into
cable design has really
paid off! If your acable
sceptic, we suggest you
try PAD in your system
for afew minutes...

Put Ve•tex in your
system and we almost
guarantee that you'll
never go back to your old
system without Veriex
ever again!

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Hi-fi news
[Keith
Howard]
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

[Steve
Harris]
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

Paul
Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
currently HFN's
Acting Editor

Keith Howard explains
the ins and outs of
audio connectors

Atop- class deck to
suit aCambridge
system, plus speaker
placement and some
fair-weather Sky TV...
Our Q&A experts are
here to solve all your
hi-fi problems
WHAT'S THE BEST DECK FOR
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEM?
I'm completely bewildered as to
what Ishould spend on aturntable
to go with my recently purchased
Cambridge Audio system (640A v2
amp, 640P phonostage, and 640 v2s
of CD player and tuner): I've been
getting by with using an inherited
B&O Beogram 1500 deck from the
late 1970s, but there's alot of hum
at the start and end of records, and
Isuspect I'm not getting the quality
of sound that Icould.

[Andrew
Harrison]
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN eight
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

Jargon
Buster

How much should Ispend to get
the best from my system? £250?
£350? Idon't want to end up with
something inferior to what I've
already got. Iguess I'd prefer not to
spend more than £600 and I'd want
to be sure Iwasn't buying something too refined for my system.
And what product? Iconfess I'm

Traditionally, the
connectors used in
domestic audio have
differed from those
used in professional
circles, and much of
that division remains.
In domestic audio,
analogue connections
are usually unbalanced,
comprising asingle
signal conductor
per channel and a
ground ( earth) wire.
In professional audio,
where there are more
potential sources of
interference, analogue
connections are usually
balanced, with two
signal conductors per
channel carrying the
audio signal at the
same amplitude but in
antiphase. Any external
interference tends to
affect both conductors
equally, generating
common mode signals
which are cancelled
at the receiving end
of the cable, where
the signal on one
conductor is subtracted
from that on the other.
Although balanced
connections are
offered by some highend domestic audio
equipment, unbalanced
connections prevail.

atad apprehensive about setting up aturntable: even the idea
of changing speeds by mucking ->
BELOW: Pro-lect Debut Mk Ill

[PHONO]
By far the most
commonly used
connector in high
quality domestic audio
is the unbalanced RCA
phono connector, in
which aprotruding

central pin carries the
signal and acoaxial
sleeve is connected
to ground. It is apoor
design in many respects,
not least because the
signal connection is
normally made before
the ground connection,
which can give rise to
loud buzzes when plugs
are inserted or removed.

[DIN]
The unbalanced,
multi- pin German DIN
connector was briefly
popular in the 1970s.
Although technically
superior to the phono it
failed to displace it and
is now rarely seen except
on Naim equipment. It is
made in avariety of pin
configurations to suit
different applications.

[XLR]
XLRs, or Cannon
connectors, are the
preferred connectors
for balanced signals in
professional audio. As
well as being rugged,
XLRs have the advantage
of incorporating both
acable clamp/strain
relief and alocking
mechanism that
prevents accidental
disconnection. One
disadvantage is their
relatively large size.

[JACKS]
Originating in the
telephone industry, the
unbalanced quarterinch jack connector
only appears on modern
domestic equipment as
aheadphone connector.
The 3.5mm mini-jack is a
downsized version and is
widely used in personal
stereo players due to its
compactness.
phono

DIN

XLR

GI I
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

around with belts, rather than

in HID - outstanding! Ifound the

having a switch, isn't too appealing,

pictures with US HD crime series

though I'd consider it if there was

brilliant but the soundtracks for

an obvious runaway suitor.

[Russ Andrews
Russ Andrews pioneered research
into the effect of the mains on hi-fi
systems and now sells his awardwinning cables, filters and supports
through his company Russ Andrews
Accessories. Each month he gives
you his top hi-fi tips...

speech were terrible. Also, the

Robert Walsha Hove, via e-mail

noise generated by the PVR HDD
is nearly as noisy as my fridge. I

First of

have aFieeview PVR that is silent!

all, don't be too worried about

Very disappointing. Finally, when it

acquiring something too refined,

rains the picture disappears due,

because the quality of the source

Iam told by Sky, to the fact that

component in asystem is the key

we receive aweak sat signal. Paul

factor in getting great sound. So

Miller's HD Guide in the January

there is still some mileage to the

issue was amost excellent piece of

idea of using a high-end deck at

work so Iam wondering if he has

the front of amps and speakers

come across the rain- no-picture

costing just afew hundred

problem that is affecting me.

pounds ( although this ' source first'

7brry Speakman, Skegness, Lincs

philosophy - championed by Linn
since the days when it only made

Glad you enjoyed

turntables - should not be taken

our HD Guide, we certainly had

to the extreme of an LP12 fronting

some fun putting it together! You

two pieces of string and a pair of tin

have a point about the vibrating Sky

cans, as some pundits have joked).
For something which will meet

Box, but then the hard drives are, in
all likelihood, selected for reliability

your old Beogram deck head-on,

and cost rather than ambient noise.

and probably easily surpass it in

Silent PC technology is almost an

simple sound quality, you need look

industry in its own right, with every

no further than aPro-lect Debut.

dB of noise saved counterbalanced

The original manual deck with

by adent in your wallet.

arm and cartridge is apared- down

Similarly, you are not alone in

record player of surprising sound

having your picture stutter or cease

quality at £ 130, and the latest

altogether during periods of heavy

Mk Ill at £ 210 even offers full

rain.1 have encountered exactly the

electronic speed control so you

same problem during periods of foul

needn't start fiddling with belts for

weather. Satellite broadcasts of this

changing speed, plus end of side lift

type can, apparently, be influenced

for extra convenience. And further

by the vast electrostatic fields and

up the range, with better sound

subsequent interference developed

quality, consider the Xpression, now

during thunderstorms.

in MkIlguise at £ 250 with electronic

On a more mundane level,

speed control as standard, and the

it's perfectly possible for the

X- pack, which comprises the Pro-lect

Sky minidish to get knocked

Xperience deck with Rondo Red m- c

momentarily out of alignment.

cartridge and Prolect Speed Box

An error of just 1degree can

speed control at £ 650.

be sufficient to cause the signal

A good dealer should ensure
the turntable is set-up correctly,
although if you find yourself getting

strength to fall below the minimum
required for aclean picture.
You can check the baseline

inspired by the tweaking possibilities

reception quality of your system on

of the deck, Keith Howard's last two

fine days by selecting the ' signal

'How To...' technical features will

test' option from the box's ' system'

equip you with just the knowledge

menu. If the signal strength is less

you need to really maximise

than 70% and quality less than

performance.

60% then your minidish may have

RAIN STOPS PLAY

alignment by wind, heavy rain or a

Ialready have a Sky Box and

pigeon doing atap-dance on the

RUSS' TOP TIPS

EQUIPMENT PLACEMENT
A reader wrote in criticising my speaker
pz•cement advice ( Nov ' 06 issue) saying that
eq..iipment should not be placed between
loudspeakers, indeed that it .tvas possibly
the worst pla:e. Ihave several reasons for
disacireeing with this popula - misconception.
Givem tlhat the equipment must be in the same
room as the loudspeakers, it is advisable to put
it in the quietest place in the room: between
or behimd the loudspeakers.
All parts & the equipment are sensitive to
acoustic feedback. The electronic components
lice diodes, capacitors and resistors are
microplhonic, turning mechalical vibrations
into electrical signals. The sound from the
loudspeakers is fed back into the chain,
delayec and distorted. Even though this occurs
at very low levels it is very destructive of the
music. Et degrades rhythm and timing as well
as acding distortion, thereby reducing the
miusicatity of the system. This 'time smear' can
only be dealt with by closing the time loop,
getting the feedback into the system as quickly
as possible. This can be achieved by putting
your equipment as close to the speakers
as is reasonably possible and by reducing
the energy storage time in the equipment
suoports. Energy is stored b, mass, so light
racks amd stands delay it less than heavy ones.
Ifind that the best place for the
equipment réck is between and behind the
bent baffle of the loudspeakers. Anything
placed in front of the speakers will disrupt
the soundstage causing left/right balance
problems, co.ouration, frequency anomalies
and distortion. Many people put acoffee table
im front of their chair and settee for good
practical and aesthetic reasons - but it is bad!
A further advantage of placing your
equipment between the speakers is the
reduction of cable length and the elimination
cd dissimilar length issues. Plus, you'll be able
to. buy better quality cable snce you're not
wasting money on unnecessary cable length!

been permanently shifted out of

decided to get an HD box installed

LNB. It's always possible the dish

in my TV-cum-hi-fi room. Iagree

was never installed accurately or in

with Paul Miller about the Proms

afavourable location originally.

(*peak«
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COMPONDIT VIDEO CAKE
Atlas Bement • May 2004

EdItOrsilunce Jan 2005

ATLAS RETAILERS
London & South East England

Central England

•Ashford (Kent)
Soundcraft Hi Fi
01233 624441
www.soundcrafthifi.com

•Banbury
01295 272158

•Aylesbury

•Birmingham

Music Matters

0121 429 2811

www.musicmatters.co.uk

Noteworthy Audio

01296 422224 www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

•Guildford

P. J. Hi -Fi Ltd
www.pjhifi.co.uk

01483 504801

•Harrow

Harrow Audio

020 8863 0938

www.harrowaudio.com

•London N7

Bartletts Hi -Fi
vvww.bartlettshifi.co.uk

020 7607 2148

•London SW11 1st Stop Audio Visual
020 7978 6262

wmm.1ststopay.com

•London SW14
020 8876 7632

Introducing the new Atlas Hyper
advanced speaker cable.

• London W1

Lasyl

Hi -Fi Care at Shasonic

0845 634 0340

Hyper is the latest in our award-winning range of interconnect,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.
Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers

•Sevenoaks

Sound Seduction

.Worthing

Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hifi.corn

01732 456573 www.soundseduction.co.uk
01903 245577

South West England
•Bournemouth
01202 555512

Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.

•Bournemouth
01202 529988

•Poole

Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

01202 730865

•Salisbury
01722 322169

ATLAS Cables

•Southampton
02380 228434

•Weymouth

atlascables.com

01305 785729

Overture
www.overture.co.uk

•Solihull

0121 742 0254

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

01234 741152

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

British Audio Products
www.britishaudio.co.uk

•Market Harborough Divine Audio
01858 432999

www.divineaudio.co.uk

North England
•Halifax

Huddersfield HiFi

01422 366832 www.huddersfieldhifi.co.uk

•Hull

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.

01482 223096

www.fanthorpes.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

Suttons Hi Fi

www.suttonsh if i.co. uk

Movement Audio
www movement-audio.comk

Movement Audio
www.movement-audio.muk

Salisbury Hi Fi
www.salisburyhifi.co.uk

Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hifi.com

Weymouth Hi -Fi

vyww.weymouthhifi.co.uk

www.lintone.co.uk

•Gateshead (Matro)
0191 460 0999

•Sheffield
0114 275 6048

Moorgate Acoustics
www.morgateacoustIcs cook

Scotland
•Aberdeen
01224 585713

•Glasgow

0141 332 4707

North Wales
•Wrexham
01978 364500

Lintone Audio
vvww.lintone.co.uk

Holburn Hi Fi
www.holburnhdi.co uk

Glasgow Audio

www glasgowaudiacorn

Acton Gate Audio
www.acton-gate.com

FLYING

MOLE

JAPAN

Hear every detail.Feel every nuance.

NEW
Digital Integrated Amplifier

CA-S10

Digital Integrated Amplifier0

CA-S3

Dual Monaural Construction 100W x2I8£2,

Contact: ICG Consultancy

TEL : 01442 39548

E-Mail:ian@icgconsultancy.co.uk

CD

case size, 20W x2 / 812

HOW TO

Hi-fi news

MATCH AND SETUP A PICKUP
ARM AND CARTRIDGE
Matching your tonearm and cartridge is crucial to obtaining the
best sound from your vinyl, as is the proper adjustment of both
tracking and bias forces. Keith Howard explains how

Li

ast month Idescribed how to align
acartridge within apickup arm so

via some form of elastomeric bush. Together,
the cartridge compliance (compliance is the

research by Brüel & Kjaer in the late 1970s

as to minimise the crosstalk and

inverse of stiffness) and the inertia of the arm

suggested that 13 to 18Hz is abetter target.

distortion that arise from angular

recommended range is 10 to 12Hz, although

form an underdamped low-frequency resonant

Higher resonant frequencies than this may

errors. Now I'm going to look at two other

system, the natural frequency of which has

cause bass boominess, while lower frequencies

important aspects of optimising the replay

to be carefully placed to prevent undesirable

will result in compromised cartridge stability

of vinyl records: arm-cartridge matching,

effects. This is what basic arm-cartridge

when tracking discs that are anything but

which is something you need to consider

matching is all about.

pre- purchase, and adjusting tracking and
bias forces, which is afurther setup issue.
Because apickup arm has mass, it has

pancake-flat. This reduced stability can, in
turn, make the turntable more sensitive to

MASS AND COMPLIANCE

external shocks. It may also affect sound quality

To prevent the resonance being excited by

as aresult of the stylus scrubbing' back and

inertia. Accelerating the arm requires a

low frequency content within the music, it

forth within the groove, which gives rise to

force, and when playing arecord that

must be at an infrasonic frequency below

frequency intermodulation distortion.

force is generated through the replay stylus

20Hz ( 20 cycles per second). To limit its

following the record groove. The stylus is

excitation by record warps and ripples, and to

particular arm and cartridge combination is

generally connected to acantilever and that

avoid any possibility of it coinciding with the

easy, provided you know the effective mass

cantilever pivots within the cartridge body

bounce frequency of asuspended subchassis

of the arm and the mass and compliance of

as aresult of being compliantly mounted

turntable, it must be above 10Hz. The usually

the cartridge. Effective mass, which is usually

WHAT
YOU'LL
NEED
•Calculator
•Test record
•Normal music
recordings

100 I www.hifinews.co.uk
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Calcuiating the resonant frequency of a

specified in grams, is just aconvenient way of expressing an arm's

ABOVE: The radical Dynavector DV505 tonearm and ( LEFT) high

rotational inertia. It is the mass which, positioned the same distance

compliance Shure V15 cartridge, agreat match with SME's 3009

from the arm pivot as the stylus, would have the same rotational inertia

arm ( LOWER LEFT) which uses thread and weight to adjust bias

as the entire arm.
Afigure of below 8grams indicates avery low mass arm, suitable

record warps has the disadvantages of making the vertical tracking

for use with the highest compliance cartridges. Today's high quality

argle and stylus rake angle vary more over record warps, and of

arms, where the design emphasis is more on structural stiffness than

increasing the stylus scrubbing effect. High inertia in the horizontal

'Take care
when reading
compliance
values from
manufacturers'
specifications'

low inertia, more typically have

plane also makes the arm more sensitive to levelling. Incidentally,

an effective mass ir the range of

turntables should always be operated on asurface that is accurately

12 to 15 grams and better suit

level. Use asmall spirit level to ensure that this is so, checking for

cartridges of lower compliance.

level both side-to- side and front-to- back.

The precise figure for any arm
depends on the position of

FUNDAMENTAL RESONANCE

the counterweight, which for

Cartridge compliance is normally specified in compliance units,

minimum effective mass should be

abbreviated cu (where lcu is equivalent to lx 10

close to the arm pivot.

the old CGS system of units or 1mmil\lin modern SI units). High-

To allow this to be achieved

6

CM ¡ dyne

in

compliance cartridges, which are usually fixed coil (' moving-

across arange of cartridge

magnet') types, can have acompliance of over 25cu, whereas

masses, some arms are supplied

acompliance in the range 10 to 15cu is more typical of high

with aselection of counterwe:ghts or allow counterweight mass to be

quality moving- coils. High compliance assists tracking ability at low

added or removed by means of inserts.

frequencies, but other factors — specificaliy, mechanical damping

Pickup arms usually have their vertical and horizontal bearings

arid effective to mass — are of greater importance at higher

aligned coaxially within the arm pillar, in which case the effective mass

frequencies. The desi -eto increase tracking ability led to the high

is much the same horizontally and vertically. But afew unusual designs,

compliance/low effective mass approach favoured in the 1960s and

the Dynavector DV505 being the best-known example ( see picture,

early 1970s, epitomised by the Shure V15/SME 3009 combination.

above), have vertical and horizontal effective masses that are very

When the emphasis turned to increasing arm stiffness during the

different. This results from the cartridge being carried on ashort, light

1970s, the effective mass of top-flight pickup arms rose and the

arm that is pivoted vertically from the end of alonger, heavier beam

trend to high cartridge compliance was curtailed.

that, in turn, is pivoted horizontally at the arm pillar. This separation of
vertical and horizontal effective mass is claimed to be advantageous

Take care when reading compliance values from cartridge
manufacturers' specifications. The figure you want, if it is quoted,

but the short effective length of the arm under vertical motion over

is the cartridge's dynamic compliance, since this best predicts the G.
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HOW TO

35

fundamental resonance of the arm/cartridge combination. Often
what is quoted is astatic compliance figure, which is usually higher

rescnant .reque ncy ( z

than the dynamic compliance. This means that, using this value, the
resonant frequency will be underestimated somewhat, which you

30

should bear in mind when determining arm/cartridge compatibility.
If both vertical and horizontal compliance are quoted, it is the
vertical figure that you should use.

25

To calculate the arm/cartridge resonance frequency, first add

10

together the mass of the cartridge and the effective mass of the
pickup arm. For example, if the cartridge weighs 5 grams and the
arm has an effective mass of 15 grams, the total mass to use for
the calculation is 20 grams. Now use Figure 1to determine the
resonance frequency from where the total mass and compliance
values meet on the graph. If the cartridge compliance is 20cu,
for instance, then for atotal mass of 20 grams the arm-cartridge
resonance will occur at just under 8Hz, which is too low. Whereas a

.
g

20

o
u
15

compliance of 15cu combined with atotal mass of 15 grams gives a
resonant frequency of about 10.6Hz, which is comfortably within the
recommended 10-1 2Hz band.

10

1b

The fundamental arm-cartridge resonant frequency can also be
determined in situ using some test records.
DOWNFORCE AND BIAS
The two principal user settings on most pickup arms are downforce,
also known as tracking force, and bias, also but inappropriately
known as anti-skating. Because the recorded velocities on any disc
and the tracking ability of every cartridge are frequency dependent,
tracking ability is not easy to quantify, nor is it simple to test. Test
discs often have special tracks for checking tracking ability and these
are often used for setting the tracking force. But the test signal
typically comprises asine wave at afrequency of around 300Hz
which only tests the compliance-controlled region of the cartridge's
tracking performance and inevitably encourages the use of tracking
forces towards the upper end of the manufacturer's recommended
range, where the cartridge may not sound at its best. For these
reasons it is better to set tracking force by ear using normal music
discs, listening out for overall sound quality as well as for any signs of
mistracking distortion.
Within their recommended downforce range, most modern
cartridges offer tracking ability that is adequate for most discs.
Remember that an increase in tracking force causes adecrease in
both vertical tracking angle and stylus rake angle, so to an extent
these adjustments interact. If you increase cartridge downforce
to improve tracking ability you may need to raise the arm pillar

Hi-FiNem
An

ogu•

T•st

LP

LEFT AND BELOW: While test discs can be
used to check tracking ability and bias it
is better to use normal music recordings

5
5

10

15

20

25

30

35

mass (grams)
Fig. 1: The resonant frequency of your arm/cartridge combination
is given ( in Hz) where total mass and compliance values meet
slightly to restore optimum VTA/SRA. Persistent mistracking within
the cartridge's recommended downforce range might be caused
by adirty stylus, an arm or cartridge fault ( such as excess friction in
the arm bearings) or severe incompatibility of cartridge compliance
and arm effective mass. Whatever the cause, it should be rectified
immediately to prevent record damage.
It's asimilar story with bias adjustment, the need for which arises
from the offset geometry of pivoted pickup arms. Because the frontto- back axis of the cartridge does not pass through the vertical axis
of the pickup arm's horizontal bearing, frictional force at the stylus
results in aclockwise torque being applied to the arm. This twisting
force increases the stylus force on the groove wall carrying the left
channel while reducing it on the groove wall carrying the right
channel, giving rise to adiscrepancy in the cartridge's tracking ability

The two
principal user
settings on most
pickup arms are
downforce
and bias'

between the two channels.
To counteract this side
force, an opposing bias torque
is applied by the pickup arm.
Some arms use amechanical
mechanism for this, the classic
example being athread and
falling weight system, while
others use africtionless
opposed- magnet arrangement.
Often the bias adjustment

is calibrated to match the
tracking force but this should be taken only as aguide. The frictional
force on the stylus, and hence the side force on the arm, depends on
amultitude of factors of which tracking force is only one. Others are
the record material, stylus profile, linear groove speed (which reduces
across the disc) and groove modulation. Only tracking force and
stylus profile are constants whereas the others are all variables. So the
bias force setting is always acompromise.
Again, the bias setting can be made using the tracking test bands
on atest disc but arguably it is better to use normal music recordings.
What you should listen out for is one channel consistently mistracking
before the other. If the left channel mistracks before the right
then the arm's bias force should be decreased; if the right channel
mistracks before the left then the bias force should be increased. (5
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Made by enthusiasts for enthusiasts

MB50 Monoblocks

•41,

CM05 Preamplifier
eeet-,»

.0111111
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A5OR Integrated amplifier
Anatek's famous fully patented output stage helps to produce a
remarkably natural sound. It has all the benefits of Class A ( nonswitching) with no crossover distortion but does not generate the
heat and consequent stresses on components.

They're now

For more information please visit .
www.anatekacoustics.co.uk
or call +44 ( 0)1903 524602

,and bring anew meaning to
the term " Simply the best!"

AnatekAcoustics

considered essential
as far as I'm concerned

Roy Gregory - Hi- Fi, maguire
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Cryogertcally treated tubes

Serious About High Definition

really make adifference!
Read all about it online:

HDMI

www.cryogenictubes.com
I111)\ It
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LINK CRY() HDMI 1080P
Link Cryo 1080P Certified Reference- Standard
HDMI Cables & Adaptors
Silver Plated Conductors & Dual Shield Technology
0.5m,1,2,3,5,7 & 10m from £ 30
Direct Gold Plated Adaptors £. 10 each

See No Evil - Hear No Evil !
World First - Cryogenically Treated HDiN,41 Cables
www.the-missing-link.net
01623 844478 or 07967 859333
info@the-missing-link.net
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TUBE-es
US

'

ST SELECTION

OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE

Stockists of:
Analysis Plus
Audia
Audio Physic
Avid
Ayre
Bel Canto
Cair Chord
Creek
Gras'
Grand Prix Audio

inajjon
> Devons audio specialists for two- channel / home cinema

Leera Acoustics
Lexi:on
Lyra
McIrr.osh
Mon tor Audio
Moo Hem Dst
Pathos
Primare
Project
Roksan
Stax
Tannoy Prestige
Teac Esoteric
Tile
Totem Acoustics
Unison Research
VDH
VPI 7 urntables
and many more.

Open Monday - Saturday
9m - 5pm

Its all auout delivery

Audio Destination
Suite 7a Market Walk
Tiwerton, Devon EX16 6BL

I

Focal_JNI lab
the

Sprit

of

Sound

Focal.JMIab = wonderful sound delivery IAudio Destination = free UK delivery

Hence in
rostatics

Luxurious Italian
Loudspeakers

''the electrostatic panels of flee Final
range are an amazing combination of art
and science. By improving Dn the classic
electrostatic technology, Final merge
audiophile sound with ultramodern,
elegant design.The new patented Inverter
Technology products combine detailed
sound with discrete styling and optimum
practicality.

For many years Opera have specialised
in crafting beautiful loudspeakers at their
'actory in Italy's Veneto regian.Tle new
mea Classica series continues nis proud
:radition, from the small but luxurious
Mezza to the top-of-the-rarge Qunita.
With its authentic Italian flair Opera is
:he natural choice for any music lover's
system.

S'

PAJ-1Û

For a Lifetime of
Musical Enjoyment
Unison Research needs little introduction. Each of their

"

The Unorthodox
Approach
Pathos Acoustics, based in Vicenza, Italy,

products is handbuilt with great pnde and passion by a

are internationally renowned for their

small but dedicated team, and the masque is the object of

uniquely-designed high performance
valve/solid state amplifiers. Now sees
the launch of their first CD player, and
it's as stunning as everybody expected!
Combing top quality styling and build

critical acclaim throughout the wold.The excellent new
120 watt Unico Secundo is the much-anticipated new
hybrid integrated featuring afully balanced circuit and a
gripping and detailed sound and is ;tire to be as renowned
as its award-winning predecessor. —hi Preludio is agreat
introduction to Unison's pure valve designs and offers
superb value for money with an oFen detailed sound.

with adetailed and liquid sound, the
Endorphin is already making big waves in
the industry.

Richings Way, Iver, Bucks, SLO 9DA, England
Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531
www.ukd.co.uk e-mail: post@ukd.co.uk

UKD, 23

inbeaudiodestination.co.uk
www.audiodestination.co.uk
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WELCOME TO
THE HOT LIST
For 50 years Hi Fi News has been
testing the best quality hi-fi
ecuipment in the world.
THE HOT LIST is our regularly updated

test appeared

ROTEL RCD-06
£350

Thoroughl engaging and, when tested with the partnering RA-06
amplifier, found to be easy-going and thoroughly robust, able to draw
you into the music with alifelike depiction of music.

17/20
TESTED
DECO6

CREEK DESTINY
£1200

A player that has poise, subtle control, and musical insight by the
buckelload, with treble cleanliness and texture that transcends its
price point. There's really nothing to criticise and much to praise.

18/20
TF-STED
JUNE06

ARCAM CD36
£1400

Well balanced. smooth and always dependable the CD36 delivers a
sound with plenty of detail in an unfussy way. Well crafted and very
neutral-sounding. Avery fine player for the money.

17/20
TESTED

MUSICAL FIDELITY

The A5 is afine piece of equipment and CD replay has rarely sounded
this good. Combines detail, transparency and superb stereo imagery.
depth and dynamics without sounding unnaturally harsh or edgy.

17/20
TESTED
JANO5

LYNGDORF CD-1
£1545

Ihis player ups the ante for sub-E2k players. Not only is it beautifully
built it's highly adaptable, practical and functional but this is agreat
sounding machine, making this debut player asensation.

18/20
TESTED
MAR06

MARANTZ SA- 1151

A very good SACD player but is only two-channel so won't produce
multi- channel from SACD. As aCD player produces avery detailed
sound and ( on Filter 3setting) can be smooth, cohesive and satisfying.

17120
TFSrED
JULY06

A5 CD
£1500

JULY06

list of what we think are the best
hi-fi components currently available
as tested by our team of audio
experts. You can read our verdicts
and scores to help you to make your
buying decisions. We've also added

£2000

in a few favourites from the past
that are still worth considering. We
strongly recommend all components

Naim has succeeded

NAIM CD555
£14,295

in generating atruly

are auditioned before you buy so
that you're happy with th

international audiophile

sound a

reference player with an

product delivers.

enduringly satisfying inner
core. A tour de force; it raises

BUYING CD PLAYERS
CD players come in one- box or

the quality of reproduction

two- box arrangements. The two- box

from Red Book CD to a

set-ups separate the CD transport

level that was thought

from the Digital-to- Analogue

unobtainable adecade ago.

Converter ( DAC). Separatiig the

19/20.

transport from the DAC means
there is less chance of interference
between disc drive and sensitive

MERIDIAN GO8
£2250

Soundwise this player manages to combine neutrality with authority
and grip, with abass that is powerful and weighty yet always in
proportion. Amuch acclaimed player that can rest on its laurels-I

19/20
TFSTF_D
JULY06

EMM LABS CDSD/
DAC6E
L5500/£8000

The CDSD transport and DAC6e deliver state-of-the-art performance

on CD and preconception-shattering results with SACD. Revel in the
pinnacle of early 21st century sonic achievement.

19/20
TESTED
DECO5

which offers higher resolution than

DCS VERDI/

CD with greater bandwidth and

PURCELL/ELGAR
£24,500

Unashamedly astereo product or for stereo SACD the dCS Verdi and
Elgar combined to make music of class- leading calibre. There are more
expensive digital components but this combination trumps them all.

19/20
TESTED
SEPT02

D- to- A converter stages. One- box
players are often the bett.r solution
if you have a fairly tight budget. CD
players play audio- only discs but
many are now also capable of playing
the Super Audio CD ( SACD) format,

improved dynamic range. However, in
many cases the SACD playback won't
be available in multi-charnel format.

ARC AM
ALPHA
A super
sounding player
that still holds
its own nearly
ten years on.

TESTED
SEPT98

MARANTZ
CDUIDA12
Only available
secondhand
but agem of
aplayer that's
worth finding.

TESTED
MARCH96

_

MERIDIAN 4j
506/508
Still afine
integrated CD
player that
majors on
transparency

TESTED
JULY94
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After 35 years, Michell is still a family run business
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producing quality turntables and accessories
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SIN

dCS
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PO. SACO/CO Player /deer, te seated fall werron
Vert,' laScolo SACO/CO Transportlupsampler SIN
Elsa,Plus DSO DAC Iccccc spectftratton SIN

Densen

beat-400 AS

17

demo

Orpheus labs Zero CO player le demo
Theta Generatton V Balonred SIN
Theta

Peo Baste

Wad,,

302

II DAC woth

OseamIlSdanced SIN

Crow. Jewel Ltd Edotron MC Cartr.ge 100hrs
EAR 834P MM Volume Phono Hoye SIN

Mc

Carenark

Mécro

Drove

Phone

Stage

Phenomena Phone stage

ASPII6IC

9500

4250

2600
4600

1499
2999
1299

2990

695

4000

2999

2650
575

1499
379

225
NIA

179
1399

650

399

650
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supply

Rego 12

8/5
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650

399

SIN
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Turntable S/H

Roksan Shtrax MC 600 hrs SII4
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research
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SIN

Remote Preompltfeer

Hybetd Preampltfter
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NIA
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S/H
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demo
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1750
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1,9,
2299

SIN

Electrocampantet CC. 7 Prearnplofter SIN
Electr,ornpantet ECIR Preamplofter S/14
Krell KRC3 Preampltfter SIN
Orpheus

The Michell flagship for music lovers

3999
4150

Heed Aced. Debts I IT PSU New & Boxed
Kuoma StabrlStogo S Turntable New& Boxed

Densen 8200 Preampltfrer SIN

Orbe SE

449

7500
9000

Analogue

Audto
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799

1499
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399
1750

3200

1999
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THE VINYL
COMEBACK
Recent market indications are that

PRO-JECT
DEBUT III
£130

Easy to set up and with agreat maturity in size and presentation
of sound. Excellent value for money in both build quality and
performance. Good tonearm offers potential for better cartridges.

TESTED
JULY05

CLEARAUDIO
EMOTION

An extremely likeable and user-friendly deck with an exemplary
standard of build and finish that promises longevity and an
unmistakable whiff of class in its sound. A definite to audition.

TESTED
SEPT05

Has listen-all- day character that played music guilelessly - it showed
real dynamic contrast, believable timbral colouring, naturally-sounding
frequency response and intrinsic musicality. A must- buy bargain.

TESTED
NOV03

The Diva is an excellent turntable; one that meets its design brief
perfectly. A very well made product that's easy to use and involving
and rewarding to listen to. Good enough for very discerning users.

TESTED
FEB04

Power, authority and greater drive ensure the . 20 is areal step up on
the model 10 it replaces. Sounds very secure and positive, apeing the
qualities of good CD replay without the shortcomings

TESTED
AUGO5

£655

ROKSAN RADIUS 5
£850

playing music on vinyl is making a
comeback with smaller independent
labels releasing music on vinyl and

AVID DIVA
£1100

1

the emergence of Di culture. So, with
more vinyl becoming available there
may not be a better time to look at
buying a quality turntable...

BUYING TURNTABLES
There are several things to

ROKSAN
XERXES.20
£1750

Whatever your reaction
to the looks here - it'll be

FUNK FIRM
FUNK V
£780

love/hate - you will find

consider when buying a turntable

the sublime sound quality

- price, cartridge, tonearm, mat

enchanting. However

and accompanying phono stage.

seemingly absurd the

Pricewise there are some perfectly
good turntables for little over

ingredients... It works like a

£100. There are two main : ypes of

dream. It's fun. It's affordable.

cartridge - moving magnet ( m- m) and

It's musical. As apackage it

moving coil ( m- c). Generally m- ctypes

can't be faulted. We can't

perform better but require better

resist. It's afunking bargain.

quality amplification than

TESTED NOVO.

m- ms. Turntables may be supplied
with their own tonearms but for
those who are connoisseurs of vinyl

MICHELL ORBE

reproduction a change of tonearm

£2459

can sometimes have a significant
impact upon sound reproduction.

SME MODEL 10

Similarly a well selected mat can

£2643

deliver improved performance.

This model remains one of the best 'affordable' high-end record decks
on the market. In aclass populated with admirable competition the
Michell Orbe retains its position as arecord-playing reference product.

TESTED
JANO5

The SME 10 lets you hear the music and nothing else. It's pure SME
-the sound exhibits grip, precision, fine detail, consistency. The
turntable is polite, well-bred, and refined.

TESTED
DEC99

TESTED
JULY04

A phono stage is required to amplify

ORACLE DELPHI V

and equalise the cartridge's output.

£3180

Over 25 years on from its original release the Oracle Delphi is still
more than capable of eliciting gasps of admiration. Sonically updated
to retain its position as one of the world's reference turntables.

BASIS 2200 SIG
£3 795

Unusual suspension pods and two acrylic decks work together to make
asound never less than outstanding regardless of arm/cartridge used

Although phono stages cal be found
in some integrated amps and
pre- amps our advice would be to
audition to find the appropriate

in review. Sonically stunning and built to last alifetime.

TESTED
MAY06

phono stage for your system.

Old favourites
MICHELL
GYRODEC
A very fine
turntable that
has quality in
design and
sound.
TESTED
JUNE82

PINK TRIANGLE
PT TOO
Martin
Colloms liked
IF it so much he
bought one.
Enough said.
TESTED
APRIL87

111111•11111mumm

LINN LP12
Linn's design
became the
blueprint for
suspended
subchassis
turntables.
TESTED
NOV87
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Four of the very finest ways to listen to your music : 01483 537 577

.111111.11.1»us

Wilson Audio Loudspeakers
1. Duette
2. Sophia
3. WATT/Puppy 8
4. Alexandria
Guildford Audio give free consultation,
advice, guidance and instaPatior" for
every Wilson Audio Model.

Brands:
astirtrew
audio analogue
audio research
bauer audio
coplend
crystal cable
dps turntables
dream vision
ecs
focal
grado
hyperion
isophon
isotek

visit our web site for second hand listing

A

jadis
koetsu
krell
lavardin
leema acoustics
marantz
martin logan
martensen
nordost
opera
pathos
prima It.na
qed
resolution audio
roksan
shanling

sme
sonus Faber
stands unique
stax
sterling broadcast
stratton furniture
sugden
sunfire
theta
transparent
unison research
wadia
v.ilson audio
y•er
& many more...

Guil for
u lo
soles"P'gLildfordaudio.co.uk
www guildfordaudio.co.uk

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and

teitibescoustic

enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

Independent audio consultants

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

[densen b200

focal electra 1007be

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday
audio reseach . audioquest . aloia

martin logan summit-1

10:00 AM to 5:30 PM t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousti;:arts.co.uk

b&w . beyer. blueroom . clearaudio . copland . densen . focal jm-labs

grado . harman kardon . hutter. kef . koetsu . krell . martin logan . micheli. ortofor . project . qed
quadraspire . roksan . rotel . sonneteer . sonus faber. theta . transparent audio . vibe. ve:odyne . wilson audio

BUYERS' GUIDE

OUR RATING
&date of issue
test appeared

OUR VERDICT

MAKE & model
EPRICE

WARMING UP
AMPLIFIERS
The key to getting maximum
performance out of most amplifiers
(and many other audio electronics)
is getting them warmed up. If you
can't keep them on permanently we
suggest putting them on at least half
an hour before listening.

BUYING AMPLIFIERS
There are three main forms of
amplifier - pre, power and integrated

17/20
TESTED

ROTEL RA-06
£500

This generously specified integrated not only offers 95W/8 ohm, but
can comfortably drive awkward low impedance speakers like B&W's
800 series. Potent and engaging with asense of communication.

AUDIOLAB 8000S
t1
,00

At just £ 500 the Audiolab 80005 is apretty good buy, and it certainly
won't disappoint anyone who's acquainted with the 'old' Audiolab
models. A clever and good-value package.

JUNE06

NAIM NAIT 5i
£725

This amplifier has the 'get up and go' quality that many enthusiasts
won't want to live without. If you are expecting the much-vaunted
Naim virtue of rhythmic drive you won't be disappointed.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

ICON AUDIO
STEREO 40

Avalve amp that has all the timing, imaging and textural qualities
along with enough power to make it capable of competing with
modern solid-state amps in the range of speakers it can drive.

18/20
TESTED
FEB04

TUCANA £2995

Power to spare from this superbly built 180W integrated, with
sophisticated micro control that doesn't get in the way of music. Can
be augmented with Hydra amp fo bi-amping or multichannel.

17/20
TESTED
SEPO6

MUSIC FIRST
AUDIO PASSIVE

Across arange of volumes it always delivered without restraint. The
Music First has the finest balance of virtues of almost any pre-amp
we've heard. Can stand alongside some units three times the price.

18/20
TESTED
OCTO4

£900

LEEMA ACOUSTICS

MAGNETIC £1500

(which combine the pre and power

CLASSE CAP2100

sections in one box). Amps are

£3950

DECO6
17/20
TESTED

Right from the start the
Classé gave the impression

required to take the signal from

of being abig, totally
competent all-rounder,

the source ( CD player, turntable, or
universal player) and correct any

equal to anything you could

defects with it ( pre- amp stage), then

throw at it. Neutral balance
but with enough warmth to
avoid aclinical sound. Also,
the touch screen control

convert it into one that is powerful
enough to drive a loudspeaker
(power amp stage).
In recent years we have seen the
rise of the digital amp which can

impressed. Gold Award!

now deliver almost as good results as

19/21; -STEDAU 1
4.
/

analogue amplifiers.
Stereo amps can be used as part
of a home cinema set-up but it's
important to remember that you
won't get surround sound or the

KRELL EVOLUTION
402 £12900

Krell faces up to araft of new EU regulations with amonumentally
powerful amplifier that's both lead-free and cooler-running. Mid and
treble are explicitly detailed while the bass is described as 'cracking'.

TESTED
JANO7

centre channels from this.
There is still a great love for valve ( or
tube) amplifiers that are noted for

MUSICAL FIDELITY
KVV550
± ) 000

Taking the accolade for the world's beefiest integrated amplifier, PM
was transfixed by its performance playing choral music, and it proved
impressive on jazz and folk too. Almost 700W/8 ohm of driving power.

18/20
TESTED
JANO7

CONRAD
JOHNSON LP7OS

Clearly gets into the audiophile class and further with its pleasantly
balanced, easy-on-the-ear midrange timbres. Better suited to classical
than rock this classic-style thermionic power amp deserves ahearing.

18/20
TESTED
AUGO6

delivering a warm reproduction of
sound. The more modern transistor
based amps are better used for music
that's played loud. Again, do audition

E7000

before your final purchase'

1
1111•111Eimmei
obably
aim's most
amous power
mp has been
pdated
"th NAP 500
echnology.

AUDIO
RESEARCH
LS25
A pre- amp of
great quality
and relatively
affordable.

TESTED
DEC98

samemee.

eeI

nrmin

SUGDEN A2 -la
At its time of
release this
Class A design
was ' the best
kept secret in
British hi-fi'.

TESTED
JULY 98
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rediscover music
If you're the kind of person who's not
especially interested in surround sound,
plasma W's and projectors, then you're
the kind of person we want to hear from!
We can help you create afantastic home
cinema.., but we'd rather give you a
superb listening experience.

Turntables, Arms & Cartridges

Compact Disc & DVD Players

Hifi & AV Components

Multi- Room Specialists

Plasma & LCD TVs

a
'

Single Speaker Demonstration Rooms

C

Hi- Definition Projectors

Cables & Connectors

Latest Lirnn Ex Demonstration & Used Products
Source

Quantity

RRP
£ 12000

Our Price

Lino CI312 CO Player

1

U ne LP12/Ekene/Lingo

1

Line Uniclisk SC Universel Disc Player

2

£ 6000

Line limml CD Player

4

£ 2200

Linn Genki CD Player

5

£ 1100

£ 800

Linn Karik/hlurnerik CD Player

2

£3500

£ 600

£4150

£ 2000

£2995

£ 2000
£ 1800

Used
Ex Dom
Ex Dem
Ex Dom
Ex Dern

Contre,
£ 8000

Linn Kisto System Controller

1

Linn Exotik Pre Amplifier

4

Linn AV5103 System Controller

2

£ 3250

£ 800

Used

Linn Kaliri ( Phono) Pre Amplifier

1

£ 1950

£ 950

Ex Dem

Linn Kolektor Pm Amplifier

4

£575

£475

Ex Dem

Linn Klimae Solo Power Amplifiera

4

£6000

£ 2500

Ex Dom

Linn Klimas Aktiv Crossover

1

£ 6000

£ 1000

£ 1800

£ 1000

£ 2400

£ 1000

£ 1750

£ 5000

Ex Dom

£ 1100

Ex Den,

P layback

Linn 5125 Power Amplifier
Lino Klout Power Amplifier

4

LUir Komri Loudspeakers

2

Linn Akurate 242 Loudspeakers

£25000

Ex Dem
Ex Dern

Ex Dem
Co Dem

2

£5750

£ 3750

Linn Kelték Loodspeakr

1

f6000

£ 1000

Used

Linn Ekwal Centre Loudspeaker

2

£795

£600

New

2

£650

E375

Linn Espek Loudspeakers

I

£2500

£ 1500

1

Yamaha DPX830 Projector

£ 8000
£2500

£ 4000

Ex Dem

£ 2000

New

£ 1900

£ 1500

New

£ 4000

£ 2500

Denon AVR31306 AV Receiver

£999

£799

New

Denon DVD3910 DUO Player

£899

£799

New

Yamaha 14XD1 Power Amplifier

£3000

£2000

New

Arcam AV8 AV Processor

£3000

£2000

Arcam AVR300 Reciever

£1335

£935

New

Arcam CD192 CO Player

£850

£699

New

Pioneer PDP506XDE Plasma TV

£3800

£3299

New

Pioneer PDP436XDE Plasma TV

£2800

Yamaha DPX530 Projector
Demon AVC AlXV AV Amplifier

New

£2399

New

£9999

New

138.0 Beovision 4 Plasma TV.

£7500

New

£1999

New

£1100

New

060 Beovision

3 TV.

880 Beolab 4000 Loudspeakers

-

"B8r0 only available at our Peter Tysons store.

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ

hifi

Telephone 0191 2857179.
Fax 0191 2854636
Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk
Open Tuesday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

Ex Dom

S Plasma TV.

BAO Beovision

newcastle

Used
Ex Dem

Latest New and Ex Demonstration Savings
>tarant. VP12-53 Projector

Linn, Arcam, Marantz, Denon, B&O, Bose, Castle,
JVC, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, Pioneer, REL,
Sennheiser,Sim2,Tannoy,Teac,Tivoli,Yamaha.
Plus many more.

Used

£ 12500

Linrn 5120 Centre Loudspeaker

Brands Stocked

Used

Peter

Tyson

6Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX
Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

BUYERS' GUIDE

MAKE & model

OUR VERDICT

EPRICE

THE RISE OF
UNIVERSAL
Over the past half dozen years or so
the rise of the multi- format universal
players has given consumers the
option to go for a visual and audio

The NAD 1533 is avery affordable and flexible DVD player with afull

NAD T533

16/20
TESTED

£200

5.1 channel analogue output for both Dolby Digital and DVD-A media.
The1533 makes exceedingly good sounds. Picture quality acceptable.

YAMAHA
DVD-S2500

The DVD-52500 is amulti-channel audio player first and avehicle for
movies second. Its audio performance racked up afive-star report
from the lab and also scored well with our blind listening panel.

18/20
TESTED
NOV05

Pioneer's DV-989AVi is aclassy-sounding player that has an
invigorating spirit that ensures its music is free-flowing. engaging and
entertaining without being harsh. Purpose built to head an HT system.

'18/20
TESTED
MAY06

Arcam sets the standard again with this fully-specified DVD-Audio
player with 1080p upscaled output... and with SACO replay too. Rich
earthy audio performance has the speakers melting from the room.

TESTED
OCTO6

£600

PIONEER
DV-989AVi
r8aD

AUG05

solution in one box. Hi Fi News has
reviewed many of these and has
selected the top ten that combine

ARCAM DV137
£1200

18/20

great video and audio performance.

BUYING UNIVERSAL PLAYERS

MARANTZ DV9600

The voicing of the DV9600 is

£1500

suited more to blockbuster

Many of the latest universal player

movies but its big and

releases are set up to play the SACD,

cohesive soundstaging is

DVD-Audio ( DVD-A), CD, and DVD-

more than amatch for most
mid- priced AV receivers. The

Video formats. You need to examine

t

exactly what formats you have your
music on to see which player might
be best suited for your needs.

°qualm

Using the analogue audio outputs
on the rear panels of universal
players will deliver the best quality

first ever 1080p- capable DVD
player. Truly universal!

17/20 TESTED APRI LO6

Combined with the AV2 processor the DVD5 makes astunning front
end to ahome video and music system. Capable of playing DVD-A
discs, as well as DIS and Dolby Digital film soundtracks.

17/20
TESTED
JULY05

DENON DVDA1XVA

One year on and Denon retains the head start it earned with the
launch of the DVD-A1VX in 2005. For existing owneis the 1080p
upgrade is mandatory, future- proofing amodern day classic for years.

19/20
TESTED
JUNE06

two channels for playing on a hi-fi

THETA COMPU

system, extra speakers and amps are

L-1-1d2

The Compli offers afine picture performance and it delivers smooth,
audiophile sound on all formats. If you don't want to restrict digital
playback to CD its one of the best ambassadors for new formats.

18/20
TESTED
APRIL05

Once the player is simmering its sound is warm and richly flavoured,
infused with amusical colour. Picture quality is within agnat's whisker
of of the very best available. A distinctly classy option.

18/20
TESTED
JULY06

Delivers stunning imagery from its DVI-D connection and for sound
this player sweeps all other universals before it with abreathtaking
combination of power, transparency and detail. Spectacular sound.

18120
TESTED
MUY06

sound for CD, DVD-A and SACD while
coaxial digital outputs should be

NAIM DVD5
£27

50

used for Dolby Digital and DTS audio
bitstreams.
While surround- sound music and
soundtracks can be downmixed to

needed for multi- channel playback.
The new generation of un versal
players is beginning to offer the

CLASSE CDP-300
£4995

higher 1080p picture resolution
so you need to decide what you'd
like your system to be composed of
before parting with your cash.

ESOTERIC UX-1
£9995

Old favourites

UNIVERSAL PAYERS
ENON
DVD-1910
Great for the
front end of
avery high
quality home
cinema.
TESTED
FEB05

DENON
DVD-A1
A very
pleasant, but
not inspired,
sounding
machine.
TESTED
FEB04

nee'

ouga ° °

PIONEER
DV868AVi
A great mix of
analogue and
dig tal video
in asuperb
player.
TESTED
FEB04
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Somehow Coventry didn't seem such abad place after all

orth the odd sacrifice.

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - infoehenleydesigns.co.uk
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NHTSB2
£300 (PAle?)

A QUESTION
OF SIZE
Loudspeakers are small and large or

test appeared

Provided you don't want to listen to Wagner at full volume then these
compact but well- made speakers seem to provide anice balance of
detail and weight across most of the frequency range. Good value.

£625 (PAIR)

An unburstable transmission- line standmounter with aroom-filling
sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich
vocals but no shortage of snap. A class winner at the price.

17/20
TESTED
NOVO4

STIRUNG
L53/5A V2

An L53/5A surrogate that even apurist could not fail to admire the V2
also boasts greater bass extension and power handling. This is one BBC
wannabe that you have to hear. It's very, very special.

18/20
TESTED
SEPT05

PAK DB1+

£890 (PAR)

more accurately bookshelvers ( small)
or floorstanders ( larger). Choice of
either may simply come down to

16/20
TESTED
MARCH05

DAL! IKON 6
£899 (PA1)

Overall the Ikon 6 produced inviting musical sound with good stereo
imagery that on most recordings can draw you in and keep you
listening. Simply agreat, musical all-rounder.

17/20
TESTED
MARCH06

Smallest model in B&W's flagship series is astar. Particularly good on
female vocal, its mild upper mid dip doesn't even distract from its
ability to flatter awide range of music. An unusually fine speaker.

19/20
TESTED
DECO6

your room size. Speakers taat can
work well close to walls are better in

138A1V 8055

smaller rooms whilst those that have

£1600 (Pm1R)

efficient, easy-to- drive designs can fill
a larger room better.

A milestone in high- end,

WILSON DUETTE
£8900 (PAIR)

small- box speaker design. The

BUYING LOUDSPEAKERS

fact that it's painless in every

Aside from reading tests in Hi Fi News

way will win it legions of fans:
it's neither power-hungry nor

the real proof of the pudding is in the
listening experience. We zdvise you

room fussy, it delivers the
sort of performance you'd

to narrow down the possibles and ask
for auditions at your local hi-fi dealer
or go to a hi-fi show for a listen to all

expect of amuch larger

kinds of brands under one roof.

speaker. The best way to fill a

Choosing your speakers can be

room under 25x15ft.

quite subjective and often it's best
to

19/20 I ,:_D JULYC

blind' listen if you can so that

purchases are made more on sound
quality rather than aesthetics.
Other options to consider apart from

HYPERION
HPS-938

the more conventional ' box- style'

£3750 (FAIR)

speaker designs are panel speakers
such as electrostatics and ribbons,
and horn speakers which use drive

MARTINLOCAN
VANTAGE
£3998 (I- Ali'?)

Incredibly musical and effortless these are capable of presenting music
on asoundstage scale which has until now been off-limits to any nonelectrostatic speaker below E10k. Strongly recommended.

18/20
TESTED
JULY06

The Vantage is simply delightful. It positively sparkles with clear
and fast treble, anatural midband and impressively controlled bass.
Gorgeous looks and asmall footprint with the ability to go very loud.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

Arguably the best balance of price/performance in the catalogue, with
sound up among the very best. Taut bass more tuneful than ever, with
transparent midrange and silky diamond treble. Incredible value.

20/20
TESTED
SEPT06

Music takes on an effortless quality, micro and macro dynamics
preserved, all underpinned by asublimely agile bass. Sounds as good
as it looks. Very highly recommended. A masterstroke.

18/20
TESTED
DECO5

units in cabinets that can greatly
improve efficiency.

B&W 802 D

Stereo speakers can be added to to

£8000 (PAR)

make a multi-- channel set-up but a
good tip is to make sure you stick

VIVID K-1

with the same brand to ensure a

£1().750 (PAW;

much more uniform surround sound.

SPENDOR BC- 1
A loudspeaker
legend still
talked about in
hushed tones
even today. A
British classic.
TESTED
MARCH72

ROGERS
LS3j5A
Broadcasr:
monitor that
remains a
sought after
design today.
TESTED
JUNE75

QUAD ESL 57
Quad's first
electrostatic.
A classic that
is an excellent
domestic
speaker'.
TESTED
NOV57
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The Best just got Better

New L.III INTEGRATED amp *

STEREO amp *

24 bit / 192kHz CD player

*****
Kandy MkiII Integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

ard•

Kandy Integrated amplifier

Kandy MkIII CD
HI-FI CHOICE

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION . eb 2002

Kandy CD player, Amplifier

Kandy MkIII integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

,
03

Awards

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

02 Awards

Speakere

inuary

2001

KANDY

Kandy Integrated amplifier
Five Stars

Kandy MKIII Integrated amplifier

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Five Stars

WHAT NI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

Five Star,

WHAT NIFI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy MkIII Integrated amplifier

2000

Kandy CD

ber 2003

.•

Kandy CD

Fcr

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Five Stars
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

1arett 2000

003

Kandy MKIII Integrated amplifier
Five Stars

Roksan Audio Limited
www.roksap.00.uk

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

im

HENLEY DESIGNS

Tel: 01235 511 166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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OUR RATING

OUR VERDICT

date of Issue
test appeared

EPRICE
CHORD CO.
ODYSSEY 2
£17 (
PER METRE)

A speaker cable that gives asatisfying, full sound that makes music
enjoyable. Differences in tonal quality of various recordings were
displayed in detail. Avery worthwhile investment.

17/20
TESTED
DECO3

VAN DEN HUL
THE NAME
£40 (0.8M PAIR)

A budget-priced interconnect that brings asatisfying level of
sophistication to the sound of the system. A well thought out and
made product that offers very good good performance and VFM.

17/20
TESTED
SEPT05

ETYMOT1C
RESEARCH ER-4P
£199

Earbuds that deliver aclarity, detail and realism that makes them the
nearest thing so far to being directly wired to your sound source. The
ultimate upgrade for portable use provided you don't mind in-ears.

TESTED
APRIL05

GSP ERA GOLD
V/ ELEVATOR EXP
£460/£510

Atwo-box moving-coil phono stage for the enthusiasts, one box for
m-m, the other as an electronic m-cstep-up. Sound is stunningly fast
and open, with vinyl noise largely ignored.

TESTED
NOVO4

mains filters ( optional), cartridges,

ISOTEK

phono stages or tonearms. Most hi-fi

MINI SUB GII

Mains conditioner that worked very satisfactorily with Naim
equipment, and if you don't own such aunit whether your system is
old, new, grand or modest we unreservedly recommend an audition.

17/20
TESTED
.111NE04

ORTOFON
KONTRAPUNKT A

A sub-£ 1000 m-ccartridge that offers awell-defined, powerful sound
which was not overblown in any way. Tonal balance seemed excellent
and the music had anatural flow. Sets astandard at this price level.

18/20
TF_STED
JUNE01

ADDING TO
YOUR SYSTEM
Once you've got your source ( CD
player, turntable or universal player)
amps and speakers you will need to
complete or upgrade your system
with accessories such as cables,

fans will upgrade and tweak their
systems over time and accessories
are often a comparatively affordable
way to improve your system's sound.

BUYING ACCESSORIES
Cables come in two basic types

17/20

17/20

The latest version of the

HADCOCK

GH242 CRYO
£918.85

Hadcock unipivot tonearm
features cryogenically-

- speaker cables and interconnects.
Interconnects come in preset lengths

treated wiring inside and

and they usually come with RCA
(phono) plugs. Speaker cable is

out. Greater air, tighter
timing, abetter appreciation

usually sold in metre lengths. Much

of textures - to say that

is written about the value of cables

we are impressed is an

but as a rule of thumb gc for the best

understatement. Space and

you can afford within your budget.

air in music hit new levels. If

Phono stages have been discussed on
the turntable page of THE HOT LIST

you can find the extra over

and should be auditioned first.

the Integra do buy the Cryo.

At the entry level turntables may
Io/o IIJIILU)

come with a perfectly adequate
cartridge as part of the package
but vinyl devotees may choose to
upgrade from the original. The same
holds true for tonearms so if you're
looking to upgrade a turntable set-up
speak to your hi-fi dealer.
To buy copies of any previous tests
of hi-fi accessories just go to our
vvebsite at ww.hifinews.co.uk

£595

A rack that supports equipment in style on its four shelves and simply
clarified music heard from components sited on it. Take it away and
the music now sounded flat.

18/20
TESTED
OCTO1

NORDOST
VALHALLA
£1750 (
PER 2MJ

Incredibly you can pay even more money for cable than this, but for for
many this is as good as it gets. And that goes for both speaker cable
and interconnect. Its strength is its supreme transparency.

18/20
TESTED
JULY04

TRANSFIGURATION
TEMPER V

An inordinately articulate cartridge with great agility in tracking the
groove. Atruly transparent performer with audiophile credentials for
dynamics, tone and clarity up to and beyond expectations.

18/20
TESTED
DECO2

CLEARLIGHT
RDC ASPEKT

£2250

i•

Old favourites
ACCESORIES
TECHNICA
STYLUS
CLEANER
Quick use
helps clean up
sound greatly.
TESTED
MAY82

MUSICAL
FIDELITY
X- CANS
Headphone
amp offers
good stereo
separation.
TESTED
AUG97

LINN
ITTOK/EIKOS
TONEARM
Heavyweight
arm that's
stood the test
of time well.
TESTED
JULY85
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SEVEN0a<S
p Samsung
LE40F71BX 40" LCD TV
• 1920 x 1080 Pixel Resolution
• Blu-Ray DVD Ready
MI HD Ready

wits' £ 1599

SAVE f300

'1

SAMSUNG

111M11111111111111111M111111111111111111.11111M6.411

Samsung
BD- P1000 BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER

enjoy full 1080p high definition images.

LE32M73BDX 32" LCD TV

lif/Leragigisc

£999 Now £899
SAVE £300

• Video Upscaling
• Progressive Scan
• HDMI Output

ame

£899 Now £799 SAVE E200
InFocus
Denon

IN76 PROJECTOR
TU 1800DAB TUNER

Hear DAB, FM and AM radio at its best.
With 200 presets, the award-winning TU-1800DAB
impresses with its refined and full-bodied sound.

M73

MI HD Ready, 1366 X 768 Resolution
• 100Hz
• Freevievv Tuner

Revolutionise your home viewing forever.
Samsung's BD- P1000 Blu-ray disc and DVD
player is the perfect partner for your HD Ready
TV. You can even upscale your existing DVDs
for an enhanced picture and when partnered
with a 1080p TV, such as Samsung's F7, you will

Samsung

WHAT HI FI?
souk. ANO VISION
AWARDS 2006

WHAT HI FI?
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2006
DIOINICTOr IDS DWI
PIMIECT)R5
MAX« INN

Fill your screen with bright, vivid, crisp and
detailed images with this award- winning,
720p resolution, DLP projector.

RADIOS
11111..
DEMON 110.19400A1

£199 Now £ 179sAvEE70

£-1-249 Now £ 1199
SAVE £ 200

MORE AMAZING OFFERS AVAILABLE IN-STORE
1

SEVEN0a<S

WINTER SALE
FURTHER REDUCTIONS

Arcam SOLO MUSIC SYSTEM
Monitor Audio RS1 SPEAKERS
• Award-Winning System • Highly Acclaimed Speakers with Finish Options

A PERFECT MUSIC SYSTEM FOR

£-099 Now £999 sAvE049
HI Fl?

ND MID VISION

AWARDS 2006
D11,1114118 SYMMS
UST

él

PAO.

/MOM SOSO

vd,,
,ll'INVM?
AWARDS 2005
OVD NAUSS

ARUN, DIVA ern_

Arcam
DV79 DVD PLAYER
AVR250 AV RECEIVER
• Award-Winning DVD Player
• Excellent Audio Performance
• Silver Finish Only

£1499

SAVE £ 525

Monitor Audio

RS8 SPEAKERS

DVD-51700 UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER
D5P-AX7595E UK TUNED AV AMPLIFIER

III Wide- Bandwidth Floorstanders
• Gold Dome C-CAM Tweeter

KHT2005.2 SPEAKERS
(SILVER FINISH ONLY)

• Finish Options Available

£699

SAVE£100

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

tit

VISION

The experts in home entertainment

SEE AND HEAR
THE VERY BEST
HI-FI AND HOME CINEMA

AT SEVEN0a<S
Re
•

Denon
DVD2930 UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER
• Multiformat Player

WHAT HI

•

AWARDS 2006

• Plays DVD-V DVD-A/CD/SACD
• Upscales Standard DVDs For HD Displays

011.0•

Fujitsu

Pri mare
Class- leading build quality and a
unique blend of sophisticated
Scandinavian design. Primare's
range includes the award-winning
CD31 CD player and 130 Amplifier.

P42XHA58 PLASMA TV
Superb picture performance from
Fujitsu's latest Plasma screens.
• HD Ready
• Twin HDM1

A
tieRDS
81
201
1: I A"WWHAARTDS
co rune

III Gloss Black Finish

11111••• /11•11,11/1•••

1•114•1 Ile

Spendor

KEF

Spendor ' 5' Series
speakers feature

iQ5 SPEAKERS

II Hand- made ' e'
generation bassmidrange drive units

.11e.

la Finish Options
• Floorstanding

reward with auniquely
clear and musical
sound

MOM'

B&W MT- 30

Ill Natural wood
cabinets incorporating
Dynamic Damping
engineered to
eliminate booming of
bass sound.

Mu M.«. R.« a•Gis

Ill What Hi Fi?
Award- Winner

g
••• MAO

IMWEREIT
AWARDS 2006
i.e.«, 01 MI NJ

capable of amazing power and speed perfect for both music and movies.

Marantz

With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus
represents aquality of sound, which is
rare at any price.

eternm. El Irene! ELT

AWARDS 2006
STEM delY1,111111.111

AWARDS 2006
VII MINIM

tav rte.
01. ••• 11

VFW» < lea

RANGE INCLUDES THE AWARD- WINNING 81/S2 AND COBS

SEVEN0a<S

AWARDS 2006

Comprising five compact, stylish M-1
satellite speakers and the ' pressure
vessel' PV- 1subwoofer, the MT-30 is

Cyrus

3

• Uni Q Technology

Marantz's superb product
range includes high-end hi-fi,
HD- ready DVD players and
AV receivers.
The hi-fi range includes the
acclaimed CD50010SE and
PM4001 Amplifier.

SEVEN0a<S
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VISION

The experts in home entertainment

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily into one
of the leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK
We have 49 stores and are specialists in:a Hi Fi
• Home Cinema
• Custom Design and Installation

Bespoke Solutions
Create your dreams with the latest home entertainment technology.
Whether it be home cinema, quality hi-fi or multi- room, Sevenoaks will
transform your home and increase your viewing and listening pleasure.
The Sevenoaks Design and Custom Install service provides a soiution
that meets your exact needs and budget.
At Sevenoaks, we create bespoke home entertainment systems of the

NEW 2007 Sevenoaks Guide

highest quality that complement your home and lifestyle.

Pick-up our new HiFi & Home Cinema Guide at your nearest store.

With 49 stores and over 30 years of experience, Sevenoaks creates

Alternatively, either can be ordered via our VVebsite and posted to you

systems that will transform your life.

(UK mainland addresses only) FREE OF CHARGE.

Your nearest SEVEN Oa<S store
vvvvvv.ssay.com

0800 587 9909

ABERDEEN

CROYDON

LEEDS

PETERBOROUGH ( ill TJ surayw STAINES

Si ( RCM! SIRE L1

369-373 LONDON ROAD

62 NORTH STREET

36-30 PARK ROAD

4THAMES STREET

01224 252797

020 8665 1203

0113 245 2775

01733 897697

01784 460777

BEDFORD

EALING

LEICESTER

PLYMOUTH

SWINDON

29-31 Si PETERS STREET

24 THE GREEN

10 LOSEBY LANE

10/ CORNWALL STREET

89 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01234 272779

020 8579 8777

0116 253 6567

01752 226011

01793 610992

BRIGHTON

EDINBURGH

LINCOLN

POOLE

SWISS COTTAGE OPEN SUNDAY

S7 WESTERN ROAD HOVE

5THE GRASSMARKET

20-22 CORPORATION STREET OFF

01273 733338

0131 229 7267

01522 527397
LOUGHTON

OPEN SUNDAY

BRISTOL

EPSOM

92B VVHITELADIES ROAD. CLIFTON

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

0117 974 3727

01372 720720

BROMLEY

OPEN SUNDAY

SD

OPEN SUNDAY

LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

fl NORTHWAYS PARADE. FINCHLEY RD

01202 671677

020 7722 9777

PRESTON

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

OPEN SUNDAY

40-41 LUNE STREET

28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

020 8532 0770

01772 825777

01892 531543

EXETER

MAIDSTONE

READING

WATFORD

39A FAST STREET

28 COWICK STREET

96 WEEK STREET

020 8290 1988

01392 218895

9NOIDINNS 13111

OPEN SUNDAY

34 THE WALK, KINCS STREET

478 ST ALBANS ROAD

01923 213533

Spread the cost of buying.

SEVENOAKS

WEYBRIDGE

109•113 LONDON ROAD

43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

Flexible finance options are
availaole on the majority of
products we stock.

MANCHESTER

17 RIIRI E11 HSIRE! T

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

69 HIGH STREET, CITY CENTRE

01223 304770

0141 332 9655

0161 831 7969

01732 459555

01932 828525

NEWCASTLE

SHEFFIELD

WITHAM (
ESSEX)

104-106 Al BANY ROAD

73B NORTH STREET

029 2047 2899

01483 536666

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

19 NEWGATE STREET

63S QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY

1THE GROVE CENTRE

0191 221 2320

0114 255 5861

01376 501733

SOLIHULL

WOLVERHAMPTON

CHELSEA

HOLBORN

NORWICH

403 KINGS ROAD

144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

29-29A ST VILES STREET

1.19 151 SiRADORD ROAD

29 30

020 7352 9466

020 7837 7540

01603 767605

0121 733 3727

01902 312225

CHELTENHAM

HULL

SOUTHAMPTON

YEOVIL

1111 -EVILLE STRUT

1SAVIII ROW 91)111 SERIF I

597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

01242 241171

01482 587171

0115 911 2121

023 8033 7770

01935 700078

CRAWLEY

KINGSTON

OXFORD

SOUTHGATE

32 THE BOULEVARD

431111 ROAD

01293 510777

020 8547 0717

FOR OPENING HOURS. PLEASE
CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT
OUR WEBSITE

NOTTINGHAM

OT'FN SUNDAY

FLEXIBLE
FINANCE
OPTIONS*

0118 959 7768

GLASGOW OPEN SUNDAY

GUILDFORD

We alw9ys try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the
same p-oducts and excellent
service at alower price,
please bring it to our store
malagerS attention.

01622 686366

CAMBRIDGE

CARDIFF

PRICING
POLICY

OPEN SUNDAY

II LONDON R('AD

41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

71 CHASE SIDI

01865 241773

020 8886 2777

VI IAND STREET

SID/I H ', TREE 1

Mats an newt Loomed met
hroks• Mew» Odom fife Sagsl Is «alga

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not
available at all stores Please call
to conarm or visit our website
before :ravelling Special Offers
axe Sale Offers - Not in
,çonjunction with any other offer.

SEVEN0a<S
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CLASSIFIEDS

THE PLACE TO
&
taiI AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES
To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security

Maran
PM7200
integrated amp, mint,
boxed, instructions,
remote, Class A AB £ 150
Tel: 01202 481 386
[MB17]
Michel Orca and Alecto
stereo £ 1000, no offers
Tel: 07812 084848
[MB17]

please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your
credit card details or fax them to 020 8726 8397

FOR SALE
ACCESSORIES
Audiosource distribution
block and mains cable
£160 Tel: 07810 434589
[MB17]
P.S Audio multi-wave,
regeneration power
plants, 2 xPS1200s and 1
xPS300, PS1200s unused
and in original boxes,
retail approximately
£2400, sell for £ 800
each, PS300 in pristine
condition, very slight use
and in original box, sell
for £ 400 Tel: Hugh on
01224 484470 or email:
hughthom@btinternet.
corn [ MB14]
P300
powerplant with
multiwave 2 £ 850
(£1750) Tel: 07812
084848 [ MB17]
Targ
Five-tier stand
£100 Tel: 02920 830127
[AB14]
2k Qube power
condition designed for
power amplifiers, 2years
old, excellent condition
£825 (£ 1495), original
packaging, buyer collects
Tel: 01604 410726
(Northampton) [AB14]
filtration
6-way horizontal power
distribution unit 2m
integral power cord, silver
and white £ 345 new,
£150 ono Tel: 07718
679774 ( Swindon, Wilts)
[AB14]

120
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Atacam.] SE6 speaker
stands, silver £ 75 Tel:
0115 9754070 [AC17]

unwanted gift — for either
headphones £ 75 Tel:
07775 761845 [ BC14]

Substation,
Fully loaded power
conditioner with 6 x 13
amp outlets, 2 600va
isolation transformers
and 1filter unit each with
2 outlets, Power input
via IEC socket, 2years
old, excellent condition,
original packaging £ 575
(£960), buyer collects
Tel: 01604 41726
(Northampton) [ BC14]

AMPS

Audionote, ESP, Altec,
604, 802, 417, speakers,
Audionote, Target,
Alphanson, Rata, Apollo,
QED, stands, AVI, CD
player, Audionote, Ear,
Transformers, Magnum,
Amplifier, Nakamical,
1000, 582, Teac, Studer,
Ariston, turntable Tel:
07944 909209 or email
stevehifiman@hotmail.
co.uk [ BD]
,The Silver
Power Block £ 450 (£ 850
new) 1m Kimber Silver
Ref. PowerKord £ 450
(£950 new), Ben Duncan
mains conditioners
IKVA £ 200 (£ 450 new)
0.5 KVA £ 150 (£ 350
new), Audience 3ft
mains cable £ 100 Tel:
01563 533565 or email:
i.d.lees@btinternet.com
[BC23]
Beo4 remote DTV
button, new, unused,
boxed, unwanted
gift £ 115, B & 0A8
headphones, new,
unused, boxed, also

FEBRUARY 2007

Audiolab late Fserial
power amplifiers,
PX and SX versions,
both in unmarked
condition, working,
boxes and instructions,
can demonstrate
£350 and £ 250,
deal for both, email:
p.deeprose@deeprose.
co.uk (Guildford, Surrey)
[MB17]
Audio Research LS25 Mk2
hybrid pre-amp, silver,
matched pair of spare
valves, original box and
manual, great sound,
best of both worlds, mint
condition £ 2800 Tel:
01527 857495 [ MA14]
Spectral DMC 305 Pre
£3500, Spectral DHA 150
power amp £ 3000 Tel:
020 8531 5979 [ MB17]
CPA4000E
pre-amp and 4 integra
legs (silver) 31 months
old, excellent condition
£4500, also Chord phono
stage ( balanced and
unbalanced in and outs
£999, also excellent
condition and 31 months
old, well within Chord
5yr warranty call Ken on
01903 690055 [ MB17]
Absolut 1pre-amp
£275, Quad 77 amp
£325 Tel: 020 8688
6397 [ MB17]

Kairn preamp £ 550,
Linn LK100 amps x3
£250 each with Kaber
Active cards Tel: 02920
830127 [AB14]
rorintno• MC 275 valve
amp £ 1500 ono, boxed
Tel: 01323 722921
(9-5 Mon-Sat) Eastbourne
[AB14]
niltiçic Fir passive preamplifier £ 895 (£ 1500),
Hegel H2 power amplifier
150wpc, balanced and
unbalanced outputs
£795 (£ 2500) Tel: 01202
767873 ( Dorset) [AC17]
Chord Electronics
SPM1200E fitted with
integra legs, complete
with power lead,
instructions & packing
boxes, excellent
condition, can ship within
the U.K. £ 3500 ono
Tel: Worthing 01903
242837/07738 113670
[AC17]
II forty power
amp (valve) monobloc
+ QC twenty four preamp £ 1950 (£ 4000) Tel:
07764 156157 [AC17]
Oracle Si3000 Reference
integrated amplifier
300w/8ohms, Limited
Edition, stunning
engineering, design and
sound £ 4250 (£ 10,000)
Tel: 07917 571619
[AC17]
KAV250a power
amp, £ 1200, Krell KRC3
pre-amp £ 1500 Tel: Ken
on 07754 654981 [AB14]
CAP- 151, 250
wrms + remote £ 977 Tel:
01206 510392/07966
400745 [AC17]

CLASSIFIEDS

Latest DNM 3D- Pre, see
HI Fi News review
Sept ' 06, pair of DNM
power amps PA3s
includes PS for pre, two
PS for amps, as new
£13,000, would accept
£8500, superb sound Tel:
01622 715851 [AC17]
AVI video
receiver VSX - D711R £ 100, Tel: 01252
623476 [ B8]

APA 7.5 mono
blocks amps, Cyrus PSXR power supply, Cyrus
ACA 7 pre-amp, boxed,
mint condition - offers,
full details Tel: 01263
720212 (evenings)
[BC27]
KRC3 pre- amp, 10
months manufacturers
guarantee, reference
quality, fully balanced,
mint condition £ 1595
ono Tel: 01225 869236
[AB14]

Audio Resear
Reference 2 Mk2 preamplifier, silver, mint,
stunning, boxed £ 4700,
Audio Research VT200
Mk2 200 watt valve
power amplifier, superb
£4700 (£ 12,000) Tel:
01923 235423 [AB56]
Performance
amplifier II, 2 power
supplies, 2 monoblocks,
dynamic, excellent sound
clarity, natural tone
quality and reliability,
excellent condition,

original colour cables
and manuals £ 6000 or
offers Tel: 07921 378184
[AB14]
Musical Fidelity
XLP-S phono stage with
power supply, excellent
condition £ 95 Tel: 01732
461358 [ BC14]

Music
Link Super 1.5m RCA
interconnect with
network boxes £ 375,

Hinti news

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category ( eg. accessories,
amps, CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.

Tel (to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)
Card number
3 digit card security code
Expiry date

II

Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for

I

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

issues
For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box
if you want your
advert to go into the
WANTED category

II

The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software ( CDs,
records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events
•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.
VAT) per 30-word insertion for one
issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word ( eg.
Meridian 201 = two words).

•We are not responsible for clerical errors
Name*
Address'

Postcode:
Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. Hi Fi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.

ch new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).
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Monsterlink digital cable
optical 200, £ 50 Tel:
07810 434589 [ MB17]
cables £ 800,
Odyssy 2 speaker cable 3
metres £ 80, Nordost Blue
Heaven Rev Il speaker
cable £ 200, Kimber D-60
digital inter 0.5m £ 80 Tel:
020 8531 5979 [ MB17]
Rainbow speaker
cable 2 x7m £ 40 Tel:
020 8688 6397 [ MB17]
(Spectral) MH7504
3m £ 350 (£ 1000) Tel:
07812 084848 [ MB17]

Ibis speaker cable, 6
foot pair £ 200, Living
Voice 5 pin to 2 phono 1/
connect £ 125 Tel: 01296
437314 [ BC]

Nordost Quattro Fil 1.0m
£350 (£ 100),Townshend
!solda 1.5m £ 125 (£ 300),
Linn silver 1.2 m £ 80
(£185), will sell all for
£450 Tel: 01442 401761
(Hemel Hempstead)
[AC17]
Van Den Hul 'the
Teatrack' speaker cables
2 x4 mtr lengths with
monster connections
£60 Tel: 0115 9754070
[AC17]

Meridian 596 DVD
upgraded, MSR £ 1497,
possible p/ex. Tel: 01206
510392/07966 400745
[AC17]

Heaven cables
etc, offers, full details
Tel: 01263 720212
(evenings) [ BC27]
Audio Colossus 2
power cord £ 60 (£ 200)
Electrocompaniet Power
cord £ 40 (£ 125) Tel:
01308 868044 [ MC17]
Valhalla speaker
cable 2.25m, mint,
(cost S4900) £ 2000 Tel:
01923 235423 [AB56]
SQ-110 RCA 1.5m,
Siltech SQ-88 RCA 0.5m
£350, two Purist Audio
Venustas 5ft power cables
£350 each, Synergistic
Research Reference AC
master coupler £ 375 Tel:
01708 471727/07801
358102 [AB14]

www.hifinews.co.uk

Ultra
balanced interconnect
4.5m length, excellent
condition with original
box £ 650 (£ 1949)
Superb dynamic sound,
ideal for pre- to power
amp or for Active
speakers Tel: 07973
220663 ( Leicestershire)
[BD]
COMPLETE SYSTEMS

NordG
SPM speaker
cable, 6 metre stereo
pair, mint, £ 1695
(£5000) Tel: 07917
571619 [AC17]

122

Organising an audio event such as ahi-fi fair
or jumble? Why not advertise it in Hi Fi News'
classifieds? See the form on page 112 for how to
submit your advertisement.

Ensemblo Figura
speakers £ 4000 (£ 6000),
Dirondo CD player £ 3333
(£5000), Stereophile
rated ' class A', almost
brand new for two thirds
new cost, complete with
all boxes, remote, mains
cable etc. extremely
musical, detailed sound
and very wife friendly,
Ialso have Ensemble
interconnect and speaker
cable, Simon Yorke
Zarathustra S5 legendary
and rare 40kg turntable
£3000 (£ 7000?), Kuzma
Reference arm with
Cardas wiring and ltd
edition bearings, with
box, instructions and
tools, perfect, £ 725
(£1500) Clearaudio
Insider cartridge has
played less than 200
LPs £ 3000 (£ 6500),
Trilogy 948 Stereo power
amp £ 675 (£ 1895),
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Trilogy 901 preamp
£400 (£ 1100) both in
excellent condition in
black chrome, Matisse
Reference Preamplifier
with phono stage
£2000, Isotek Substation
£445 (£ 1010). Iwill
separate if necessary and
demonstrate in North
London phfh@philiphill.
com Tel: 0208 340 9941
[BC50]
DACS
Tri Vista
21, 192k tube Dac, mint,
instructions £ 795 Tel:
01202 481386 [ MB17]
Pink Than()
DA.CAPO,
24 bit £ 595 Tel: 07966
267404 [AB14]
DAX
Discrete, mint condition
£1550 ono, makers
box, manuals and
remote, superb sound,
no listening fatigue! Tel:
07917 565644 ( South
East Scotland) [ BC14]
Den(
2805 processor,
unused, will accept
£350 Tel: 01563
533565 or email:
i.d.lees@btinternet.com
[BC23]
DVD'S/CD'S
Mendiai 598 CD/DVD/
DVDA player £ 1450
(£3200), item as
new, boxed Tel: 0787
9816151 [ MB14]
Musical Fidelit \ AS
CD player, excellent
condition, only 1year
old £ 700 Tel: after 5pm
07900 353204 [ BC14]

206 bitstream
CD player with remote,
interconnect, very good
condition £ 400 Tel:
01902 782015 [ MB17]
CD3 Mk 1, £ 2600
Tel: 07810 434589
[MB17]
'
Ikemi CD player
£1000 Tel: 02920
830127 [AB14]
Nairn Audio CD43 CD
player plus XPS power
supply, as new £ 4500
ono Tel: 020 8524 2181
[AB14]
Krell KAV300 CD, very
good condition £ 1200
Tel: Ken on 07754
654981 [AB14]
Exposure CD2010 +
remote £ 279 Tel: 01206
510392/07966 400745
[AC17]
P ri nl D30.2 CD player,
boxed, mint condition,
offers, for full details
Tel: 01263 720212
(evenings) [ BC27]

861 fully
upgraded from 860
documented by importer,
boxed, manual £ 3295
Tel: 01923 235423
[AB56]
Trichord digital turntable
and Pulsar Series One
DAC last spec clock
3, Oscons, HDCD,
moon glow balanced
iic (£ 2500) £ 1195, AMC
CD6 anaglog sounding
player (£ 350) £ 150 Tel:
07790 492241 [A8]
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SOFTWARE
Classical record
collection, assorted
collection of 210 classical
LP's including HMV,
Columbia, Decca and
DC's, full list available by
e-mail on request, buyer
collects £ 175 Tel: 01604
410726 ( Northampton)
[AB14]
SPEAKERS
Cambridge Audio R5OW
Monitors £ 175 Tel: 020
8688 6397 [AC17]
Fidelio
speakers with flight cases
£3000 Tel: 020 8531
5979 [ MB17]
ESL 63 serviced
May £ 875 Tel: 020 8688
6397 [ MB17]
Harbeti Compact
7ES.2 owned from new,
pristine condition, cherry
finish, boxed, superb,
standmount 30kg,
Custom stands available
£875 inc. stand, £ 800
ono with stands Tel:
01205 366691 [ MB17]
Electa
Amator 2 £ 1195 (£ 2800)
Tel: 07812 084848
[MB17]
Kabers speakers
Active £ 500 Tel: 02920
830127 [AB14]
B&V., Signature 805's
in grey Tigers Eye
luxury finish, complete
with dedicated stands,
two years old, totally
immaculate, as new
condition, complete with
packaging, instructions
and cleaning cloths
£1950 Tel: Paul on
07747 564251 [ABFOC]

(£5000 new) £ 2250
ono Tel: 01323 722921
(9-5 Mon-Sat) Eastbourne
[AB14]
CM1 bookshelf
speakers, maple, 3
months old, mint, boxed
£375 Tel: 0115 9754070
[AC17]
Canterbury 15HE
£3950 (£ 8500), mint Tel:
07764 156157 [AC17]
Audio Physic Avanti 3,
cherry, boxed, (£ 7500)
£2995, Sonus Faber
Musica, boxed, £ 1195,
Sonus Faber Extrema
(£8000), boxed £ 3495,
Soundlab Millenium 3,
(£9000) £ 2595 Tel:
07966 267404 Tel:
07966 267404 [AB14]
Volt speakers for
sale, French polished ash
veneer, built 1989, Decca
London ribbon horn, gives
lovely classical sound, too
large for present room
£350 Tel: 01663 742998
(North Derbyshire) [AB14]
Elector
Amator Il speakers with
Sonus Faber matching
stands, immaculate
£1500 Tel: Ken on 07754
654981 [AB14]
PSW 2000 powered
sub woofer, Kef HTS 2001
5 AV surround ' satellites
Plus 4 stands, excellent
condition, light use only
£300, genuine reason for
sale Tel: 01252 623476
(Hants) [ B8]

JM Lab Sib/Cub
speaker system for 5.1
surround sound, unused,
will accept £ 450 Tel:
David on 07768 773912
Audio Phy
Virgo2
& Virgo3, both in mint
condition owned from
new, contact me for
indepth details of these
excellent speakers, can
demo at my house &
deliver within M25,
I'm upgrading within
the audio physic range
hence sale, these are
exceptional speakers,
Ilook forward to
hearing from you Tel:
07941432804 [ BC14]
Hyperion 938 speakers,
3 months old £ 2800
o.v.n.o Tel: 01296
437314 [ BC]
TUNERS
TU260L Il £ 47 Tel:
01206 510392/07966
400745 [AC17]
TURNTABLES
AT-0C9
M.0 cartridge £ 125
(£360) Tel: 01308
868044 [ MB17]
Technics SL110 direct
drive turntable 300 9/2
Imp, cover, AT110E, ex.
Condition £ 350 ono Tel:
01278 793886 [AC17]
LP12 turntable
Afromosia, no arm £ 195,
(vgc) Tel: 01202 767873
(Dorset) [AC17]

503/1 £ 35, Project
debut III, £ 97 Tel: 01206
510392/07966 400745
[AC17]
Planar 25
Dynavector cartridge,
boxed, mint condition,
full details Tel: 01263
720212 ( evenings)
[BC27]
Reference
turntable, mint with
airline air bearing arm
and compressor, amazing,
all boxed, manuals, mint
£4950, SME Series V
tonearm, extremely rare
gold plated version, 20
hours use, boxed, like
new, vdh mcs 150 silver
wired £ 1600, SME Model
10, latest power supply
version £ 1700, SME
model 30 with Series
V gold writing vdh mcs
150 silver wired tonearm
and Nordost Quotrofil
arm lead crated, fully
serviced and cared for
by SME Steyning all tools
and manual £ 7000 Tel:
01923 235423 [AB56]

WANTED
— •
SL- 10 Quartz
direct drive record deck,
full working order please
Tel: 01202 481386 [ BD]
DV1000
CDIDVD player, must be
mint, standard factory
specification with no
modifications Tel: 07791
361620 [ BD]

CONTACT US
If you're sending in Hi Fi News
classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:
Carole Molloy, Hi Fi News, IPC

Shahinian Hark loud
speakers £ 5000 ono, as
new Tel: 020 8524 2181
[AB14]

Media, Leon House, 233 High
Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

Lumley Monitor 300
speakers, natural oak,
little use, 2years old
FEBRUARY2007
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www.choice-hili.corn
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Accessories
AHRC Grim Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo 1300 Pod Docking.Sats
Bomber 3501
LP Record Boxes
Origin Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Ringmat Full Version
Shure £ 500 FTC
Various Valves See List

Choice
hi-fi
• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

wwvv.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

£90
£70
£0
£125
£75
£57
£140
£270
0395

AV Processors
Arcam 008
Arcam AVR350
Krell AVS
Krell HTS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MC128
Lexicon MC8
Lurnagen Vision HOP
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo CI
Parasound Halo C2
Pnmare SP30
Proceed PAV/PDSD
Yarnaha DSP-E800

£2395
£1280
£3750
£1800
£9500
£3995
f4150
£750
£695
£4500
£2995
01300
£1995
£150

AV Receivers
Denon AVC 3800
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S

0495
£450

Cables
Argento Serenity Master Reference
Black Rhodium Requiem
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
Kimber Monade
Kimber Orchid
Kimber Select 1130
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre pair
Nordost Reference TYR Intercon.
Nordost Reference TYR LS
Itech Cables balanced
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
Transparent Audio Digiliek
Transparent Audio Music Wave
Transparent Audio Music Wave 1Oft Bi Wire
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect
van den hul CS 122
XLV Signature

£3320
£695
£150
£160
£295
£325
£450
£395
f599
£1650
£200
£1995
£125
0150
£350
£12990
£900
£25
£250

CD Players and BAC,
Accuphase DP- 75V
Accuslo Ms art v2 CD Player
Acoustic Arts DAC 1mklIl
Acoustic Ms Player 1
Marn 5
Audia Flight CD1
Audio Alchemy 200 transport /0.0 DOE
Audio Alchemy DDE 11
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CD3 Mk11
Audio Synthesis DAS Discrete
Audio Synthesis Transcend
Burmester Viol COP
CEC DX 51 DAC
Cyrus cd7q/psxr
(JCS Delius 24/192
EAD DSP 9000 Pro III
Gamut CD Imidl
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
Goldmund Meta- Laser- 11
Krell BPS 20 IL
Krell BPS 25sc 24/96
Krell BPS 28c CAST II
Mark Levinson 3905
Mark Levinson ML 3905
Mark Levinson M139
MSB Link DAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 DVD/CD
Musical Fidelity 143 NU- VISTA 3D CO
Nairn Audio CO 33
Naim Audio CD3
Nairn Audio CD3.5.Flat Cap
Onkyo MSB-IHDD.CD MSB-1 HOD recorder
Sony COP-557ESD
Star SAC- Talent
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
Theta Data 11 Transport
Theta Data 11 Transport
Theta DS Pro Gen Va
Theta Pro Basic 2
Theta Pro Prime 2
Theta Progeny
Trichord GENESIS
'Nadia 2000 Digimaster
Wad. 830
Yamaha COO WOO
YBA 3Alpha
IBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
YBA yba

£4000
£1200
£2795
£2295
£200
£3795
£420
£150
£1695
£3550
£3000
£2250
£6500
£1095
£750
£2500
£1495
£1495
£495
£1650
£4250
£8995
£4995
£3300
£3495
£2000
£350
£1450
£1695
£550
£350
£695
£500
£250
£0
£675
£895
£295
£1250
£600
£395
£395
£250
£1785
01395
£350
£995
£2895
£995

Complete Systems
Dah 8 Epos
Linn active system
Meridian Audio Systern
fiairn Audio SOL Syslern
Nattn Audio CD3/102/180/SBL
Rega Complete System

£2000
£4500
£995
£6975
£2350
£2000

Custom Installation Products
£175
OVO Pldyer.
i8 CD/DVD/DVDA

£ 1100
£150

NI FiOther
Gar . , el olufsen Beosystem 5000
£850
Pease uulet Comfort eNoise Cancelling Headphones £ 125
Harmon Pardon Citation 23 FM Tuner £225
Musical Fidelity 13 Tuner
£250
Nakamichi 60029
£ 400
Nakamichi 682zx
£ 390
Nakamichi DR 8
£ 200
Retel RT925 tuner
£ 75
Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner
£ 300

Intergraled Amplitlers
Audio Valve Assistant 205 Integrated
Krell KAY 3001
Krell KAV 400xi
Marantz 17 Ki Gig MOI Platinum
Musical Fidelity 01000
Pathos Logos
Roksan rocksan kandy kal

0995
£1095
£2250
£595
£895
£1600
£450

Laudspeaken
Acoustic Labs Bolero
£230
Non Phalanx/Poseidon
£10000
Arcam One
£300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental 02
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C Mocha
£0
Audio Note AN- J
£450
Audio Physic Medea II
£13000
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer
£2500
Audio Physic Spark ( latest)
£1099
Audio Physic Tempo 3i
£1350
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£1595
Audio Physic Virgo 3
£2500
Audio Physic Yam Floor
£795
Audrovertor M3signature active
£2100
Bose ACOUSTIMASS® 3
£150
Castle Howard 52
£750
Dah Euphono MS4
03495
Definitive Technology BP3000
£2500
Dynaudm 51 4
£1095
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£2850
Elac Jet CL310 Jet
£550
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£395
Goldmund EPILOGUE
2
£26120
Hales concept 5
02200
Jamo 0830
£650
JAS Orsa
£995
JBL TLX103.121,111
£180
JMLab Diva Utopia
05900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£3400
JMLab Electra 906
£595
JMLab Mezzo Utopia
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Moro Utopia BE u Stands
£3600
JMLab Micro Utopia Be -. Stands
£2750
JMLab Nova Utopia
£10500
JR Jordan JR 150 uStands
£450
KEF 105 mkt
£450
KEF Reference 4
£1250
leema SPLX12 sub- woofer
0650
Linn Keilolh
£325
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
£1300
Magneplanar MG 20e
£8500
Magneplanar MG3 6/R
£3600
Martin Logan Ascent
£2495
Mirage FRX 9
£600
Nairn Audio SRL Walnut
£800
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker
£2995
Mega P4XL Mk2
£1295
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Proac Studio 150
£800
Goad ELS 57
£995
Ouad ESL 57
£600
Quad ESL 988
£2295
Quad ESL 988
£2295
REL 0 200E
£350
REL Strata
£295
Revel bl 5a subwoofer
£1800
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£300
bonus Faber Extreme 8 Stands
£3995
bonus Faber Minuetto uAdi Stone Wood Stands £ 595
SoundLab Al
£8990
System Audio SA2K
£ 1595
Tandberg Studio Monitors
£ 650
Velodine FSR 10
£ 495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£ 250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
f475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
£4500
Wilson Audio MASO 2
£28990
Wilson Audio System 51
£5900
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 51
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2 £ 3750
Wilson Audio Witt
£ 3295
Multi Channel Amps
Parasound A51
Pioneer VSA-E07
Pnmare A302
Primate 0303
Theta Theta Dreadnaught II

£2895
£575
£700
£750
£3900

Multi Channel Speaker Systems
creative 7700
Denature Tecnnolog, Lir 3L
'UL • • uR
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Vienna Acoushcs 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson

£150
£3250
£195
£2650

Power Amplifiers
Accuphase P700
£4000
Accusto Arts Amp 2
£3495
Acoustic Ms Power 1
£2150
Alma ST 13 01
£995
Alcua ST 15 01
£1095
Aucha Flight Flight 100
£4495
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
£3495
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
£5000
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
£12995
Audio Research 070
E1595
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
03450
Audio Valve Baldur 70
£1795
Audmlab 8000 P/C
£785
Audrolab 8000a mk111
£300
BAT OK 600se
£5995
Beard M1000 monoblaks
£1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
£1250
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£2300
Boulder 500 AE
£1950
Boulder 500 AE Monos
£4650
CAT JL2 Signature
£11500
Carver TFM-42
£360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
£1200
Cary SLA 70
£895
Cello Duet 350
£3995
Classe Audio CO 201
£1800
Cyrus 1111
£275
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP- 60
£1250
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp VP- 20 . SL 2000 Al £1850
Dual mono block- 200w 23.5
£2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790

Exposure XVIII Power Amp
Gamut 0 100 mkt'
Gamut D200 mion
Goldmund 184
Halcro DM 38
Halcro DM68
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200
Jeff Rowland Model 02Monoblocks
Krell FPB 300
Krell FPS 600c
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 Upgraded)
Krell FPB 750 mcx
Krell Fni 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FPB600 C- Upgrade
Krell FP8-70000
Krell OSA 250
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
Mark Levinson No 23
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC352
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks
Musical Fidelity 0300 CR
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Nairn Audio 180
Passlabs 0000
Quad 33, 303. FM3
RCN RB-06
Rotel RB-06
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Genisis Monobloc
OTC power one
IBA Passion Monobloc.,s
Pre Amplifiers
Acoustic Arts Pre 1
Adyton Modus
Alma PST 11 01
Aloma PST 11 011
Audia Flight Flight Pre
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Note M3. Phono
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS22
Audio Research LS9
Audio Synthesis Passior Ultimate
BA.T VK3I
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
Burmester 808m1d1
CA.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
CAT Ultimate Reference
Chord Electronics CPA 4000E
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
Counterpoint dal() dell
[WM 3d twin
DAIM series 2/3
Electrocompaniet EC 46
Exposure 6/7/8 8 expander
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Jadis JP 80mm
Krell KCT CAST II
Mark Levinson 380s
McCormak RLD 1
Meridian Audio GO2
Michell Argo HR/Hero
Michell ISO HR/Heir
Nam Audio 102
Nairn Audio Flat Cap
Nairn Audio Bac 62
Rotel RC 06
Tact RCS 2.0
Tact RCS 2ODD
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8 Power Supply
YBA 2Alpha
ABA Passion Pre
Prefecture
Madrigal MP 9CRT
Stands
Attacama Equinox
Base Cabinet
Black Diamond Racing •
Mana Acoustics reference
Mana Acoustics Reference Table

£475
£1395
£3395
£7365
£9995
£15500
£395
£4995
£3750
£5995
£7995
£22250
£13550
£3995
£9995
£1950
£1295
£1750
£4995
£7975
£1750
£1150
£3250
05750
£1095
£2495
£595
£5995
£280
£220
£230
£695
£1295
£3750
£2500
£1300
£6995

£1495
£1295
£1450
£995
£3495
£2795
£3750
£395
£1895
£895
£795
£1500
£6495
£9995
£2750
£2995
£5995
£4750
£595
£1200
£3750
£325
£550
£325
£5500
£3595
£4995
£2850
£1150
£1100
£550
£295
£595
£225
£250
£230
£1575
£1995
£595
£1995
£1000
£995
£3995

£19990

£175
£250
£400
£175
£250

Tinitables/Anns/Carbiddes a Phonostages
AHRC Grim Reaper
£80
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£ 4995
Clear Audio Accurate
t2395
EAR The Head
£ 390
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£ 200
Graham Slee Era Gold V
£ 395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£ 200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Plat
£ 3250
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon £ 2495
Michell Odyssey
£ 1595
Michell Orbe
£ 1550
Nottingham Analogue Interspace/R8300/Reson £425
Origin Live Encounter
£ 750
Ortolon 510 MM
£ 35
Ortolon Jubilee
f1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£650
Oxford Crystal Reference . Graham 2
£2900
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1 5/Artemiz/Jubilee £ 3500
SME Focus /senes Ills
£ 350
SME Model 100
£ 2899
SME Model 20/2A
£4995
581E Model 30/20
£ 10999
SME Series VArm
£ 1450
Systemdek 110E900
£350
SPI TNT 4. Rokport Arm
£6500
Miasma LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMAARS
Panasonic 42 PWD8
Panasonic 42 PWD8HD
Pioneer 502 mee Plasma

01495
£3000
£1495
£1995
£800

CLASSIFIEDS

www.soundcineroy.co.ulc

atc

sound cinergy

castle
creek

harbeth
lexicon
m+k

Monitor Audio, Moidaunt Short, NAD, Okki

michell

Heikki, %pied, REL, Roluon, Themescene, Trichord

naim audio
neat acoustics

01922 457926

r

nottingham

sme

°mare

Oranges & Lemons

Hi
Home Cinema
&Multi-room
Specialists

CALL
KRELL FPB-400cx
£2500
WILSON WATCH rears
£1200
KRELL KAV-250A
£1100
EAR 8L6 integrated
£1800
ARC SP16 w/phono
£1000
AA 192/24 MAESTRO CD
COPLAND CVA306 5ch.pre £ 1100
CVA535 5ch power
£ 1850

epos

SPOCMhUSO home eniortamunent

Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Manantz,

37 High Street, Aldridge

HIGH END SALE

arcam

si gn

Various cables

pswic (01473) 65171
fax .:) 1473)
W

W

d55r72

,

•q4signals ux.com

g n a

ssmssmandlhifixo.ul:
61 Mebhs Road, Battersea, SM II 6RX
email: oranges.lemons'a sirgin.net

Pinewood Music: 01460 54322
e-mail: brianrivemac.com

uk.co

Lockwood Audto
,
/iNTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS

FOR SALE AND WANTED

020 7924 2040

CALL

amplifier sound is the key
transistor, valve. class A. AB.

Spares and repairs
See the TANYCYC Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwoodlaudio.co.ulc
Call for appointment to visrk us at

live music at home?
SE, push-pull?

www.dnm.co.uk

Henwell

+44(0) 20 8579 7755
as Fax + 44(0) 20 8579 71)6
mall: sales@lockwoodaudio.so.uk

DRIVERS:

Il

An indulgence in pleasure...

> ATC
> AUDAX

Arcam
Acoustic
Audiolab
Bose
Denon
Linn
Loewe
NAD Master Series
Naim
Panasonic
Pioneer
Quad
Sony
Systemline
Toshiba
Yamaha
and many more
ART

> ETON
> FOSTEX
> LPG > MAX FIDELITY
> MOREL > FEERLESS
> SCAN-SPEA< > SEAS

:nei
1

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

feel
r

edu."
e

Free site survey for your Custom Automation
At Kimberley Audio and Visual we offer excellent quality Hi-fi systems and Home Cinema equipment.

We also specialise in Multi room audio systems with custom installations for all our products. Come in
store to experience the quality of our audio and visual systems in one of our top demonstration rooms
with our highly experienced and qualified staff at hand. We have easy access parking for our store

and also provide afree local delivery service.

11,

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax 450 443 4949
Email solen@solen.ca
Web: www.soIen.ca

SIAPER.D eAt

K. Me. eie.Ley

EST 1985

Bespoke Audio & Visual Consultants
11.-WASTIOAda

SIDC.149

SHOWROOM
7e High Street
Plumst,-ad, London SE I

SHOM ROOM
54 High Street
Sidcup, Kent DA14

Tel: 020 8316 5572

Tel: 020 8309 5400

eX L ertsArrr
ROOM
193 Broadway
Hczleyheath, Kent DA6

rel: 020 8304 3272

anoyboN
SUM% ROtt‘l
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road
Croydon, Surrey CRO
tell. 020)4654 1231
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CLASSIFIEDS

M ADISOUND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.
INIMilia71.1

N.

•••

-

seas
S

P.

=

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

.%.,Skaanin g

Loudspeakers

Fo_stex

ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel'

AU-2A.

peerless
C

vH

NfYRDOST
i

ETON
scan.speaK
".• MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS.

INC

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P0 BOX 41283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U S A
TEL 608831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail info@madisound corn

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi b.
/ enthusiasts
Below is just a small selection of
some of the exciting products we offer:
The Denon DL110 is ahigh
output moving coil cartridge
It offers great performance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input
The Denon DL-103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic, not
lust because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a

OKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING

on purchases over

•FREE of

Audio NotelQ3 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
feature:, the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captives the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £ 350.

It THE

CAME

125

compgany
Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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Elac CL330 jet speakers with Stands

£ 995

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

£ 2895
£ 150

Mordaunt Short MS902 speakers

.

Origin Live OL speakers

£ 99
£ 250

Tannoy Westminster Royal HE speakers (£ 15.000)

£9995

REAMPS

Mark Levinson 26 Balanced Power amp

£ 2500

Mark Levinson 28 pre- amplifier with phono stage . £ 995
Mark Levinson ML28 superb condition Boxed

£ 995

Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP

The Dynavector DV-20 is available
in both high and low output versions.
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
astep-up transformer: £ 395

Ortofon Kontrapunkt ' BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £ 450, and evolve through the
at £600. thee at £763 and ultimately
to the ' C at £ 900.

141

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the loi
(pictured lett), a beautifully
hand crafreto cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire.
ils sound is transparent yet dynamic, with amid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1,595.

90/3 Power Amp

£ 595

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£995

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Alpha 8P power amp

£ 195

Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks

£ 5.495

Classe CA201 power amp

£ 1595

Exposure 15 integrated amp with phonostage
Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£ 345
£ 3500

Mark Levinson ML383 integrated Amp

£ 2995

Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp

£4995

D PLATERS II TRANSPORTS
Micromega Drive 3 DAC 1

£495

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£ 60

ISCELLANEOUS
1Metre Pair Nordoct Red Dawn, SE interconnect

£ 150

1 Metre Pair Mandrake balanced interconnect

£ 295

3/4 meter Klmber KS2020 digital interconnections
Boxed

f250

5 tier equipment stand superb condition

£ 275

!amber Select KS1130 Halt metre balanced Intwconnect £ 195
Hitachi FT550 Mark Il tuner

£ 125

JPS The Power AC Plus, 2 Metre Power cord
The top model of the range model, the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead, which are powered from an
exterr.al power supply. Its performance has to be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design. This masterpiece costs £7,500 including
power supply

Sony ST- 56570 Tuner

£ 195
£60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner
Technics ST-GT 550 tuner

£75
£65

Techniques St-610L tuner fin/mw/lw
Transparent Music Wave + 101t pair
Winds 01 stylist gauge

£65
£425

New 495.00

Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
UBES

Visit our %Woes at:
http://www.tatwyre.com
tatwyneefetwyre.coun

£ 695

Heybrocka Pre and Power amp with matting CO player.. . . £ 695

all US taxes.

(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

Kef Concord Speakers

Denon DL-304 This is awonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £210 price is taken into
account.

$100

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation

with guarantee
F.xport facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwwhestereo.com

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands ... £ 395

• 60 brands, 238 cable products.
I

Pre-owned equipment available

Audlonote Zero Remote controlled Pre- amp

performance to rival designs
carting much more ihan its low
£100 poca tag wouto suggest
Also now in DL- 103R1 £ 200

The Lyra Argo is ahigh
performance nude design that
uses aBeron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for moneo at £ 795
with arefined yet weighty
performance.

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ

SPEAKERS

Music Maker 3The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become alegend in its own Irfetime its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard -£625

Web Page http,www madisound com

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited

£25

Zerodust CD 8. lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) £ 17.50
RNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6,TONEARMS
We irrnly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use ahigh qually step up
transfomer
It is for this reason that we stock arange of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( picured above left),
the Audio Note range pr cad between £ 350 ( above right) to
£4,500 and the Music First Audio copper i.tr silver wired
designs whch range from £ 1.500 to £2,750 and offer avariety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
36 Buckingham Stree-., Aylesbury. Bucks, HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5 30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: C1296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Tri Delphini Phono stage with PSU

£595

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel:

01903 872288 or

07860 660001
01903 872234 •

Evenings
Fax:

VISA

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

CLASSIF:EDS

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Nairn • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
0.1384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 BoMmere Road
West Midlands B73 STO.
0121 354 2311
HATCH END.
344 Uxbridge Roadl
Pinner, Middlesex HA5 4HR
020 8420 1925.
DARLINGTONI
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE.
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND
SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

We offer custom installation of
complete systems integrating hi-fi,
home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

MUSIC
MATTERS

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR
Written details on request • Licensed credit broker
¡
CEDIA

BADA

Lirr

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

www.musicmatters.co.uk

turniableworld!
Aesthetix, Avid, Clearaudio, Decent Audio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Graham, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Roksan, Rothwell, Graham Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Trichord, Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

thinking of selling your LP12? - Call us now for great upgrade dealsî
turntableworld! is at hitisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington DL3 71E. Tel 01325 241888 or email news@turntableworld.co.uk
Can
THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57

Spares and Repairs

LE 1

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us foe our free cataloe.e..

QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. +49(0)2654 987977 fax. +49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GmbH@t-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.com

www.quadateliercie

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 10001
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcocic, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

Plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site:
Email:

www.cartridgeman.com

thecartridgemangbtinternet.com

020 8688 6565

Sound Real? ( part 2)

Al the " Audio at Home" event following the UK 2006 Audio Engineering Society's Conference, LP's cut
from live music were replayed immediately after cutting with a high end turntable and active 3- way
loudspeakers. The live music was described as being a delight but the reproduction, whether live from
the microphone or replayed from the lacquer, was reported to be a pale shadow that had little of the
spaciousness, ease and envelopment of the real thing ( Stereophile, August, 2006). Dynavector's
research shows that it is the lack of the dispersive elements and group delays in the reproduction
which is primarily responsible for this. The remedy is to add a Dynavector SuperStereo processor
and 2 small additional speakers to your system to produce a sound with greatly enhanced ambience,
naturalness and immediacy ( without affecting the normal stereo signal).
Further details about SuperStereo at:

http://web.onetel.com/-dynavector
E-mail: dynavectorgonetel.com

1)s naserlor SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873.

HORSHAM HI-FI & HOME CINEMA LTD
Price Now

lEx-Dem and Used equipment for sale

Original Price

;left Rowland Model 8T & BPS- 8 Power Amp

£18,000

£5,995

.ICS Elgar DAC

£9,000
£,1.500

£2,995

Magnum Dynaiab MD -106T Ft1 Tuner
CAD Powermaster 2000 5 Channel Power Amp

£3,600

£2,250

£6,000

£2,495

Krell Showcase Prearnp/Processor

£4,500

£2,995

'Revel Voice Centre Speaker
Lexicon P1C4 Prearnp/Processor

£6,000

£2,995

£7,500
£3,500

£2,500

Lexicon RT-I
DVD/CD/SACD Player
ATC SCM- I2 Loudspeakers

£2,000

£I,295
£695

Dynaudio Audience 8 Loudspeakers
Revel B -I5 1000w Subwoofer

£1,500

£595
£I.995

Revel F50 Loudspeakers

£2,750
£6,000

Revel C50 Centre Speaker

£2,500

£3,495
[1,795

Revel S30 Dipole Speakers
Sima HT 300E Link OLP Projector

L I, 800

L1,295

Sinn2 Domino 30H DLP Projector ( New)
Sinn2 C3X Lite 3 Chip DLP Projector

£3500

dCS Purcell Upsarnpler

Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Amp

£1,000

IC I2,000

Shanling Omega Drive CDT 300 CD Player

C11,000
£4000

Dunlavy SC VI Loudspeakers

£24,000

£1,595

£2,500

£4,995
£2250
[Phone
£2750

£5995

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 272931 or
email: projectorsareusgbtinternetcom

07890 390310
website: www.projectorsareus.com
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Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSES • EPOS • LLNN • LOEM E

Audio servicing
specialists,
upgrades available.

story-. '
Et
ij igamiertit designed
8. built in hoU se.

indecently good hi-fi

Sale of pre-ovvried

9Iliuli Street, Hampton Wick. Kingston upon ThamK
Surre KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

01264 323573

It is not necessary to have
equipment in

Absolute Analoguée great
Address: PO Box 30429, London. NW6 7CY
Email: Absolute_Analogue(Semail.msn.com
w.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

atisMILfflaim.

...but it helps.

Get it right!
,-I

t
f
ir -

For more information'
please see our wehsite.

O'Brien IIi- Fi

0

Too Loud

0

Way too Loud

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems
of
excess
gain
and
bring
sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cobt Is only £ 39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or
vvww.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi -Fi Choice. HI -Fi World,
Hi -Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE

SAL

order to listen to music...

Tel / Fax: + 44 (0)20 8459 8113
Website:

Loud

nidelit Y

Phase Linear 8, SAE
specialists.

Tel:

0

MICROMEGA • NAN AUDIO • NEAT REGA • ROTEL
•
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

British. Japanese
8. /
1
\rrierica:n
catered for.

'Ca./

Does This Seem Familiar?

CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DL103R
DENON DU 03
DENON DL160
DENON DU 10
DENON DL304
GRADO RS1
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU
STAX HEADPHONES

LPOA
EPOA
£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£625
£1300
£370
EPOA
£640
£1500
£2200
£1600
£800
£599
£885
EPOA

DELIVERY

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLORING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, E.A.R., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, C.A.T., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
W1REWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW di BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ES- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• -Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO

TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road, London, SVV20 0/W
T 020 8946 1528/0331 E shopOobrIenhlecom
Free parking • Five minutes from A3 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 5.30

Sonus Faber - D OMI1s

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Clued Company
reek • Dreamvision • Dynavector • Epos • Gutwire • Lyra
Krell • Martin Loge • Michell • Moon • Natal • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Reson • Sonneteer
Sonus Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a list of es-dem & display product

Chord- Cables
We are currently
demonstrating these
stunning new products.

Sugden - A21SE Amp

Pleue contact us to
arrange • demonstr alion.

& CD

they used to say, it's grim up north...
Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, Chord Cable, Chord Electronics, Consonance, Creaktiv
Custom Design Esoteric, Grado, Isotek, Kudos, Monitor Audio Nbien, Neat, Opera, Pathos, Primare, Pure, Resolution Audio,
Revolver , Roksan, Shanling, Standesign, Sugden, System Audio, TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van den Hul, Wadia

...not any more
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 71E. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk
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Power and
Control
Chord SPM 14000
Reference Mono
Power Amplifer

he Chord SPM 14000 Ultimate Mono
power amplifier has been designed
as simply the best amplifier Chord
Electronics have ever built.

4

4
44 4
4:
4
4 4
14
1

Chord SPM 14000 is an

outstanding example of applied
engineering. It is the finest solid
state amplifier Ihave auditioned
and one of the very finest amplifiers
to be found.
Stereophile

Find out why Stereophile magazine found

4
44444
4
444444
4 4 4444
44
4 1--4.
4
For an appointment please call 01634 880037 or email info@rochesterhi-ti.co.uk

it the finest only at Rochester HiFi now.

;

î
4.11

1
aree

5fe
Rochester Hi Fi
30 High Street, Rochester
Kent ME11LD
T 01634 880037
E info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

O CHORD®
Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T01622 721444
E sales@chordelectronics.co.uk
W wmi.chordelectronics.co.uk

tlee

z

.
10000

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical honzons
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

Lamm ML1 1Monos - less than 30 hours use

New

£ 12000 £ 20000

Clearaudio Goldfinger cartridge. Brand new in sealed box
£4000 £ 5640
Croft Charisma X phono/line pre- amp
£ 1500 £ 3000
Musical Fidelity KW series DM2S CD transport • DAC
(still has protective film on plugs and display)
Tren Syren pre- amp with line

boxed, brand new

£3000 £ 4000

phono - 3months old - boxed - barely used £4500 £ 7000

Mactone MA300B 20 watts 3008 power amp - 30 hours use
£ 3000 £ 6500
Mactone XX330 line pre- amp - 10 hours use
£ 3000 £ 8000
Esoteric X01 CO player - perfect - boxed - 10 months old
SME V tonearm

£ 6000 £ 9600

standard wire - 10 years old

£ 850 £ 1800

SME V tonearm - 1month - standard wire
£ 1400 £ 1800
Placette passive line stage - 3 inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old £ 900 £ 1600
Living Voice loudspeakers - various ex-dem. part-ex, seconds, from very
young to very old
Tom Evans Groove Plus

please

call

£ 1900 £ 3000

Rega Jupiter CO player - professionally clocked n rebuilt with Black Gates £ 600
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - completely standard
£ 700
Transfiguration Esprit - 10 hours use - perfect ex- review bargain

£ 600

£ 1500 £ 950
Pathos 2box pre- amp with remote control - spotless
Canary 903 4 box pre-amp - champagne facia - 3 months old - boxed £ 2850 £ 6500
Border Patrol 300B SE - Western Electric valves - 8watts - charmer
Primare 0302 CD player
Sugden Bijou mm/mc phono stage - 100 ohms

Sonus Faber Electa Amator - Walnut - stand mount - lovely condition
Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - single ended stereo
Avalon Arcus loudspeaker - Maple
Tube Technology Prophet pre- amp - 30 hours use

£ 2500 £ 5000

£ 650
£ 400

£ 650

£ 1750 £ 3500

£ 2500 £ 4500
£ 3500 £ 7000
£ 1250 £ 2500

Tube Technology Unisis Signature integrated - 30 hours use
£ 1250 £ 2500
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with Rega R61300 tonearm, Recen Reca
cartridge and Living Voice mat.
£ 1000 £ 1633
Canary 608LV integrated amp 25 watts with Living Vo ice upgrade £ 950 £ 3000
Unison Research Smart 3008 class A power amp - 1year old
JPS Constrictor power cables - very nearly new
JPS SC3 interconnect - very nearly new

£ 2250 £ 4500
£ 600 £ 1200
£ 400

Revel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers - Santos Rosewood - with stands

ipswich
fax

01473

signals

655172

bucklesham

01473

655171

£ 400 £ 1000
£400 £ 1000

Nordost Quattro Fil interconnect - 2m set - boxed

£ 700 £ 1800

emaill:eng@signals.uk.com
Ipswich

suffolk

www.signals.uk

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell •Mission
MJ Acoustics
Monitor Audio
Mordaunt- Short
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Huh
Wharfedale
Ya ma ha
& lots more...

£ 795

£ 850 £ 2000

Linn Genki CO player
Nordost Quattro Fil interconnect - 1m set - boxed

IP10
c

ODY
o

0-1

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.Oefinitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

Winning North of England Retailers...

All Chord Electronics available... with up to 3yrs 0% finance

24 Gillygate, York

01904-629659
www.Vickers-Hfi.co.uk

Fidelity Sound Reproduction - Since 1967

thesoundsurgery

because
we love
music,

we love
hifi.
Restore your passion.
Revive your music collection.
Redefine your expectations.
Acoustic Signature
Audio Desk Systeme
Eben
Exactpower
Emille
Kingsound
Luxman
Monopulse
Pearcable
Stereovox
Supra Sword
Stillpoints
Timber Matrix Foundation
Vertex AQ
Whest Audio

www.soundsurgery.co.uk
01392 662920 / 07775 707784
New products & regularly updated
used/ex-demo webpage

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

CARTRIDGE SECTION

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

High End Cable

PRICES INC PAP FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880

STYLUS

Goldring

www.highendcable.co.uk
Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects
Abbey Road Cable
Audience

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra

£28

SEX £ 24

SR- 60

£75

1006

£ 76

£62

SEX £ 54

SR- 80

£90

1012 GX

£95

£76

SEX £67

SR- 125

1022 GX

£ 126

£140

£104

SEX £86

1042

£ 144

£117

SEX £ 108

SR- 225

£175

Eroica LX/1-1 £ 135

£113

SEX

N/A

SR- 325i

£260

Elite

£194

SEX

N/A

RS- 1

£635

RS- 2

£450

van den Hul
Wyrewizzard

DR50

£30

IsoTek Power Conditioners

DR100

£40

DR150

£70

HD415

£29

£238

Audio Technica

Prestige Series

Reference Series

£25

£16

AT 110 E

£30

£18

AT 009 MLII

£330 £295

EX

DL 103

£105

£95

EX

N/A

DL 10311

£190

£170

EX

N/A

DL 110

£79

£69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95

£83

EX

N/A

HD465

£45

DL 304

£210

£190

EX

N/A

HD485

£54

Grado
Prestige Black £40

£29

Prestige Gold £ 110

£77

Lyra

Sennheiser Headphones
HD435

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

£60

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£13

Dorian

£495 £395

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

£795 £695

EX

N/A

Maly Pixall II Roller plus Refill

£16

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£15

M 97 XE

£98

£58

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £ 235 £ 200

EX

Dunes J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono plug
3m connector
£27

Blackbird £ 585 £ 500

EX

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX
Exchange price same make moving coil cartridge
VISA

'
e*

Order direct online or Tel/ Fax 01757 288652

EC()SSE

Townshend

r:TF

Iserek

Cable Tower

Pr

0•1f1 •

TOWNSMEN° AUDIO
.urordervOLO• Or Ilo•two HI!I

Clearlight Audio Cones
Oehlbach Accessories
Stax headphones
Echo Busters

Cable Tower

Ayre CD — IsoTek CD
Creek Phono stages
Lyra MC cartridges
Oriol on MC cartridges
Sumiko MC cartridges
Second Hand
XLR cables
DIN cables
Media cables
SCART cables
S Video cables
Jumpers cables

t;ait (let ‘1'
el
ABBEY ROAD CABLE

TAMMY

Sub Woofer cables

Reference cables include free Burn In.

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HIFI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearrn, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £.
75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £ 1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also po further increasing the performance.

0E.HLBACI4

HDMI cables
DVI cables
Digital cables

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 5S0

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

NÔÉDOST

£38

Argo
Shure

Nordost
Oehlbach
Stereovox
Tannoy

New Goldring Headphones

AT 95 E

Denon

CHORD

Chord Company
Ecosse

£33

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can korepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
" It'
s value

is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS

Universal turntable motor kit

"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."

The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being

HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT HIP?
SOUND SOO VISION

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured

sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £. 199

by Rega) £ 124

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

ORIGIN LIVE
l'el/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoporiginlive.com

www.originlive.com

your current
system isn't
terminal..,

it just needs
some ayre
to breathe
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r
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"
'
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440"

has arrived...
main
0-1xe DVD CD Player

V-6xe Multichannel Amp

Ax- 7 integrated Amp

K-5xe Preamp

CX-7e CD Player

DX- 7e DVD Player

8111111
V-5xe Power Amp

V-1 xe Power Amp

11111C31111
C-5xe Universal Player

renc=in
P-5xe Phono Preamp

Power Amplifiers

Multi- format Player
DVD Players

Phono Stage

CD Player

Signature Cables

Pre/integrated Amplifiers

for those who don't believe in compromise
4 idi

Li,dsgow,
\
0845 4000 400
info©audiosalon.co.uk www.audiosalon.co.uk

iu

www.ayrecom

SIIIND 1311TS!
The 'must-have' book on
the history of hi-fi. If you
Love hi-fi you'll love
Sound Bites...

•50 years of Hi Fi News and hi-fi folklore
•Written by legendary hi-fi scribes Ken Kessler
and Steve Harris
•Histories and information on classic kit
•The most informative and entertaining book on
the history of the hi-fi business ever written
•Packed with anecdotes from John Atkinson,
John Borwick, Geoffrey Horn and many more

YOU CAN'T AFFORD
TO MISS IT!
From the publishers of

Hinfi news
WHERE TO BUY
SOUND BITES
SOUND BITES costs £ 14.99 from
leading bookshops.
Please quote ISBN D-86296-242-0
You can also order it by post, free of
p&p, from Black Books.
Tel: 01562 69296; fax: 01562 630592 or
go to www.aarons-books.co.uk
You can order Sound Bites online at
•www.amazon.co.ok
•www.amuisicdirect.com
•www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com
The Hi -Fi News Accessories Club can
.
be contacted at 01234 741152 or you
can e-mail your orders to:
salesrdhif accessoriesclub.com

134
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"Icon Audio has surpassed itselfs.."

Basis turntabbs
&Vector tonearm
at Retro Reproduction
in Edinburgh

"In short (the Stereo 60) is asmooth sounding, well balanced and
excellent all round performer that I
would recommend in any shortlist of
amps that goes up to £1000 or beyond." Hi Fi Nt December 06
Stir•oeeli
KM integrated 2x 65w rms
Brand new UN design
ALL TRIODE Push-pull driver stage
Triode output mode 2x 30w
Choke regulated PSU.
Remote control. Four inputs
plus tape loop. Hand built
Huge transformers [ weight33kg1

From £
1.399 Inc Russian valves
[Upprodesavallahlel

;CPI&

041.4£1:17-

Stereo 60

Sti-dec.)
C»
3008 ¡fables are well
Mr their
smooth, warm sound ant/fue Icon
murk superb use of bus property to
add real emotion to Me performance"
World Ian 200i
Remote control
All TRIODE driver stage
Four inputs plus tape loon

4. Basis Debut with Vector
Mk111 tonearm
Vector Mk111 tonearm
ir,cruc «Audio-

Basis 2500 turntable

From £
1.699 Inc Russian Valves

Stcrto 300

Indei.4Lin

rer•ie -rani

Beautifully controller soundimaging very detailed _ distortion an all
lime low of 0.000ro... excellent reliability ,4,MBeis IBolton Hi ti Hue', iii 1651,

with Vector Mk111

Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
High alow level outputs
Will match any power amp

From £
699.95 complete

Stereo 5C1
New UK design. KT88 2x 55w
Retro " Leak" style driver stage
Switchable Integrated or Power Amp
Switchable Triode output 2x 27w. Silver
audio cable. ALPs vol pot. Choke PSU.

For unsurpassed reproduction of
the supreme medium for music
reproduction return to Basis.
To appreciate the sonic
superiority of Basis turntables
as well as the incomparable
Vector Mk111 tonearm simply
phone Retro Reproduction of
Edinburgh on 0131 558 9989

Tape loop. Standby facility included.

Only £ 1,199.95

inc Russian Valves

Ask about our new KT88100w mono blocks from £1,699.95
1=PS
.
1&11 Yalire
IirnwStrege
listen to Me music Hof Um surface noise!
Only apure valve design can get the best
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback.
Passive RIAA. Custom British MC TX option.
Choke regulated PSU. High output.
Volume control. Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available

From only £449.95 complete INC
New Passive Preamp.

1111111111111MMMM\

£ 599.95)

4inputs, tape loop. Alps Blue Pot, silver Teflon cable
Gold plated terminals Only £ 229.95
Hand built Point to Point' wiring. No printed cfrcuit board. ALPS Volume control.
Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen. Rubicon. Silver aucio cable. Steel & alloy
plate construction. Soft start Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.
Common Features:

R ETRO R EPRODUCTIO N
28A

HADD NGTON

PLACE

EDINBURGH
TEL:

0 13 1 558

9989

Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven reliability. Unbeatable
advice Cback up service. Iry for 30 days. refund if not delighted*
For more info visit our website at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•

ide
lua—

'Conditions apply

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa , in,1 MasterCard accepted

CE marked

JPSIabs Cables
Prices shown in £

o

11
aE
e 111

E
Digital ISPOIF or AES1

995

1095

Reference Interconnect
[RCA or XLR)

11395

2095

Reference Speaker Cable

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

wvvw.centralaudio.co.uk
central-audio@btconnect.com

Website:
E-mail:

Tel:

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH REF2
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH V7-100 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
AUDIOHYSIC VIRGO 111
AUDIOLAB 80000 PRE
AUDIOLAB 8000T TUNER
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP77 CD/SACD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE DP55V
ACCUPHASE E212
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
ART AUDIO VPS DM
AVI LAB SERIES CD
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE IN STOCK
BOULDER 850 MONOS IN STOCK
BRYSTON BP20
DARTZEEL NHB 108
DCS VERDI LASCALA
DCS VERONA
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
EAR V70
EMM LABS CDSD/DCC2
FOCAL JM LABS 714
FOCAL JM LABS 1027 BE
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
FINITE PAGODE + CERA BASE
KRELL KPS 25SC 24/96
KRELL FPB 700CX
KRELL FPB 250 MC X2
KRELL FPB 650M X2
KRELL FPB300
KRELL FPB400CX
KRELL KPS 20IL
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2
KRELL 3001L
KRELL 2250
KRELL 280P
LEXICON MC8
LINN LP12 BASIK PLUS
LINN KLIMAX TWIN
LYRA HELICON
MARANTZ CD7
MARK LEVINSON NO 39
MERIDIAN DSP6000 24/96
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
MUSIC WORKS MEGABLOCK PLUS
NAGRA DAC
NAGRA PLL
NAGRA VPA MONOS
NAIM CDS3 S/N206XXX
NAIM N- VI + DAB MODULE S/N236XXX
NAIM NAP 300 S/N 192XXX
NAIM 252 S/N199XXX
NAIM FRAIM LARGE SHELF CHERRY/BLACK
NAIM 282 SN215XXX
NAIM SCAP 2 S/N198XXX
NAIM 500 S/N 181XXX
NAIM ALLAE CHERRY S/N 190XXX
NAIM NCENT SN215XXX
NAIM NSUB SN215XXX
PEN AUDIO REBEL2/CHARA
QUAD 63
QUAD SOUND ANCHOR STANDS
REGA P5 + TTPSU
REL STORM 5 CHERRY 2AVAILABLE
RE VOX H6 TUNER
RO TEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
SME 10
SME IV
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
SONUS FABER EXTREMA
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TOWNSEND SUPER TWEETERS BLACK
TRANSPARENT REF XL- SS
TRANSPARENT SIGNATURE DIGITAL
TRANSPARENT REF XL- SS
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
VERTY AUDIO PARSIFAL
WILSON SYSTEM 6
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

3995

Set of 4 Eli- wiring
Jumpers

1

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6

Wanted quaility hifi

E
Si

4695

111,11,n

299

Reference Power Cord
1.0 metre mtnimum

2499

digital cables
JPSIabs Cables
Prices Shown In £

u.

'5

o E 3 17.
cto z z
Ln - CD

RRP

NOW
1800 . . . 795
5500.. . 2995
10000. . . 3995
2000. . . . 895
5000. . . 2195
6500. . 3495
2500. . . 1695
4000. . . 1995
N/A . . . . 295
N/A. . 295
4500. . . 2995
7500. .. 3995
6500 . . 2995
3000... 1695
2200. . . 1295
4800.. . 2995
2200. . . 1395
1500. . .. 795
3500 .. 1795
5500
7500
1200. . . . 395
11800.. . 8500
10000 . . 4495
4000 . . 2995
9500. . . 4495
3500. . . 1495
13500 . . 5995
480. . . . 245
4000... 2395
8500. . . 5495
180
95
2500. . . 1595
25000 .. 7995
15000. . . 6995
12000.. . 3995
24000.. . 6995
9500 . 2995
12000 . . 5995
15000. . . 2995
4000. . . 2595
3700. . . 1295
4000.. . 2595
3000 .. 1995
5000 . . 2295
N/A . . . . 395
6000 . . 2495
1145 . .. 495
4000. . . 1995
5000. . . 1995
11000 . . 4495
3000 .. 1395
300. . . . 150
7800 . . 3995
5500...3495
1100 . . 5495
5325.. . 3495
3250 . . 2495
5300 .. 3295
4450.. . 2995
440. . 295
3075 .. 1995
3000 .. 1995
12850 . . 6995
2275 .. 1295
525. . 325
1650. . . . 995
2600. . . 1295
3800. . . . 895
600 . . . 245
1000. . . . 595
1000. . . . 595
N/A ... 195
1000 . . . . 395
2775 .. 7695
1240 . .. 795
12000. . . 6995
7000. . . 2995
595. . . . 295
800. . . . 445
3500. . . 1495
1000 . . . 595
7000. . . 2995
850 . . . 450
14000. . . 5995
20000 .. 7995
4000 .. 1995

ro a E

Ultra

MPM:1!

Central Audio

aluminate cables

E -

ED X
u.1

-J
d x

E
o
-

55

SuperConductor FX

165

195

205

SC- 3

345

375

345

395

Aluminata

1195

1295

1195

1295

225

premium cables
JP5Iabs Cables
Prices shown in £
ef
Là
NEW SC- 3 Interconnect
[RCA or XLRI
NEW1 SC- 3 Speaker wire

1E199

2099

SC. (81-Wire)

699

799

SC- 2 Petite [Single run]

449

499

Set of 4 RI- wiring Jumpers

65

The Kaptovator AC Power
rrini

995

superconductor cables
JPSIabs Cables
Prices shown in £
E
Ln
The SC fx Interconnect
(RCA)
(fully balanced)

E

219

259

299

349

SC fx 61- wire cable

e

E
.35
.35

399

439

.20/ft

The Analog AC Power Cord

279

The Digital AC Power Cord

279

Power AC. for amplifiers

379

entru level cables
JP51abs Cables
Prices shown in £

o
E
Ln

The ultra Interconnect
(fully balanced)

E

89

99

n/a

159

‘É. a E
t
Lib L

Ultra Speaker Cable
[Ell- Wire set]

aE
E
Si

139

159

229

259

The EPA- 2 AC Power
Cord

139

ALM°
JPSIabs Cables - why compromise?
4 Park Circus. Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland

0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk

www.audiosalon.co.uk

www.jpslabs.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL:01992 653999 MOBILE: 07860 511111
FULL LIST & PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
LOUDSPEAKERS

FAB AUDIO MODEL- ONE (RETAIL £7500)
EXDEM/AS NEW £4750
FAB AUDIO STONEHENGE (RETAIL £40000)
EX.DISPLAY £2995
FAB AUDIO BRAT
EX.DISPLAY £395
AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (RETAIL £ 10O00)
El/DEN/AS NEW £5995
AURUM CANTUS VOLA (RETAIL £2500)
EX.DISPLAY £1750
AURUM CANTUS MELODY M-102 PIANO BLACK
EX.DISPLY £1750
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS PIANO BLACK
EX.DISPLAY £1850
AURUM CANTUS MOON GODDESS II ( £2500)
EX DISPLAY £ 1850
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SE ( RETAIL £ 1200)
EX DISPLAY £895
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE (RETAIL £900)
&DISPLAY £695
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SV(RETAIL £700)
EX.DISPLAY £450
AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID (RETAIL £1200)
EX.DISPLAY £995
HARPAR QUARTET°
EX.DISPLAY TBA
TANNOY G.R.F.MEMORY 7W
MINT/BOXED £4450
QUAD 989 ELECTROSTATICS
MINT/BOXED £2850
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500)
BRAND NEW! £5750
MARTEN MILES II
BOXED £3795
MARTEN MILES III
BRAND NEW! RING
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERAS II (£10.000))
EXCLT £3750
JM LABS MEZZO UTOPIA
MINT/BOXED SPECIAL!
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2
EX OEM £7995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
BRAND NEW SPECIAL!
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE2
BRAND NEW SPECIAL!
MIRAGE Mis,
EXCLT £2750
TLC CLASSIC- 1
EXCLT £995
CELESTION A-2 ROSEWOOD (£ 1500+)
BRAND NEW! £995
TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700)
GC. SPECIAL!
CURA CA- 30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700)
MINT/BOXED £ 1295
ALR JORDAN NOTE- 5BOBINGA WOOD (£2500+?)
EX.DEM £ 1150
KEF 01
MINT/BOXED £ 175
KEF 10-5
AS NEW £275
KEF 10-7
AS NEW £350
KEF 10-9
AS NEW £550

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE (3K NEW)
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD- 208 STEREO RECEIVER
LUXMAN M-05 CLASS APOWER AMP
CONRAD JOHNSON PF1PRE (C/W PHONO STAGE)
CONRAD JOHNSON PFR REMOTE PRE (£3000)
SONY TAE-MAN-1PRE/POWER (ULTRA RARE)
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
NORTH AMERICAN H-CAT PI 2A PRE AMP (£2500+)
PERREAUX MM/MC PRE & 300 WATT X2 POWER
SONY TAFB94OR FEW HOURS USE ONLY
NAD C372 FEW HOURS USE ONLY
MARANTZ PM 6100 OSE FEW HOURS USE ONLY
DPA 505 PRE AMP C/W PHONO STAGE
PIONEER A-400
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-100
QUAD 33/303/FM3 QUAD SERVICED
MAF1ANTZ MA-700 MONOBLOCS 4OFF!

SOLID STATE

PLINIUS SE- 300 SILVER (RETAIL £4650)
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £3450
PLINIUS SA- 201 BLACK (RETAIL £3600)
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £2450
PLINIUS 9100 INTEGRATED BLACK (RETAIL £1700 EX.DEM/DISPLAY £1250
JEFF ROWLAND MC-6POWER AMP
MINT £3850
BEL CANTO UNE-1/EVO 200.2
EX OEM/BOXED £2695
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
BRAND NEW £995
CLASSE CA-400 POWER AMP (400 X2)
VGC TBA
THE ALCHEMIST PRE/MONOS (£15,000)
ULTRA RARE £5795
MARK LEVINSON 333 POWER AMP
EXCLT £3250
ETC PRE- 1POW- 1 (SUPERB)
MINT/BOXED £ 1895
SONY TAE-9000ES PRE/TA9OES STEREO POWER AMP EXCLT/BOXED £ 1250
McCORMACK RLD-1/DNA-125 PRE/POWER
MINT/BOXED £2250

CD/SACD/DVD

AS NEW/BOXED £1295
EXCLT/BOXED £1995
EXCLT/BOXED £ 1995
EXCLT £695
MINT/BOXED £ 1295
MINT/BOXED £5995
MINT/BOXED £4995
EX DEM £1495
VGC £995
AS NEW £275
AS NEW £350
AS NEW £ 175
MINT/BOXED £395
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £ 195
EXCLT/BOXED £ 195
EXCLT £345
EX OEM £ 1195

PERP.TECH PI -A/P3-A/PSU,SIG-2
PERP TECH PI -NP3-A/PSU.SIG-2
MUSE MODEL TWO DAC XLR/RCA IN/OUT
TRICHORD DIGITAL TURNTABLE
PERP.TECH PI -A/P3-A/PSU SIG-2 (LAST 1)
PRIMARE V-25 DVD/CD PLAYER (£ 1000)
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS/PRE (£6800 )
CEC TL51-X TRANS & 71X DAC +VOL CONTROL
MERIDIAN 563 DAC XLR &RCA
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS-III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD-II CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE 8.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.1 NEW OLD STOCK
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MONRIO 18B DAC/PSU
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£1450)
DENON DPFJ3030 200 CD MULTI PLAYER
DENON DVD 2800 (GOLD)

VALVE AMPS

TRILOGY 918 PRE C/W PHONO STAGE
TUBE TECH.SYNERGY HUGE REMOTE INTEGRATED
AUDIO RESEARCH VS-55(FEW HOURS USE ONLY)
AUDIO INN.FIRST AUDIO 2A3 POWER AMP
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-8PRE AMP (BLACK)
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
AUDIO INN.1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S
CONRAD JOHNSON PF 5C/W PHONO STAGE

EX.DEM £ 1375
BRAND NEW £1795
EXCLT £475
EXCLT £450
BRAND NEW £1795
EX DIS £450
MINT/BOXED £2750
MINT/BOXED £ 1995
MINT £395
NOS/BOXED £395
VGC £295
MINT/BOXED £ 1595
NOS/BOXED £350
NOS/BOXED £275
NOS/BOXED £225
MINT/BOXED £375
VGC £275
MINT/BOXED £495
EX.DEM £ 195
MINT £395
EXCLT £ 1250
MASTERPIECE! £3450
AS NEW/BOXED £ 1795
EXCLT £795
MINT/BOXED £895
MINT/BOXED £ 1695
MINT/BOXED £995
MINT/BOXED £ 1250
VGC £595

VINYL
TRANSCRIPTORS & SKELETAL ARM
QUASAR SKELETAL TURNTABLE
FORSELL AIR FORCE REF./ARM/FLYWHEEL
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)

LOVELY £895
EXCLT £ 1250
EXCLT/BOXED £ 7495
EX OEM £395

CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL LIST
INTERCONNECT

MISSING LINK CRYO REF XLR 1METRE PAIR
AS NEW/BOXED £ 275
MISSING LINK CRYO REF BULLET PLUGS IM
AS NEW/BOXED £ 225
RENAISANCE SIG.RCA 1METRE
TBA
RENAISANCE SIL XLR 2METRE PAIR
TBA
RENAISANCE SIL.RCA 2METRE PAIR
TBA
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£350
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 15METRE RCA
£595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 FT PAIR BALANCED XLR £1195
HOVLAND G-3 1METRE XLR BALANCED
AS NEW/BOXED £275
BUCK RHOCUM ORATOR) BALNICED XLE 1NETFE (£1300 REAL) _BRAN) KEW £X6
RACK MOWN °NMI° BALANCED XLR 2METRE 9)397 RETAL)......BRAND NEW £650
MC/011MM COMAE 1WIFE RCA ......... .
BRA/I) kEW £295
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 05METRE OR 1
METRE
BRAND NEW £ 75/95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1 METRE
BRAND NEW £65

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

MISSING UNK CRYO REF 12 PLUG BI WIRE 3METRE PAIR AS NEW/BOXED £675
RENAISSANCE SIGNATURE 3METRE PAIR (£ 1300+)
£795
RENAISSANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR
£795
DPA BLACK SLINK TWO 4METRE PAIRS LOCKING WBTS
£695
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£375
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR El-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC £795
PS.AUDIO X-TREAM El-WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£750
NIRVANA AUDIO SLSERES 2.3 METRE PAP EX DEM. FACTORY TB/MATED £475
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SIVEFI SPADES)
e235
QED XT-350 4MM AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR
£140
BLACK RHODIUM S-130 X2 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£20 METRE)

TUNERS /TAPE/CD RECORDERS

HITACHI FT- 5500 MKII TUNER
SONY MDS-920 MINIDISC
LYNX THETA TUNER (VERY RARE)
SONY 700ES 3HEAD TAPE MACHINE
QUAD FM-4

STANDS LAST FEW!!

PER METRE £9

GC £99
VGC £149
VGC £195
MINT £250
£195

SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105

EX OEM £ 149
NEW £ 195
NEW £275

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for?
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... tel 0845 6019390 Ttiesday to Saturday 10 til 5, or email news@2ndhandhlfl.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash
Call us before you trade In..- Commission Sales too

Look,
Listen,
Experience...

Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions.
•Two Channel Audio • Multi Room

•Turntable Workshop

•Home Cinema

•System Set-up

Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables
SRA

audioplay n
1ralle Coonediene

t: + 44 ( 0)20 73596962
m: + 44(0)7966 101971

audioplay@btinternet.com

-"IN/1C

(CT

epos

tels 01362 820800
email enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www basicallysound.co.uk

Amphion Loudspeakers

Mark flevinson 380 pre £ 2200

Bel Canto

Meridian 566 DAC £475

Custom Design

Meridian 500 CD transport £ 350

DH labs cables

Exposure XVIII power amp £ 750

English Valve Amplifiers

Leak Troughline Ill £295
(one thing decoder)

Jeff Rowland

Naim NAT 101 with snaps £450

lsophon Loudspeakers

Quadl ESL 63 £ 1100

LFD Audio

Krell KSL pre £ 700

Sound Good room panels

Music First Pre £ 1100

Spirelux Isolation

Meridian 500 transport £ 350

Weiss Digital Audio

Latest List
Visit www.valve-amps.co.uk to
see the latest list of bargains,
which is updated daily on the site.

HIfu needs valves

LOEWE.

Visit our showroom at:
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,
Reymerston Nib 4QD

Used Bargains:

Paul Benge
Englisl Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road
St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 OTU

ARCAM

...and others

Brands:

valve amplifiers

• Custom Installation

BASICALLY

SOUND

AND VISION

Fine Fidelity
Needs Valves!
PROTEUS
Proteus is acompletely new
integrated valve amplifier built to
exacting standards. Each amplifier
is totally hand built using the best
quality components and materials.
Call or email for more details.

T: 01424 445107
M: 07842 126218
E: paulfbvalve-amps.co.uk
W: www.valve-amps.co.uk

Award Winning CD Players By Consonance
CONSONANCE CD120 Linear

Solid State CD Player

The most naturally revealing CD reproduction employs a non-oversampling,

011101111
01110.

filterless DAC without Op-amps to deliver music replay that, until now, has been the
province of only the world's most expensive players. In review after review, the
Consonance CD120 Linear has taken the hi-fi world by surprise, setting dramatic
new standards for budget priced performance. At just £695 ( in silver or black) the
superbly built Consonance CD120L has to be the high-end bargain of our time!
CONSONANCE Ref. 2.2 Linear

CONSONANCE Ref 2.2L

Valve Output CD Player

Already ranked as a state-of-the-art CD player by the world's prominent hi-fi
reviewers, the Consonance Ref 2.2 Linear CD Player takes non-oversampling,
filterless DAC technology one step further with a6H30 triode valve output stage. This
remarkable value player (£ 1,395) features in some extraordinarily expensive systems
simply because of its peerless performance. At its very best CD music reproduction
has finally achieved aquality that competes with ANY other replay medium, and that
level of performance is now affordable with the Consonance Ref 2.2 Linear.

email enquiries: sates@aliumaudio.com

Phone: 01273 608332 or 01273 325901

Comprehensive details and equipment reviews can be read and downloaded from www.aliumaudio.com

Kelease the Magic
After 5 years in

www.fress 6 0.
9.blet
Its

production.

best phono stages around.

the Dino is still one of the
Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of
cartridge and

gain settings.

DiNo
"read all ee
lates+
views here
"

MoviNg Coil
MoviNg

MAÇNET

SwitchAblE GAiN
SWiTCliAblE LOAdiNq
SUpER REGUIATORS

Discaur Ourpui STAciE
Upc,RAdEAbEE PowER Supply
Rid ThE REVIEWS ON OUR WEbSITE:
WWW.TRiChORdRESF_ARCh.COM

Nc
e

contact us to find

e: +:
fulli
+ 44

-

0)
regklogme+
5600 1
,
5? 41t
: : vv:
+44www.pressilog.r
( 0)1 03 b3,
e+

-- ' Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology available
for this product further enhances
sound quality.

TRiCh0 Rd

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
salesetrichordresearch.com

RESEARCh

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trichordresearch.com

Do you own hi-II equi,pflent worth over £1Affiri?
Do you have alarge record or CD collection?

PLATINUM
home insurance solutions

Does your existing home insurance policy cover these?
We recognise that your possessions, especially your hi-fi and music collection deserve special attention and we offer aspecific
home insurance policy tailored to include cover for this. We understand that in exchange for your hard-earned cash, you
deserve and expect afairly priced product, world-class service and professional advice. All insurance requirements are unique
and require an individual and flexible approach.

e-7-• No call-centres or call ' management'. You get direct contact with
the people you actually need to speak to.
0
-7, Requests for areturn call done without stress. If you ask for
something to be done - you only need to ask once.
e
2--' Proper representation in the event of aclaim.
'7-, Household policies can be extended to include your cars.
From aMini to aFerrari - we can package it all together.
Please contact: Lee Brindley, Director

T. 01306 874400

F. 01306 874401

E. lee@platinum-ins.co.uk

PLATINUM
Platinum Insurance Solutions Limited, 267 - 273 High Street, forking, Surrey RH4 1RY Regulated and authorised by the Financial Services Authority. ( Firm ref. 319337).

BeHari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp
Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
An computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE

TO

SMART SOUND

"Boy does that
Hi Fi News
single valve serve "Provided aunivers€ of almost
up slam"
perfect listening pleasure,
OVERALL RATING sweet detailed and' above all

19/20

Hi-FiNews

• •
•Al valve circuitry
• RIA equilization
• Headphone/stereo line
output with volume control
• Rumble filter
Manned 24hr order line:

0870 8500129

VP129

£159N

supremely mi.sical"

HiFi+
"
Near perfect blend pf price
and performance"
What HiFi
"Smooth, warm sound... Makes
vocal based music apleasure"
Call for full reviews

Check out our massive range of produm & great prices

www.smartsounddirect.com

U

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb hi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT
M3tIni

Audio

air

London NVVI
0208 201 9286

CROFT

e.adrian@audioflair.co.uk
www.audioflairco.uk

AMPLIFICATION

EMINENT AUDIO. Trinity Cottage. Worfield. Bridgnorth. WV 15 5NT. Tel + 44 01746 716881
ema-1: audiognosis@eminentaudio.co.uk Mob + 44 07792 420266 web: www.eminentaudio.com

SPEAKER UNITS
5"IPL Metal, 1"Seas treble

S3t1
6.5"IPL PR 1" morel treble
S311ni
6.5"IPL metal, 1"Seas treble
Sahel!)
ç"1PL metal,Ribbon web •
Skim
8
.. 1PL metal, 1" Seas treble
S511

•

CAB SIZE nun
PLUS KIT
P&P
810 x191x 261 £215.00 £9.50
903 x230 x350 £„.53.00
903 x230 x350 £234.44
903 x230 x350 £33728
960 x276 x400 £105.75

£ 10.00
£10.00
DOD)
£11.00

10"IPI, 3"Dornemid,1"treb Itilx 320 x400 £419.90 £ 12.041

' Send cheque (or postal order) made payable to Mr I
PLeslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Villa, Torrs Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8A‘', tel 01271 867439. Alternativly visit
• our website at wovi.iplaconstics.co.uk or send a50p S.A.E. for cataloguedetailing
Transmission Lines, IiiFi and AV kits, including Active Subwoofers. drive units,
Silver l'ITE cables, and Quality Accessories.

»audio

...because the flame is worth the candle

BEL CANTO

CONSONANCE CD120 Linear

MUSIC FIRST MF1 Pre- amp

The first www.imoons.com ' Lunar Eclipse'
award goes to the new Bel Canto M1000
monoblocks. One thousand watts of iron grip
power wi;h kid glove delicacy and finesse.

Hi Fi Plus magazine ' Product of the Year 2006'
and its just £6q5! The CD 120L performs at alevel
that woulc have cost several Thousands' only avery
few years aga Now ,
availaole in black or silver.

(ne review after another ranks this amazing idui
pre-anplifier amongst the very best in then!
world. We keep ,both the copper and silver
wired version-, on permanent demonstration.

DK VS1 Ref Mk3

ANALYSIS PLUS Cables & Interconnects

Massively engineered and astonishingly
powerful integratec amplifier. If your speakers
employ complex; energy absorbing crossovers,
thisli
lculd help enliven your music.

Designed spe•ifically for high-end audio and
professional recording stuaios we're convinced
Analysis Flu, produe are at ' east the equal of
anything wenie heard, and often cost much less!

XRTEXaq
Few of us nonce our windows until they're
darnel! The amazing VertexA0 Silver Jaya
does the SOM3 for your hi-fi system's soundsage. At £543 we wouldn't be without ours.

HORNING Loudspeakers

KR AUDIO

Experience the most naturally realist ,c
recreation of all types of musx, dynam ,c
contrasts and subtleties with asense of
emotional communication that's new rather
rare from modern hi-fi systems
Valve friendly, room triene, power .ul bass
and spatial finesse, hear recordinçs with no
hint of tiresome technological influence, no
exaggerated detail, no 'edgy' highs, juit
remarkably believable, free flowing music.

What better pedigree? Sublime, musical
reproduction from amplifiers ees gned
and produced by the valve mfinufagurers.
themselves, KR Audio. We always have the
majestically graceful KR Kronzillc DM
monoblocks ( right) on demorstnation as;
well as KR Audio's world renowned
irtegrated models like the VA3 ,
40 We also'
k3ep awide range of KR Audio salves
ircluding 300B, 300BXL, 845 cod 611.

Part-exchaige & Ex-Dem Bargains

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
AA JCRDAN Nod Foorstanding Speakers Cherry (( 149i) Mint boxed.
ATLANTIS ACOLISPOUE Esterel loudspeakers ((3,500)
Mint, boxed
AJDIO NOTE M2 RI1A Phono Stage
Mint
AJDIO RESEARCH VSi55 Integrated Amplifier ((2,800)
Mini, boxed
AJDIO RESEARCH 1130 Power Amplifier
Superb, boxed
AJDIOSTATIC NI Wing Loudspeakers in block
Mint, boxed
BENZ MICRO Ruby Wood Cartridge - Very, very few hours use Mint, boxed
BOW Wazco XL Inteprated Amplifier ((3,000)
Mint boxed
B&W CM633 Mk2 ( Black)
Sapid), coltedion only
CARDAS Quad Link budspeoker Cables, bi-wire, spades 12ft --Surf
CLEARAUDIO Irr.ide Cartridge - Very few hours
Mint boxed
CLEARAUDIO In-,ider Reference Cartridge - Very few hours
Mint, boxed

£695
£2495
£1495
£1895
£895
£2795
£1295
£1795
£325
£795
£2595
£3495

CONSONANCE Ref 1.0 Tuner (£89.5
Ex-dem, boxed
CONSONANCE Ref 1.1 Valve Pre-arip(Vinrld duct £2,495) Ex-dent boxed
EAR The Head' M( Transformer
Excellent
MICHELL Orbe with SME V
Superb
MUSIC FIRST MF1 Passive Pre-amp ( Ex-e.m)
Nr mint, boxed
PMC OBI Loudspeakers Oak (£2,,,700;
Mint, boxed
SrIANLING (0-T300 (Omega) C1 'layer U4,000)
Ex-dem, mint, boxed
SME '5eries IV Tone=
Ex-dent mint, boxed
SJMO Gold Valve Pre & 3008 monotloc - Solid Buss
Superb
TALON Ruven Loudspeakers. Blacil glass' inish ( U000)
Mint
TOWNSHEND Isolda Loudspeakel (Ales Sour, bnnano Ex-dent mint, boxed
LI Druid Mk IV Loudspeakers. Black)(£?,395)
Ex-dem, mint, boxed

www.audiolincs.corr,
GRANTHAM ( Al) SOU — H LINCS

audio

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTME
NPTIONWL,ULUERIES DAILY
ferast.

EXPORT SALES

£595
£1595
£349
£2695
£1195
£1595
£3295
£895
£2695
£2995
Z495
£1795

PHONE:

078 2192 5851
or
01476 591090

Prepare to be entertained sonically and visually all weekend...
Welcome to the Hi Fi Show - like no other

in partnership with

Another record for this, the best loved High End Home
Entertainments show in the UK; virtually all major suites sold
within three months of the previous show.

Over 65 Exhibitors...

Northern Sound & Vision (the Manchester Show) maintains
an enviable record for the North of England which has
historically hosted the biggest Hifi Shows in the country.

As of: 01/12/2006

Two- channel & Home Cinema

Now into it's 8th year the show continues to grow both
in footfall and exhibitor support, and is regarded as the
friendliest and most effective of all UK shows.

Great Venue 8t Great Location
• Over 30,000 square feet of display area
• Direct access by plane, train or car
• Parking for over 500 cars
• Award Winning Venue
• Wonderful environment & facilities
Int
1

,

it.

1111

,

i/1111

,

H

• Easy to get to
• Central Manchester on the doorstep
• Regular International and National flights
• Undercover access from plane or train, just follow
venue signs

Download your
privileged ticket
today and save 41IM
money
The Quality Home Entertainments Show

....... • ..

to tii

out wç

Our privileged tickets are unique to us and each year many t oUSari

Radisson SAS, Manchester Airport
27-20 January 2007

Coo‘eteeeviteekve

T: 01829 740 650

1 F: 0845 280 0065

E: roy@chestergroup.org

W: www.chestergroup.org

Organisers of The London Sound & Vision Show. All intellectual rights reserved.

Midland Audio Exchange
Monitor Audio
Mowgan Audio
MySpace
Nairn
Nairn Records
Orpheus Audio
Pinsh
Practical Hifi Plus
Progressive Consumer Electronics
Quadraspire Ltd
Red Line Distribution
Robson Acoustics
Rothwell
RT Services
Ruark
Samsung Electronics ( UK) Ltd
Select Audio
Sevenoaks
Showshop
Signature Audio Systems
SIM2 UK Ltd
Smartlife
Sound Venture
Stamford Audio
Symmetry
Tannoy
The Acoustic Partnership
Transparent Distribution
TV Stands UK Ltd
UKD
Vertex AQ Ltd
World Designs

Over 200 Brands...
As of: 01/12/2006

Show opening times: Sat 10am -5pm and Sun I
Oam - 4pm

•

'A Audio Marketing
AAP Tech
Acoustica
Activ Distribution
Alternative Music
Audio Synergy
Audio Republic
Audionote UK
Audiocraft
Audioworks
Audio Reference
Arcam
Auto Install
Chord Electronics
Coherent Systems
Custom Design
Dali
DCS/Audioworks
Diverse Vinyl
Doug Brady
Electrocompaniet
Focal JM / Audio Synergy
Hi Audio
Hi-fi+
Hi Fi World
Harman Kardon
Henley Designs
Hidef
Joenit
IAG
Kudos
McIntosh
Meridian Audio
Metropolis Music

The Dawn of a
new Era

400011116
AU DIA
AU

Liv

Only available at:
Stratford HiFi, Leamington
Zouch Audio, Ashby de la Zouch
Audio Destination, Tiverton
Sevenoaks, Lincoln
Kronos HiFi, Dungannon

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORIES CLUB
It can be nothing but coincidence that we put together acleaning
package just as spring is about to come marching into view, but
we promise to avoid all references to * spring cleaning', new
brooms' or any other such hackneyed terms...
DeOxit and ProGold have featured in our lists for many year
with very positive customer support and feedback. Now, from
Caig Labs comes their 'Audio/Video Survival kit' containing both
mini aerosols and phials of DeOxit Cleaner and Power Booster,
DeOxit Gold ( the new name for ProGold) Conductivity and
Conditioning Enhancer, and CaiLube Precision Switch Lubricant
as well as arange of lint- free swabs, brushes and wipes to enable
all forms of contact and switch that are likely to be found on any

nt qlwit

typical audio/video system to be cleaned and conditioned.
Start cleaning at the incoming mains, finish at the cartridge tags

Audio

kei.bi, De«

-the difference is startling! Of course, we are still offering both
DeOxit and DeOxit Gold as individual items, plus aparticularly
good offer when purchased together...
Last Record Care Products have been a mainstay of our
listings for many years. Last Record Preservative is effective,
along with Stylast, in reducing record wear and extending stylus
life by improving the stylus/groove interface, while Last Record
and Stylus Cleaners are among the most effective hand- applied
cleaning agents that we have ever come across. Last Power Clean
provides adeep clean for old and new records, one of the few
products that we have found that removes mold release agent
from new records - akiller when used in conjunction with aMoth
Record Cleaning Machine.., and look out for our Last packages!
Kontak contact cleaner was originally developed for the US
Military. Remarkably effective, easy to apply and wonderously
effective, leaves contacts sparkling clean - use one every six
months without fail!

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Name

Address

Tel ephone

Post Code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable

to:

'
HFN Accessories

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)

Card Number

Li

II
II

Li

Expiry ( date)

CV Security Number

Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of the form) to: HFN
Accessories Club 8 CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 111-1, UK OR Fax your completed

Item

Prices

DeOxit Audio/Video Survival Kit

£37.50

DeOxit 140gm Aerosol

£14.00

ProGold 14gm Mini AerosoL

£14.00

DeOxit/ProGold Package
Offer price

£22.50

Last # 1Power Clean

£27.50

Last # 2Record Preservative

£27.50

Last # 3 Record Cleaning Fluid

£15.00

Last # 1/2/3 Package Offer price

£60.00

Last # 4Stylus Cleaner

£15.00

Last # 5Stylast Preservative

£25.00

Last # 4/5 Package Offer price

£35.00

Kontak Contact Cleaner

£15.00

Moth mk11Record Cleaning Machine
Package with 100 Nagaoka- style
sleeves & 5L RCM Fluio

£450.00

order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccesso
riesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hiliaccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All
prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever
their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.
Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E80E.

Quantity

Lector
4usic First Audio

t:

01984

624242

vww.alternativeaudio.co.uk
peterealternativeaudio.co.uk
Taunton
Somerset
Ai

Art Audio, Border Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/Yoshino,
Experience Filtration, Lector, LFD Audio, Lyra, Music First Audio,
Nottingham Analogue, Opera, Quadraspire, Transfiguration, SME,
Shun Mook, Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio.

Hinfi news
Editorial Team

We Live At...

Editor • Steve Fairclough
Acting Editor • Paul Miller
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison

Our editorial, advertisement and
publishing offices are at:

Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Art Editor • Sheradon Dublin
Editorial Assistant • Marie Ek
Consultant Editor • Steve Harris
Technical Adviser • Martin Colloms

Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon, Surrey,
CR9 1HZ, England.
Tel. 020 8726 8311
Fax • 020 8726 8317
e-mail • hi-finews@ipanedia.com

Consultant Technical Editor •
Keith Howard
Group Art Editor • Patrick Morrissey

Online...
For test reprints,
subscriptions and news go to
www.hifinews.co.uk

Advertisement
Team

Oerecycle
Management
Team
Editor- in- Chief • Mark Hedges
Associate Publisher •
Richard Marcroft
General Manager • Niall Clarkson
Managing Director • Paul Williams
Chief Executive • Sylvia Auton

Photographic
Team
Roger Phillips, Mike Prior,

Group Sales Manager

Anthony Butler, Clare Collins,

Paul Reynolds • 020 8726 8322

Ellie Dowds

Senior Sales Executive
James Bush • 020 8726 8324
Sales Executive
Ben Foster • 020 8726 8317
The Market ( Reader Ads)
Carole Molloy • 020 8726 8321
Production Manager
Clare Lordan • 020 8726 8315

Key Contributors
Classical • Christopher Breunig
Jazz • Steve Harris
Rock • Johnny Black
Hi-fi • David Allcock, David Berriman,
Tony Bolton, Christopher Breunig,
Martin Colloms, John Crabbe,
Barry Fox, Alvin Gold, Jonathan
Gorse, Keith Howard, Paul Miller,

Hi Fi News magazine incorporates: Stereo. Tape &
• • ,• • •
News. Audio Record
Review. he Giamoprore kecoid. Which 10 9and Music
Business th- Fi News is amember
of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
EISA
16811 and of EISA

Itmeisa-awards.orgl
Hi Fi News mpublished on the first Friday of the month
preceding the coon date by IPC Focus Network,
Part of the IPC Medio Group. It costs [4.00 per issue
1E51.35 for 11 montIrsI in the UK. €107.47 in Europe.
$144.63 in North America: (90.41 fog he rest of the
world. Rates are fog airmail delivery. See subscriptions
order form on page 70 or calf 0845 676 7778 for the
latest special offers.
Copyright WC Media. 2007. all rights reserved
Reproduction in whole or in part is forbidden without
permission. in writing. of the publishers. Distributed
by Marketforce MK) ad. Kings Reach Tower. Stamford
Street. London SE1 9LS tel. 020 7633 3333. Typeset by
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You don't need reference
recordings to test your
system's mettle, as Denon's
Roger Batchelor explains
using amoody, atmospheric
set from Lucinda Williams

Lucinda Williams

World Without Tears

Lost Highway 088 170 355-2

A

merican singer-songwriter Lucinda
Williams has released just seven
albums since her first in 1979,
sometimes with as much as an eight-year gap
in between. This has largely been attributed
to her legendary reputation as something of
aperfectionist and resulted in many years of
cult status.
With her fifth,1998's Car Wheels on a
Gravel Road, she at last achieved
world-wide recognition and critical acclaim,
not to mention aGrammy Award. Whilst
that album is considered by many as her
masterpiece, World Without Tears (
2003)
is an altogether more challenging piece of
work. Certainly, the fastidious sessions of
earlier recordings were forsaken for amore

singer recounts as she attempts to assert

the album's song-cycle). Awonderful

order into her life while bathing in the
luxurious sound of pedal-steel guitar.

tremolo-guitar and strolling brush-stroke
drums drive the laid-back pace. It also has a

some poetic lyrics sung with adeep-south
drawl and you get the idea. Her father Miller
Williams is arenowned poet and the influence

From ahi-fi perspective, this is by no means
a ' refererce' recording. Nonetheless, it is a
good test of asystem's ability to provide a

subtle, barely discernable acoustic guitar that
could easily be submerged on asystem that is
not giving its best.
Other standout moments include the
sublime crying guitar of Doug Pettibone

decent level of detail in order to bring out
the mood and atmosphere. At the same time,

throughout 'Three Days' and Lucinda's
Dylan-style talking- blues on ' Sweet Side'.

shows. What makes this album stand out is

the power and weight of her gutsy-sounding

the mean, low-down mood that is created
from the off-set, and which is set in stone by
the time we get to the third song, 'Ventura',

band of musicians should be maintained.
'Overtime' is arepeated assurance that
someday she'll feel better following the

of which would warrant aparental warning
should this ' adult' album ever appeal to the

which is adetailed list of daily routines the

break-up of arelationship (the main theme of

mainstream pop- market. (I':

spontaneous live- performance approach.
Start with alittle bit of country, add adash
of rock ' n' roll, steep in the blues, top-off with
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LISTEN FOR THAT DETAIL

ON TEST:
•Esoteric Universal player
•JBL and Sonus Faber speakers
•Transfiguration Orpheus cartridge
•Shanling CD500 CD player

FEBRUARY 2007

Finally, one word of caution: this raunchy
lady pulls no punches with her lyrics, some

PLUS:
How to...set-up a
multichannel music system
Inside Story: Will the new digitcl
broadcast format render your DAB
tuner obsolete? We investigate...

Ayre

* MX- Rmono amplifier

The Ayre MX- Rrepresents a radical new approach to power
amplifier design, exceeding all previously known performance
limits. Housed in an ultra- rigid chassis machined from asolid
block of aircraft-grade aluminum, the MX- R's unique form factor
provides for easy placement as well as astunning appearance.

symmetry

Innovative new circuit technologies combine to create a

t: 01727 865488

previously unrealized sonic experience that will deepen

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

your appreciation of your favourite music.

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk
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KRELL('
ANer
THE

EVOLUTION

CHAPTER

Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago, Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the auctio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high
end, and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power
amplifiers - plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
Out go the sharp heatsinks, in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music,
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CD/SACD player, the Evolution 525
audio-video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolu'..-mi 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor, a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates K -ells" passion for unparalleled performance and innovation.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
performance of the long-established Class A' Krell FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
of all integrated amplifiers.
the badge of prestige, passion and excellence. Call Absolute Sounds for full details.

absolute sounds ltd
EVOLUTION 402

EVOLUTION 505

EVOLUTION 222

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTVV
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

